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Abstract

G lutam ate is a major neurotransm itter in the central nervous system 

(CNS). The synaptic action of neurotransm itter glutamate is ultimately term inated 

by its uptake into glial cells and neurones. U ptake of glutam ate is also im portant 

because it maintains the extracellular glutamate concentration below neurotoxic 

levels. Some of the sulphur-containing analogues of glutam ate are also thought to 

have a possible role as neurotransm itters in the CNS and some of them  may 

accum ulate extracellularly and cause neuronal death.

The uptake of glutamate, aspartate and of their sulphur-containing 

analogues was studied in salam ander retinal glial cells, using the whole-cell 

configuration of the patch-clamp technique.

Sulphur-containing analogues of glutamate and aspartate were shown to be 

transported on the glutam ate uptake carrier with different affinities. The low 

affinity for transport of some of the analogues might explain their neurotoxic 

effect.

The possible transport of a pH-changing ion on the glutam ate uptake 

carrier was investigated. G lutam ate uptake was shown to be accompanied by an 

intracellular acidification and an intracellular alkalinization. These pH  changes 

have the sodium-and potassium -dependence and the pharmacology of glutamate 

uptake. They were shown not to be due to metabolism nor to secondary activation 

of pH-regulating mechanisms.

The effect of certain anions inside the cell on the am plitude of the current 

evoked by glutam ate uptake was investigated. This approach was used to show 

that the pH  changes described above were due to an anion such as hydroxyl or 

bicarbonate being transported out on the glutamate uptake carrier, rather than 

due to a proton being transported into the cell. Anion-sensitive electrodes 

provided direct evidence for the transport of anions out of the cell on the 

glutam ate uptake carrier.

The possible modulatory effects of various agents such as ATP, adenosine, 

ascorbate and annexin I were tested on the magnitude of the current evoked by 

the transport of glutamate. The effect of activating or inhibiting protein kinases 

was also studied.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

G lutam ate was shown to have an im portant metabolic role and to be 

involved in protein synthesis, long before its possible role as a neurotransm itter 

was proposed. Indeed, a substance that is not specifically found in neurones, is 

involved in the metabolism of all cells and is a com ponent of proteins was, at 

first, not readily accepted as a neurotransm itter. Furtherm ore, it was impossible 

to dem onstrate the presence of an enzyme capable of degrading glutam ate in the 

synaptic cleft (an enzyme was originally believed to be required for inactivation 

of the synaptic action of neurotransm itters, by analogy with acetylcholine). 

G lutam ate was known to produce excitation when applied iontophoretically to 

the brain (Curtis & Watkins, 1963) but high doses of glutam ate were needed and 

the effect of the amino acid did not seem very specific since it was observed in 

most of the brain. The effect of glutam ate was therefore believed to be a non

specific effect on the m em branes of all cells. However, glutam ate was later 

shown to have all the characteristics required for a substance to be recognised 

as a neurotransm itter (the history of these discoveries was reviewed by Watkins 

(1986)), as follows:

( 1 ) glutam ate is localised in the presynaptic terminals in synaptic vesicles;

( 2 ) stimulation of nerve terminals provokes its release;

(3) this release is Ca^'^-dependent;

(4) glutam ate applied exogenously mimics the effects of the endogenous 

transm itter;

(5) the effects of endogenous or exogenously applied glutam ate are 

affected by the presence of antagonists;

( 6 ) a system exists for inactivation of the action of the neurotransm itter at the 

synapse.

It is now apparent that the vast majority of fast excitatory synapses in the 

central nervous system (CNS) are glutamatergic synapses (for review see 

M onaghan et al, 1989). G lutam ate acts on two different kinds of receptors:

17



ionotropic receptors (linked to cation channels) and m etabotropic receptors 

(coupled to G-proteins). The system which inactivates glutam ate’s synaptic action 

was eventually found to be, not an enzyme, but removal into cells by uptake.

This introduction covers the background to the experiments from this 

thesis, characterising the properties of the glutam ate uptake carrier in 

salam ander M üller (glial) cells. I will first of all review the properties of 

glutam ate receptors and their involvement in long term  potentiation, 

neurotoxicity and neuropathology. This part of the introduction also deals with 

actions of sulphur-containing analogues of glutamate and aspartate, which also 

activate glutam ate-gated channels and are transported on the glutam ate uptake 

carrier (see chapter 3 of this thesis). I then review the characteristics of 

glutam ate transport across the plasma mem brane, and com pare it to the 

transport of other neurotransm itters and amino acids. A  further part of this 

introduction deals with the mechanisms of glutamate release, which can occur via 

calcium -dependent vesicular release, but also in a calcium-independent m anner 

by the reversed operation of glutamate transporters. I then discuss pH  changes 

occuring during brain stimulation. This is highly relevant to the work described 

in this thesis, since I show in chapter 4 that glutamate transport is accompanied 

by an intracellular acidification and an extracellular alkalinization. The pH- 

regulating mechanisms available to cells, especially glial cells from the 

salam ander retina (the preparation used throughout this thesis) are also 

described. Lastly, I examine briefly the possible roles of glial cells which are 

relevant to the work described in this thesis.

1.1 Glutamate receptors

G lutam ate receptors can be sub-divided into two categories: ionotropic 

receptors (for which glutam ate binding induces channels to open) and 

m etabotropic receptors (where glutamate binding stimulates or inhibits the 

production of an intracellular messenger). Ionotropic receptors can be further 

divided into NM DA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) receptors and non-NM DA receptors 

(or a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionate (AM PA)/kainate 

receptors).
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For the pharmacological experiments described in this thesis, it is 

im portant to know how the properties of these receptors differ from those of the 

glutam ate uptake carrier.

1.1.1 NM DA receptors

NM DA receptors are perm eable to sodium, potassium and calcium ions 

(Ascher et al, 1988; Vyklicky et al, 1988; Mayer et al, 1987). In fact, the increase 

of intracellular calcium concentration resulting from the activation of NM DA 

receptors is thought to play a major role in neuroplasticity and neurotoxicity (see 

below). NM DA receptors have a key characteristic: they are blocked by Mĝ "*" 

at negative m em brane potentials (Nowak et al, 1984; M ayer et al, 1984). 

G lutam ate on its own is therefore unable to open these channels in a 

hyperpolarised cell: the cell must also be depolarised (for example when AM PA 

receptors are co-activated, see below) to release Mg '̂*' from the channel. 

However, several studies have now described NM DA receptors with a different 

voltage-dependence of Mg^"  ̂block (Novelli et al, 1987; Schmidt et al, 1987; Ben- 

Ari et al, 1988; Bowe & Nadler, 1990; M arin et al, 1992; Gonzales, 1992) 

suggesting heterogeneity of NM DA receptors. Several o ther modulatory sites on 

these receptors have been described, including a site for glycine. Glycine on its 

own is not sufficient to open NM DA channels but its presence is obligatory for 

the opening of the channel. Glycine (at nanom olar levels) potentiates NM DA 

responses via a strychnine-insensitive site (Johnson & Ascher, 1987). Zn̂ "*" ions 

are also able to block NM DA channels by binding to a site located on the 

extracellular domain of the receptor (W estbrook & Mayer, 1987). Interestingly, 

Zn^"^ ions have been found to be co-released with glutam ate at certain synapses 

(M ayer et al, 1989). O ther modulatory agents acting on NM DA receptors include 

polyamines (Ransom  & Stec, 1988; Williams et al, 1990), arachidonic acid 

(M iller et al, 1992), H'*’ ions (Tang et al, 1990; Traynelis & Cull-Candy, 1990, 

1991) and reducing or oxidizing agents (Aizenman et al, 1989, 1990).

NM DA receptors are selectively antagonised by D-2-amino-5- 

phosphonovaleric acid (D-APV) and 3-((±)-2-carboxypiperazin-4-yl)propyl-l- 

phosphonic acid (CPP) (competitive antagonists). Non-competitive antagonists
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include dissociative anesthetics such as MK 801, phencyclidine (PCP) and 

ketam ine which block the channel in a voltage-dependent m anner (M acDonald 

& Nowak, 1990).

Several sub-units of the NM DA receptor have now been cloned 

(Moriyoshi et al, 1991; M eguro et al, 1992; Monyer et al, 1992). The subunit 

N M D A R l is able to form homomeric channels but subunits NM DAR2A-D 

potentiate N M D A R l currents when incorporated into heterom eric channels.

1.1.2 Non-NM DA receptors

Non-NM DA receptors are sometimes sub-divided into AM PA (a-amino-S- 

hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionate) and kainate receptors. They were the 

first glutam ate receptors to be cloned and, according to their sequence 

similarities, they can be sub-divided into AM PA receptors (subunits G luR l, 

GluR2, GluR3 and GluR4), kainate receptors (subunits GluR5, G luR 6  and 

GluR7) and high affinity kainate receptors (subunits K A l and KA2). Several 

subunits are required to form a functional channel (probably five subunits for the 

AM PA receptor, not necessarily in heterom eric assembly; W enthold et al, 1992). 

These channels are perm eable to sodium and potassium, and also to calcium if 

G luR2 is not one of the subunits of the channel (Hollm ann et al, 1991; Verdoorn 

et al, 1991). The non Ca^"  ̂ permeability conferred by G luR2 subunits is due to 

the presence of an arginine residue within the second transm em brane segment. 

Subunits G luR l, GluR3 and GluR4 have glutamine residues instead of this 

arginine. The arginine residue appears at the m RN A  level (genomic DNA 

encodes for glutamine) after RNA editing (Sommer et al, 1991). This RNA 

editing process may be also active on GluR5 and G luR 6  but to a lesser extent 

(they exist both in edited and unedited forms) (Sommer et al, 1991).

1.1.3 M etabotropic receptors

M etabotropic glutam ate receptors were first described by Sladeczek et al 

(1985) for cultured striatal neurones. These receptors are coupled to G-proteins 

(Sugiyama et al, 1987; Nicoletti et al, 1988). Seven m etabotropic receptors have 

been cloned to date: m G luR l (M asu et al, 1991; H ouam ed et al, 1991; Tanabe
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et al, 1992) and mGluR5 (Abe et al, 1992) are coupled to phospholipase C 

(PLC) and induce an increase in inositol trisphosphate (IP3) concentration, while 

mGluR2 (Tanabe et al, 1992), mGluR3 (Tanabe et al, 1992), m GluR4 (Hayashi 

et al, 1992) and mGluRô (Nakanishi, 1992) inhibit adenylate cyclase. The 

intracellular mechanism to which m GluR? is coupled has not yet be*’cietermined 

(Saugstad et al, 1992). These receptors can be activated by glutamate, trans~\- 

amino-cyclopentyl-1,3-dicarboxylate (rra«5 -ACPD), quisqualate or ibotenate. The 

most effective blockers of these receptors are L-2-amino-3-phosphonopropionate 

(AP3), 2-amino-4-phosphonobutyrate (L-AP4; which is in fact an agonist at some 

m etabotropic receptors (see below)) and (RS)-a-methyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine 

(MCPG; Eaton et al, 1993; Bashir et al, 1993) ( competitive blocker ).

In the brain and spinal cord, L-AP4 inhibits release of glutam ate (by 

acting on a presynaptic m etabotropic receptor) and therefore reduces synaptic 

transmission (Cotman et al, 1986). In the retina, this glutam ate analogue 

hyperpolarises ON-bipolar cells by activating a m etabotropic receptor linked to 

a cGMP phosphodiesterase and thus closing cGM P-gated cation channels (Nawy 

& Jahr, 1990; Shiells & Falk, 1990).

1.1.4 Glutam ate-gated chloride channels

G lutam ate opens chloride-selective channels in locust muscle (Cull-Candy, 

1976), Helix neurones (Szczepaniak & Cottrell, 1973) and in cone photoreceptors 

(Sarantis et al, 1988). The cone receptor is localised in the synaptic term inal of 

the cone and its effect is abolished when sodium is removed from the 

extracellular space. It is thought to act as a positive feed-back autoreceptor, 

responding to glutam ate released from the cone synapse and increasing the gain 

of phototransduction.

1.2 Sulphur-containing analogues of glutamate and aspartate

Sulphur-containing analogues o f glutamate (L-homocysteic acid (HCA) 

and L-homocysteinesulphinic acid (HCSA)) and aspartate (L-cysteic acid (CA) 

and L-cysteinesulphinic acid (CSA)), as well as S-sulpho-L-cysteine (SC, an 

analogue of HCA), have been suggested to act as neurotransmitters in the
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central nervous system (M ewett et al, 1983) (Fig 1.1). Some of the experiments 

described in this thesis are on the transport of these substances by the glutam ate 

uptake carrier. This is of interest because they are released in a calcium- 

dependent m anner following depolarization by potassium (D o et at, 1986), and 

they depolarise neurones (Curtis & Watkins, 1963; Cox et al, 1977; Turski et al, 

1987) by activating glutam ate receptors, predominantly NM D A  receptors but 

also AM PA receptors (Patneau & Mayer, 1990).

One of the criteria that defines a neurotransm itter is the presence of a 

potent mechanism to remove it from the extracellular space (or degrade it). The 

existence of such an uptake mechanism for the sulphur-containing amino acids 

has been shown in most cases. However, it is still unclear w hether the uptake 

mechanisms described by different laboratories are powerful enough to lower the 

extracellular concentrations of the sulphur-containing analogues below levels that 

would activate glutam ate receptors. There is some controversy over the 

mechanism by which sulphur-containing analogues are removed from the 

extracellular space after being released. Wilson & Pastuszko (1986) found that 

CA and CSA were transported by an uptake mechanism similar to that for 

glutam ate and aspartate (see below). However, certain authors claim that 

sulphur-containing analogues are transported on a carrier other than the high- 

affinity glutam ate uptake carrier (Cox et al, 1977; Parsons & Rainbow, 1984). 

Davies et al (1985) argued in favour of two different re-uptake systems based on 

the finding that /3 -p-chlorophenylglutamate selectively blocked the transport of 

radioactive H C A  but not that of glutamate, but I will argue against this 

in terpretation of their data in the discussion chapter (section 7.1.2).

In addition to being transm itter candidates, sulphur-containing analogues 

o f glutam ate and aspartate are also interesting because they are thought to be 

involved in certain neurodegenerative diseases. In cystathionine synthetase 

deficiency (a disease which leads to mental retardation), Ohm ori et al (1972) and 

M udd & Levy (1989) found that high concentrations of homocysteine and its 

m etabolites (including HCA) were produced in the brain, blood and urine. It has 

been suggested that the cause of the neurological symptoms was an excitotoxic 

action of H CA  on glutam ate receptors, since H CA  is able to induce glutamate-
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Fig 1.1: Structures of the sulphur-containing analogues of glutam ate (left

column) and aspartate (right column).
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type neurotoxicity (Olney et al, 1971; Kim et al, 1987). In sulphite oxidase 

deficiency (a rare disease leading to mental retardation), it is the analogue of 

HCA, S-sulpho-L-cysteine (SC) which is found to accumulate in brain, blood and 

urine. Patients suffering from this disease have the same type and pattern  of 

brain damage as that produced by glutamate (Olney et al, 1975) which is in 

accordance with the finding by Patneau & M ayer (1990) that SC is able to 

activate NM DA and AM PA receptors.

13 Long Term Potentiation

Long term  potentiation (LTP), an activity-dependent increase in the 

strength of synaptic transmission, was first described in detail by Bliss & L 0 mo 

(1973) and Bliss & Gardner-M edwin (1973), and was recently reviewed by Bliss 

& Collingridge (1993). It was first shown to take place in the hippocam pus but 

was later described in other parts of the brain.

1.3.1 Properties of LTP

LTP exhibits several im portant properties: first of all, both pre- and 

postsynaptic cells have to be active for LTP to occur. In other words, the 

presynaptic cell has to release glutamate and the postsynaptic cell has to be 

depolarised (see below). This is known as the associativity of LTP, and can be 

achieved by the application of a strong tetanus leading to the generation of 

action potentials in the postsynaptic cell (M cNaughton et al, 1978). Alternatively, 

weak stimulation (which does not induce the postsynaptic cell to fire action 

potentials) of the studied input induces LTP if the postsynaptic cell is depolarised 

by the application of a strong tetanus on a convergent input (M cNaughton et al, 

1978; Levy & Steward, 1979), or by passing current into the cell with a voltage- 

clamp electrode while activating the input being studied ("pairing"). The second 

im portant characteristic of LTP is its specificity: only the stimulated input 

undergoes LTP (Andersen et al, 1977; Lynch et al, 1977).
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1.3.2 Induction of LTP

The role of NM DA receptors in LTP induction explains both the 

associativity and specificity of LTP. Associativity results from the need for 

postsynaptic depolarisation (to remove block; see section 1 . 1 . 1 ) at the same 

time as the presynaptic cell is active (i.e. releasing glutam ate to activate NM DA 

receptors). Specificity results from the need for glutam ate release at the 

potentiated synapse to activate NMDA receptors and thus raise [Ca '̂"']; locally 

(probably in the postsynaptic spines on which the synapses are made). Several 

lines of evidence indicate that calcium entry is a trigger for LTP. The induction 

of LTP can be blocked by the injection of EG TA  (a calcium chelator) into the 

cells (Lynch et al, 1983). M oreover, light-evoked release of caged calcium is 

enough to induce a form of potentiation (M alenka et al, 1988). Calcium ions 

involved in the induction of LTP probably come from external sources via 

NMDA channels, as well as being released from intracellular stores (Obenous 

et al, 1989; Harvey & Collingridge, 1992; Bortolotto & Collingridge, 1993). 

Several intracellular signalling molecules have been suggested to play a role in 

LTP. Blocking protein kinase C (PKC) or calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase 

(CaM  kinase) prevents the induction of LTP (Malinow et al, 1988; Klann et al, 

1991, Ito et al, 1991). Protein tyrosine kinases have also been suggested to be 

needed for the induction of LTP but not to maintain it (O ’Dell et al, 1991). 

Blocking the calcium-dependent enzymes phospholipase A 2  or nitric oxide 

synthase also blocks LTP (Linden et al, 1987; O kada et al, 1989; O ’Dell et al, 

1991). However, the evidence for nitric oxide (NO) as a candidate for the 

retrograde messenger acting during LTP is not conclusive. A  m ore likely 

intercellular messenger suggested to play an im portant role in the induction of 

LTP is carbon monoxide (CO). This gas is synthesised in the brain by the enzyme 

haem-oxygenase (present in hippocampal pyramidal cells). Blocking this enzyme 

(with zinc protoporphyrin IX; ZnPP) inhibits the induction of LTP (Stevens & 

Wang, 1993; Zhuo et al, 1993). However, it is not clear how the enzyme haem- 

oxygenase would be up-regulated by the activation of NM DA receptors or by an 

increase in intracellular Ca^"  ̂ concentration. The hypothesis that CO is the 

retrograde messenger involved in LTP remains, therefore, to be proven.
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It is still not clear the extent to which LTP is due to an increase of the 

am ount of glutam ate released by the presynaptic cell, a modification of the 

num ber or properties of post-synaptic receptors, or a change in the 

morphological characteristics of the synapse.

1.4 Glutamate and neurotoxicity

The brain is very sensitive to hypoxic-ischemic damage. Van H arreveld 

(1959) analysed the composition of extracts prepared from cortex exposed to 5 

minutes of circulatory arrest. These experiments led him to suspect that this 

dam age was related to the release of a compound present in the extracts (which 

was identified as being the amino acid glutamate). The neurotoxic action of 

glutam ate was later established by Olney & Sharpe (1969) who observed acute 

neuronal death (observed by light or electron microscopy) after the subcutaneous 

injection of monosodium glutamate. U nder physiological conditions, the 

glutam ate concentration in the extracellular space is kept low by glutamate 

uptake carriers present in the m em brane of glial cells and neurones (see below). 

However, under pathological conditions such as during anoxia or ischemia, 

because the am ount of oxygen available to the cells decreases, ATP levels fall 

and the Na'^/K'^ ATPase is unable to maintain the ionic gradients across the cell 

m em brane. Consequently, [K" ]̂o and [Na'*‘]i slowly rise and as a result, the 

m em brane potential becomes depolarised. These pathological changes have 

several effects, including an increase of glutamate release (initially because 

neurones are depolarised and fire action potentials) and an inhibition of the 

glutam ate uptake carrier (both because of the depolarisation of the cell 

m em brane and the rise of see introduction, section 1 . 6  and discussion,

section 7.9). These effects lead to a rise of extracellular glutam ate concentration.

G lutam ate neurotoxicity is thought to be due to a raised extracellular 

glutam ate concentration, activating glutamate receptors excessively and thereby 

promoting the excessive entry of Na"  ̂ and Ca '̂*'. This massive entry of ions has 

several effects including the induction of cell swelling and the activation of 

proteases, lipases and endonucleases (by high [Ca^‘*’]i). Swelling can be prevented 

by removal of Na"  ̂ and Cl from the extracellular medium (Rothm an, 1985;
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Olney et al, 1986). However, this operation is insufficient to prevent neuronal 

death: Ca^^ entry on its own is able to provoke a delayed degeneration. Removal 

of extracellular calcium was found to attenuate this degeneration in several 

preparations (cortical and hippocam pal neurones in culture and cerebellar slices; 

Choi, 1985; Rothm an et al, 1987; Garthwaite & Garthwaite, 1986). G lutam ate 

neurotoxicity was also found to be blocked by antagonists to glutam ate-gated 

channels, especially blockers of the NMDA-type channel (Rothm an, 1984). These 

results are consistent with the findings of M acD erm ott et al (1986) i.e. that 

N M D A  channels are perm eable to calcium. However, excessive activation of 

glutam ate-gated channels is probably only a partial explanation of processes 

leading to neuronal death during anoxia and ischemia and several o ther factors 

may be involved (e.g. release of calcium from internal stores following activation 

of m etabotropic glutam ate receptors, cell m em brane breakdown releasing 

unsaturated fatty acids which generate toxic free radiacals).

1.5 Glutamate and pathology

In this section, I will review briefly the clinical disorders in which 

glutam ate may play a role.

1.5.1 Epilepsv

A convulsive effect of glutam ate when applied to the brain was the first 

action of this neurotransm itter to be dem onstrated (reviewed by Watkins, 1986). 

M oreover, MK-801, which is now known to be an NM DA antagonist, was first 

isolated for its anti-convulsive action (Wong et al, 1986). G lutam ate depolarising 

cells presumably underlies its role in epilepsy.

1.5.2 H untington’s chorea

The major clinical signs of this disease are abnorm al involuntary 

m ovements of the body. The pathology shows lesions of the brain limited to the 

striatum. An experimental model of Huntington’s disease consists of the injection 

of quinolinic acid (an NM DA agonist) in the striatum (Beal et al, 1986), leading 

to striatal lesions resembling those observed in Huntington’s chorea. Patients
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suffering from H untington’s chorea show a diminution of the num ber of NMDA 

receptors in the striatum (Greenam yre et al, 1985). Since the striatum  (caudate 

and putam en) receives num erous afferent fibres from the cortex (Alexander & 

Crutcher, 1990), it has been suggested that abnormalities in glutamatergic 

functions may play a role in this disease.

1.5.3 Parkinson’s disease

In this disease, patients suffer from trem or and rigidity. Several lines of 

evidence suggest a role for excitatory amino acids in this disease. The locomotor 

enhancing effect of L-Dopa is greatly potentiated by low doses of MK-801 or 

CPF (NM DA antagonists) (Olney et al, 1987; Bormann, 1989). Moreover, 

NM DA antagonists protect against l-methyl-4-phenyl-l,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine 

(M PTP)-induced degeneration of dopamine neurones from the substantia nigra 

(Turski et al, 1991) and Parkinsonian patients have an increased concentration 

of glutam ate and aspartate in the plasma (Iwasaki et al, 1992). These data 

suggest that excitotoxic mechanisms may play a role in Parkinson’s disease.

1.5.4 Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis TALSl

In this disease, m otorneurones from the brainstem, spinal cord and 

cerebral cortex are found to progressively degenerate. In the cerebrospinal fluid 

(CSF) of patients suffering from ALS, concentrations of glutam ate and aspartate 

were found to be increased (Rothstein et al, 1990). This has been suggested to 

result from a deficiency in glutam ate uptake (Rothstein et al, 1992). However, 

a m ore recent study (Battaglioli et al, 1993) perform ed on a m utant mouse with 

a m otor neurone disease mimicking ALS suggested that the decline in glutamate 

uptake is a consequence of the loss of the motorneurones, rather than the cause.

1.6 Glutamate transport

U ptake into neurones and glial cells ultimately term inates the synaptic 

action of neurotransm itter glutamate, possibly after diffusion out of the synaptic 

cleft to surrounding regions where the glutamate concentration is m aintained low 

by uptake. A considerable am ount of work has been done on glutam ate uptake
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transport, most of it using radiotracing methods, to study the movement of 

glutam ate into either cells or synaptosomes (for review, see H ertz, 1979). M ore 

recently, glutam ate uptake has been studied by whole-cell patch clamping, 

measuring the inward current that reflects the uptake of glutam ate (Brew & 

Attwell, 1987).

1.6.1 Stoichiometrv of the glutamate uptake carrier

The accumulative power of an uptake carrier (defined as the maximum 

ratio of intracellular to extracellular concentration of transported substance it can 

produce) is determ ined exclusively by its stoichoimetry. It is well established now 

that the glutam ate uptake carrier transports sodium into the cell with glutam ate 

on each of its cycles (Balcar & Johnston, 1972; K anner & Sharon, 1978a). The 

sigmoidal shape of the dependence of uptake on the extracellular concentration 

of sodium suggests that at least two sodium ions are transported. M ost of the 

studies do not enable a distinction to be made between two and three sodium 

ions being transported due to poor resolution at low [Na'^Jo (e.g. Barbour et al,

1991). However, studies of how the equilibrium gradient of labelled D-aspartate 

depends on the sodium gradient have shown that aspartate is transported on the 

glutam ate uptake carrier together with two sodium ions (Erecihska et al, 1983).

Several groups have also suggested that potassium ions are transported 

out on the glutam ate uptake carrier. The first indication of this transport was 

from radiotracing experiments (K anner & Sharon, 1978a; K anner & Marva,

1982) in which glutam ate uptake was abolished by removing K^ from inside 

synaptosomes. However, since the glutamate uptake process is electrogenic 

(K anner & Sharon, 1978a; Brew & Attwell, 1987) the effect of potassium could 

have been an indirect effect, due to the change in potassium concentration 

altering the potential across the m em brane. Barbour et al (1988) took advantage 

of the electrogenicity of the carrier to m onitor glutam ate uptake as a m em brane 

current while whole-cell clamping the cell m em brane at constant voltage (see 

below), and thus showed that internal (i.e. whole-cell pipette) potassium was 

required for the transport of glutam ate into the cell. However, these results were 

later contradicted by the findings of Schwartz & Tachibana (1990): in salam ander
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Müller cells, the same preparation as used by Barbour et al (1988), the uptake 

of aspartate  on the carrier was independent of the concentration of potassium 

ions in the whole-cell pipette. Szatkowski el al (1991) resolved this controversy 

by showing that the pipettes used by Schwartz & Tachibana (1990) had too small 

a tip size to allow adequate control of the intracellular potassium concentration, 

so the intracellular [K" ]̂ was non-zero, even when the p ipette [K" ]̂ was zero. 

A fter the work of Barbour et al (1988), the stoichiometry of the uptake carrier 

was postulated to be as shown in Fig 1.2A, where one glutam ate is transported 

into the cell with three sodium ions and one potassium ion is transported out. 

Although, as discussed above, some evidence suggested that only two sodium ions 

are transported on the carrier (W heeler, 1979; Erecihska et al, 1983), the 

transport of three sodium ions was postulated in order to explain the 

electrogenicity of the carrier.

T here has been controversy over the transport of protons into the cell on 

the glutam ate uptake carrier for a long time. Erecihska et al (1983) found that 

aspartate transport into synaptosomes from rat brain evoked an extracellular 

alkalinization, suggesting that protons are transported in on the carrier (or that 

O H  are transported out). Nelson et al (1983) m ade a similar finding when 

working on the transport of glutamate in the kidney. However, Schwartz & 

Tachibana (1990) could not detect any intracellular pH  change (m easured with 

the pH-sensitive fluorescent dye, BCECF) in the salam ander M üller cell when 

uptake of aspartate was elicited. Work from this thesis shows that hydroxyl ions 

(or possibly bicarbonate ions) are counter-transported on the glutam ate uptake 

carrier. As a result, uptake of glutamate (and aspartate) is accompanied by an 

extracellular alkalinization and an intracellular acidification (see results chapters 

4 and 5). The likely stoichiometry of the glutamate uptake carrier derived from 

this work is as shown in Fig 1.2B where one glutam ate anion is transported into 

the cell on the glutamate uptake carrier with two sodium ions and one potassium 

ion is counter-transported together with one hydroxyl ion (or possibly one 

bicarbonate). As a result of the stoichiometry discussed above, the glutamate 

uptake carrier is electrogenic (Brew & Attwell, 1987). Bath applied glutamate 

evokes an inward mem brane current when these cells are whole-cell clamped.
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Fig 1.2: Stoichiometry of the glutam ate uptake carrier in salam ander Müller

cells. A- Proposed stoichiometry from the work of Brew & Attwell (1987) and 

Barbour et al (1988) suggesting that one glutamate anion is transported into the 

cell with three sodium ions and one potassium ion is counter-transported. This 

stoichiometry implies that glutam ate transport on the carrier is electrogenic 

(glutam ate uptake generates an inward m em brane current). B- Proposed 

stoichiometry showing that one glutam ate anion is transported into the cell on 

each cycle of the carrier with two sodium ions and that one potassium ion and 

one hydroxyl (or bicarbonate) ion are counter-transported (work from this 

thesis). This stoichiometry also results in an inward m em brane current being 

generated by the uptake of glutamate, as is observed experimentally.
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The inward current accompanying glutamate uptake is generated by a net 

positive charge transported into the cell on each cycle of the carrier (Fig 1.2B). 

Each glutam ate anion is taken up with two sodium ions while one potassium ion 

is transported out together with a hydroxyl ion or a bicarbonate ion (Brew & 

Attwell, 1987; Barbour et al, 1988; and work from this thesis). Studying glutam ate 

uptake by whole-cell patch clamping presents several advantages over 

radiotracing studies. The most im portant advantage it provides is control of the 

m em brane potential. Because it transports one net positive charge into the cell 

on each cycle of the carrier, the glutamate transporter is inhibited at positive 

potentials and activated at negative potentials (Brew & Attwell, 1987). This 

property was used in the experiments described in chapter 4  to study 

extracellular pH  changes. Being able to clamp the voltage of the cell via the 

whole-cell pipette also means that it is possible to change the composition of the 

intracellular and extracellular media at will without affecting the m em brane 

potential. Moreover, being able to change the intracellular medium via the 

whole-cell patch pipette allows study of the effect of various ions when present 

inside the cell. Müller cells are a particularly convenient preparation to study 

glutam ate uptake with whole-cell-clamping because these cells do not express 

glutam ate-gated channels, and because they express enough uptake carriers to 

produce an easily detectable current. Furtherm ore, monitoring the uptake of 

glutam ate by a fluorescence technique has shown that the uptake current is 

proportional to the am ount of glutamate entering the cell (Barbour et al, 1993), 

so the m em brane current generated by the carrier can be used to m onitor 

glutam ate uptake electrically. An example of the current evoked by the 

application of glutam ate to a whole-cell clamped Müller cell from the 

salam ander retina is shown in Fig 4jlO.

1.6.2 Affinitv and pharmacologv of glutamate uptake carriers

G lutam ate uptake transporters from several preparations have now been 

described. Their affinity for glutam ate is usually around 10-20/xM (considered as 

high affinity glutam ate transporters) (Logan & Snyder, 1971; Balcar & Johnston, 

1972; Brew & Attwell, 1987; Sarantis & Attwell, 1990; Wyllie et al, 1991). The
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glutam ate uptake carrier does not transport glutam ate-gated channel and 

m etabotropic receptor agonists such as kainate, NMDA, quisqualate, AM P A  or 

trans-ACPD (Barbour et al, 1991). Similarly, it is not affected by glutam ate-gated 

channel blockers like APV, CNQX or kynurenate (Barbour et al, 1991).

Several pharmacological studies have tentatively divided high affinity 

glutam ate transporters into different categories. In 1983, Waniewski & M artin 

suggested that glial glutam ate uptake was selectively inhibited by a stilbene: 4 - 

acetam ido-4’-isothiocyano-2,2’-disulfonic acid (SITS). Several laboratories have 

found two pharmacologically distinct high affinity glutam ate transporters 

(Ferkany & Coyle, 1986; Robinson et al, 1991, 1993). L-amino adipate was 15 to 

2 0  fold m ore potent at inhibiting uptake into synaptosomes isolated from the 

cerebellum than from the forebrain. Conversely, dihydrokainate was a potent 

inhibitor of glutam ate uptake in the forebrain but not in the cerebellum 

(Johnston et al, 1979; Ferkany & Coyle, 1986; Robinson et al, 1991). This 

inhibitor only has a small effect on the glutam ate uptake carrier from salam ander 

M üller cells (Barbour et al, 1991). Robinson et al (1991) also found kainate- 

sensitive and insensitive transport both in the cerebellum and in the cortex, 

suggesting the possible existence of a further sub-division of glutam ate 

transporters in the brain. However, the inhibition of glutam ate uptake by kainate 

could be the consequence of a depolarisation of cells expressing both kainate 

receptors and glutam ate carriers rather than a direct inhibition of the 

transporter. Cells lacking kainate receptors would in that case show a "kainate- 

insensitive" glutam ate transport. Threo-3-hydroxy-DL-aspartate (TH D A ) was also 

found to reduce glutam ate uptake (Balcar & Johnston, 1972) by competing with 

glutam ate for transport (B arbour et al, 1991). A more selective and more potent 

uptake blocker has recently been discovered: L-trans-pyrrolidine-2,4-dicarboxylate 

(PDC, Bridges et al, 1991). It was found to block glutam ate uptake competitively 

in salam ander glial cells and to be transported on the transporter at a low rate 

and produce a current in this preparation (Sarantis et al, 1993).

A  num ber of studies have also reported  a low affinity (K^ values of 

100/xM-5mM) com ponent to glutam ate uptake. However, it seems likely that this 

reflects either (in slice preparations) a reduction of glutam ate concentration at
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the site of uptake by virtue of uptake in more superficial cell layers (so a higher 

superfused glutam ate concentration is needed to saturate total uptake) or else, 

movement of uncharged glutamate directly through the cell m em brane (i.e. not 

on a carrier). In most studies, this low affinity uptake represents less than 15% 

of the total uptake of glutam ate (applied at a concentration of Im M ) into the 

cell (H ertz et al, 1978; Stallcup et al, 1979). Low-affinity glutam ate uptake was 

reported to be sodium -independent in synaptosomes from rat brain and in a 

cerebellar nerve cell line (Benett et al, 1973; Stallcup et al, 1979). However, 

W hite & Neal (1976) described Na'*’-dependent low-affinity glutam ate uptake 

(Km = 630jLiM) in the rat retina. This transport process was found to have a V^ax 

25 times higher than the high affinity uptake from the same preparation. The 

other characteristics of the two transport systems reported in their study appear 

to be otherwise very similar: both are sodium -dependent and have similar 

pharmacological profile and sensitivity to metabolic blockers). These results could 

be explained simply by the presence of only one high-affinity glutam ate uptake 

process, with part of the carriers being present at the surface of the retina (and 

therefore in contact with the superfused glutam ate) and the rest of the carriers 

being deeply buried in the retina at location to which glutam ate has to diffuse 

before being taken up by the carriers.

1.6.3 M odulation of uptake

Several agents can modulate the rate of glutam ate uptake. It is inhibited 

by arachidonic acid in salam ander M üller cells as well as in synaptosomes and 

astrocyte cultures from rat cerebral cortex (Chan et al, 1983; Barbour et al, 1989; 

V olterra et al, 1992). This effect occurs even in the presence of cyclo-oxygenase 

and lipoxygenase inhibitors (blockers of enzymes for arachidonic acid 

metabolism) (Barbour et al, 1989), and could be mimicked by melittin which 

activates phospholipase A 2  or by thimerosal which inhibits fatty acid reacylation 

in phospholipids (V olterra et al, 1992). This suggests that arachidonic acid may 

have a direct effect on the uptake carrier. However, the glutam ate uptake 

carriers recently cloned (see below) do not have the putative fatty acid binding 

site described as being present in NM DA receptors and postulated to explain the
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modulatory action of arachidonic acid on these receptors (Petrou et al, 1993). 

G lutam ate uptake is also activated by protein kinase C (PKC) activators such as 

phorbol esters (Casado et al, 1991), and inhibited by glucocorticoids (Virgin et 

al, 1991). Activation of dopaminergic receptors inhibits glutam ate uptake in 

hom ogenates from rat striatum (Nieoullon et al, 1983; K erkerian et al, 1987), 

w hereas the activation of a^-adrenergic receptors stimulates uptake of glutam ate 

by a mechanism involving a pertussis toxin-sensitive G -protein and protein kinase 

C (Fahrig, 1993). Noradrenaline was shown to act through an increase of the 

^max of the transporter while the rem ained unchanged. Voisin et al (1993) 

found that glutam ate uptake in cerebellar astrocytes from newborn mice could 

be upregulated by an unknown factor present in horse serum as well as by the 

presence of neurones in the culture. This plasticity was lost in cultures from eight 

day old mice.

Unlike G ABA uptake, which has been found to control the duration of 

the inhibitory synaptic current (Thom pson & Gahwiler, 1992), the rate of uptake 

of glutam ate out of the synaptic cleft apparently does not determ ine the decay 

rate of the non-NM DA com ponent of the synaptic current (Sarantis et al, 1993). 

Thus, modulation by the agents described above, at least within certain limits, 

may not greatly alter the synaptic current waveform, although a rise in 

background [Glu]^ produced by inhibiting uptake may desensitise postsynaptic 

receptors and reduce the amplitude of the postsynaptic current (Sarantis et al, 

1993)

Finally, in ischemic or hypoxic conditions, when the ATP level falls and 

the ion gradients across the plasma m em brane are disrupted, glutamate uptake 

is expected to be inhibited by several factors including the rise of [K''’]o and 

[Na^]i and the depolarisation of the cells occurring. Swanson (1992) showed that 

glutam ate uptake into astrocytes in culture was inhibited to about 50% of the 

control values in hypoxic conditions (modelled by blocking aerobic metabolism) 

and to 95% if both aerobic and anaerobic metabolism were blocked. However, 

since neither the extracellular potassium concentration nor the mem brane voltage 

of the astrocytes were monitored during these experiments, it is difficult to 

in terpret these results in terms of what is likely to happen in vivo.
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1.6.4 Neuroprotective role of glutamate uptake

Astrocytic glutam ate uptake plays an im portant role in the protection of 

neurones from the neurotoxic effects of added glutam ate in culture (Rosenberg 

et al, 1992), and blocking it was shown to greatly elevate the neurotransm itter’s 

neurotoxic potential: glutam ate was shown to be a potent neurotoxic agent in 

cultures of rat cerebral cortex poor in astrocytes or in cultures superfused with 

a sodium-free medium (inhibiting uptake) while it was a lot less potent if the 

culture was rich in astrocytes. In parallel experiments, the authors showed that 

the uptake of glutam ate was reduced by about 25 fold in astrocyte poor cultures. 

These results, although not surprising, give a more direct piece of evidence for 

the neuroprotective role of glutam ate uptake.

1.6.5 Cloning of the glutamate uptake carrier

Recently, three different glutam ate uptake carriers have been cloned and 

sequenced (see table 1.1). These three clones show very different patterns of 

expression. G L T l (isolated from rat brain; Pines et al, 1992; Kanner, 1993) is 

only expressed in the brain (absent from the spleen, liver, heart, lung or kidney) 

and has been shown to be of glial origin (D anbolt et al, 1992). E A A C l (Kanai 

& Hediger 1992) was initially cloned from rabbit small intestine, where it is 

expressed at high levels, but was later found to be also expressed in neurones of 

specific areas of the brain (hippocampus, cerebellum and cortex). GLAST 

(isolated from rat brain; Storck et al, 1992) is expressed in the brain, mainly in 

the Purkinje cell layer of the cerebellum (presumably in the Bergmann glial cells, 

since unlike Purkinje cells, these have been shown by radiotracing studies to 

express glutam ate uptake (Garthwaite & Garthwaite, 1985)), but also a t low 

levels in the rest of the brain, testis and kidney (the last two sites of expression 

were found by Tanaka (1993) who cloned a carrier that only differs from GLAST 

by one amino acid (valine 302 is leucine 302 in GLASTjl All three clones are of 

similar size: G L T l codes for a protein comprising 573 amino acids and has a 

molecular weight of approximately 64kDa; E A A C l encodes a 524 amino acid 

protein which predicts a molecular weight of 57kDa, and GLAST codes for a 543 

amino acid protein with a predicted molecular weight of 60kDa. Alignment of
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Table 1.1: Characteristics of the glutam ate uptake carriers cloned to date. The

table shows the molecular characteristics, functional properties and tissue 

distribution of the cloned glutam ate uptake carriers, n/d =  non determ ined; 

TH D A  = threo-3-hydroxy-DL-aspartate; PDC = L-rmm-pyrrolidine-2,4- 

dicarboxylate; PKC = protein kinase C; PKA =  cA M P-dependent protein 

kinase; SITS = 4-acetamido-4’-isothiocyano-2,2’-disulphonic acid; *: personal 

communication
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GLAST GLT-1 EAACl Glu-l

Reference Storck 
et al. 1992

Pines 
et al. 1992

Kanai & 
Hediger, 
1992

Tanaka,
1993

No, of amino 
acids

543 573 524 543

Number of 
predicted 
transmembrane 
domains

10 6-8

Molecular
weight

Putative
glycosylation
sites

60kD
(predicted)
66kD
(purified prot.)

64kD
(predicted)
73kD
(isolated prot.)

57kD
(predicted)

n/d

Putative
phosphorylation
sites

K^ for Glutamate

Na+
K+
OH/H+
Cl

Electrogenicity

Inhibitors

Present in

PKC: 3

PKA: 2

77/iM

Yes
n/d
n/d
n/d

n/d

THDA

Type of brain 
cell

brain (mainly 
cerebellum)

Glial cells

PKC: 3

PKA: 1

2-10/tM

Yes
Yes
n/d
No

n/d

THDA
PDC
dihydrokainate
(weak)
L-amino-adipate
(weak)

brain

Glial cells

n/d

1 2 mM

Yes
Yes
Yes*
No

Yes

THDA
(IC5o=7/tM)
L-amino-adipate
(ICgQ=165/iM)
dihydrokainate
(weak)

brain
small intestine 
kidney 
(liver, heart)

Neurones

n/d

62/iM

Yes
n/d
n/d
Yes

n/d

L-cystein- 
sulGnate & 
fi-glutamate 
(at high 
concentrations) 
SITS

forebrain
cerebellum
testis
kidney

Glial cells

Absent from peripheral
tissues

spleen, liver 
heart, lungs 
kidney

liver
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the sequences of these carriers (shown in Fig 1.3), done using the com puter 

program  UW GCG, reveals a striking sequence similarity. However, the three 

groups who cloned them  predicted different num bers of transm em brane regions 

for the carriers: 6  for GLAST, 8  for G L T l and 10 for E A A C l. The three groups 

agreed only on the position of the six first putative transm em brane regions. As 

seen on the hydrophobicity plots of Fig 1.4, the last 2-4 putative m em brane 

spanning segments are either less hydrophobic or shorter, so their identification 

as transm em brane regions is less definite. According to the position of predicted 

cytoplasmic and external domains, G L T l presents two putative extracellular 

glycosylation sites, three putative intracellular sites for phosphorylation by protein 

kinase C (PKC) and one for phosphorylation by the cAM P-dependent protein 

kinase (PKA), while GLAST has two putative glycosylation sites, three putative 

phosphorylation sites for PKC and two for PKA. The arrangem ent of the 

transm em brane domains predicted by Kanai and H ediger for the E A A C l 

transporter eliminates a putative PKA phosphorylation site located in the most 

highly conserved stretch of the protein (Thr-355), by placing it on the 

extracellular side of the m em brane. As no cleavable signal sequence was found, 

the N-terminus of the protein was assumed to be located in the cytoplasm.

The characteristics of these three clones were very similar when expressed 

in different expression systems {Xenopus oocytes or H eLa cells). Their uptake of 

glutam ate was found to be strictly dependent on the presence of sodium ions in 

the extracellular medium, and was activated by intracellular potassium for G L T l 

and inhibited by extracellular K"*" for E A A C l. E A A C l was also shown to take 

up glutam ate in an electrogenic fashion. O ther amino acids or monoamines 

(alanine, leucine, glutamine, arginine, methionine, lysine, taurine, proline, cystine, 

)8 -alanine, G ABA, dopamine, noradrenaline and serotonin) as well as L-malate 

were tested for their putative transport on the cloned glutam ate uptake carriers. 

The results of these experiments were always negative. The three cloned 

glutam ate transporters were inhibited by the presence of DL-threo-3- 

hydroxyaspartate (THDA), a commonly used glutam ate transport blocker. Kanai 

and Hediger showed that this inhibition was due to competition with glutamate 

and that TH D A  was transported on the carrier in place of glutam ate. Two of the
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transporters (G L T l and E A A C l) were also shown to be partially inhibited by 

dihydrokainate but with much less efficacy. The affinity of the three proteins for 

glutam ate varied slightly but G L T l (K^=2-10/iM ), E A A C l (K ^=12/iM ) and 

GLAST (Knj=77/LtM) could all be classified as high affinity glutam ate uptake 

carriers. None of the three clones showed any significant sequence similarity with 

any other known eukaryotic proteins (including the Na'*'/glucose transporter 

(H ediger et al, 1987) or with the superfamily of neurotransm itter transporters 

which carry G ABA, noradrenaline, dopamine, serotonin, glycine, proline, choline 

and betaine). However, sequence similarities of about 30% were found with gltP, 

the proton-coupled glutam ate transporter from Escherichia coll (Tolner et al, 

1992), the sodium -proton-glutam ate tran sp o rte r gltT  of Bacillus 

stearothermophilus (de Vrij et al, 1989) and with the dicarboxylate transporters 

DctA of Rhizobium meliloti (Engelke et al, 1989) (especially a stretch AAIFIAQ 

(residues 408-413) proposed as being the glutam ate binding site for G L T l (Pines 

et al, 1992); this peptide is located within the seventh putative transm em brane 

region of G L T l, on the cytoplasmic side of the m em brane). Fig 1.5 shows the 

alignment (sequences aligned by using the com puter program  UW GCG) of the 

consensus sequence of the three cloned glutamate transporters and of the 

sequence of G L T l with the sequence of gltP, the proton-coupled glutam ate 

transporter from Escherichia coli. The putative sodium binding site proposed by 

Deguchi et al (1990) based on the alignment of four Na^-coupled transporters 

(E.coli glutam ate and proline transporters, rabbit Na'^/glucose co-transporter and 

hum an Na'"'/glucose co-transporter) does not occur in any of the cloned 

glutam ate transporters.

1.6.6 Vesicular glutamate transporter

It is now widely accepted that neurotransm itters are released, following 

entry of calcium into the cell, by fusion of synaptic vesicles with the presynaptic 

m em brane (reviewed by Jessel & Kandel, 1993). These vesicles are capable of 

accumulating neurotransm itters in a specific m anner against their concentration 

gradient. Using cerebellar m utant mice, Fischer-Bovenkerk et al (1988) have 

shown that the A TP-dependent vesicular glutam ate uptake system is located in
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Fig 1.3: Comparison of the sequences of the three glutam ate uptake

carriers cloned to date. Alignment was done using the com puter program  

UW GCG. Sequences in blue indicate intracellular domains, whereas green are 

transm em brane segments and red are the extracellular domains: this secondary 

structure is as predicted by the various authors (see introduction, section 1.6.5). 

The sequence in black is the consensus sequence for the three carriers indicating 

the strict conservation of the amino acids and conservative substitutions 

(indicated by x). Putative glycosylated sites for GLT-1 are indicated above the 

sequences by ijr, putative sites for phosphorylation by PKC are indicated (for 

G LT - 1 ) by ® and for phosphorylation by PKA by ▼. Charges conserved across 

all the sequences are shown above the sequences.
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MASTEGÀNNMPKQVEVRMHDSHLSSEEPKHRNLGMRMCDKLGKNLLLSL
MGKPÀRKGCDSKRFLKNNWLLLS

MTKSNGEEPRMGSRMERFQQGVRKRTLLÀKKKVQNITKEDVKSYLFRNAFVLL
L N XX

+ — +
TVFGVILGAVCGGLLRLÀÀPIHPDVVMLIÀFPGDILMRMLKMLILPLIISSLI 
TVVAVVLGIVIGVLVREYSNLSTLDKFYFAFPGEILMRMLKLVILPLIVSSMI 
TVSAVIVGTILGFALRPY.KMSYREVKYFSFPGELLMRMLQMLVLPLIISSLV  
TV VxxG X G x x R  x  FPGxxLMRML x x L P L I x S S  x

—  ®  +  +
TGLSGLDAKASGRLGTRAMVYYMSTTIIAAVLGVILVLAIHPGNPKLKKQLGP 
TGVAALDSNVSGKIGLRAVLYYFCTTIIAVILGIVLVVSIKPGVTQKVDEIDR  
TGMAALDSKASGKMGMRAWYYMTTTIIAWIGI11VIIIHPGKGTK . ENMYR 
TG LD x S G x  G RA xYY T T I I A x x x G x x x V x  I  PG

— — + l|f
GKKNDEVSSLDAFLDLIRNLFPENLVQACFQQIQTVTKKVLVAPPSEEANTTK 
TGSTPEVSTVDAMLDLIRNMFPENLVQACFQQYKTTREEVTASDDTGKNGTEE 
EGKIVQVTAADAFLDLIRNMFPPNLVEACFKQFKTSYEKRSFKVPIQANETLL 

Vx xDA LDLIRN FP NLV ACF Q T X T
ijf — —

AVISLLNETMNEAPEETKIVIKKGLEFKDGMNVLGLIGFFIAFGIAMGKMGEQ 
SVTAVMTTAVSENRTKEY. . . RVVGLYSDGINVLGLIVFCLVFGLVIGKMGEK 
GAVINNVSEAMETLTRIREEMVPVPGSVNGVNALGLVVFSMCFGFVIGNMKEQ 

X E G NxLGLx F FG xx G M E
— — -j- + —

AKLMVEFFNILNEIVMKLVIMIMWYSPLGIACLICGKIIAIKDLEWARQLGM  
GQILVDFFNALSDATMKIVQIIMCYMPLGILFLIAGKIIEVEDWEIF. RKLGL 
GQALREFFDSLNEAIMRLVAVIMWYAPLGILFLIAGKILEMEDMGVIGGQLAM 

X x F F  L XX MxxV IM Y P L G Ix  L I  G K Ix  D x x  L
©-l—[-

YMITVIVGLIIHGGIFLPLIYFW TRKNPFSFFAGIFQAW ITALGTASSAGTL  
YMVTVLSGLAIHSIVILPLIYFIVVRKNPFRFAMGMTQALLTALMISSSSATL  
YTVTVIVGLLIHAVIVLPLLYFLVTRKNPWVFIGGLLQALITALGTSSSSATL  
Y xT V x GLXIH XXLPLXYFXV RKNP F x  G QA xTAL S S  TL

®  +  —  — 1- +  ▼ +  — —

PVTFRCLEDNLGIDKRVTRFVLPVGATINMDGTALYEAVAAIFIAQMNGVILD 
PVTFRCAEEKNRVDKRITRFVLPVGATINMDGTALYEAVAAVFIAQLNDMDLS 
PITFKCLEENNGVDKRITRFVLPVGATINMDGTALYEALAAIFIAQVNNFDLN 
P x T F x C x E x  xDKRxTRFVLPVGATINMDGTALYEAxAAxFIAQ N L

GLTl
EAACl
GLAST
co n sen su s

GLTl
EAACl
GLAST
co n sen su s

GLTl
EAACl
GLAST
co n sen su s

GLTl
EAACl
GLAST
con sen su s

GLTl
EAACl
GLAST
co n sen su s

GLTl
EAACl
GLAST
con sen su s

GLTl
EAACl
GLAST
co n sen su s

GLTl
EAACl
GLAST
co n sen su s

GGQlVTVSLTATLAS1 GAAS1 PSAGLVTMLLlLTAVGLPTED1 SLLVAVDWLL GLTl 
IGQIITISVTATAASIGAAGVPQAGLVTMVIVLSAVGLPAEDVTLIIAVDWLL EAACl 
FG Q lIT lSIT A T A A S1 GAAGlPQAGLVTMVlVLTSVGLPTDDITLl1AVDWFL GLAST 

G Q lxTxSxTATxASlG A A xP AGLVTMxxxLx VGLP xDxxLxxAVDWxL co n sen su s
—h + — + — —
DRMRTSVNVVGDSFGAGIVYHLSKSELDTIDSQHRMHEDIEMTKTQSVYDDTK GLTl 
DRFRTWNVLGDAFGTGIVEKLSKKELEQMDVSSEVNIVNPFALESATLDNED EAACl 
DRLRTTTNVLGDSLGAGIVEHLSRHELKNRDVEMGNSVIEENEMKKPYQLIAQ GLAST 
DR RT NVxGD xG GIV L Sx EL D co n sen su s

NHRESNSNQCVYAAHNSWIDECKVTLAANGKSADCSVEEEPWKREK
SDTKKSYINGGFAVDKSDTISFTQTSQF
DNEPEKPVADSETKM

GLTl
EAACl
GLAST
co n sen su s
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Fig 1.4: H ydropathy plots of the three cloned glutam ate uptake carriers.

O rdinate =  hydropathy index; abscissa = position of amino acids in protein. The 

analysis was done according to the Kyte-Doolittle m ethod with a window of 11 

amino acids. The three first peaks of the plots are aligned to em phasize the 

similarities. Numbers above the plot indicate the transm em brane domains 

postulated by the different authors.
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Fig 1.5: Alignment of the sequence of the glutamate uptake carrier GLT-1

with that of the glutam ate proton transporter gltP from E. coli. The first 

consensus sequence is that of GLT-1 and gltP and the second consensus 

sequence is that of the three cloned glutamate uptake carriers (see Fig 1.3).
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MASTEGANNMPKQVEVRMHDSHLSSEEPKHRNLGMRMCDKLGKNLLLSL
L N XX

MKNIKFSLAWQILFAMVLGILLGSYL 
TVFGVILGAVCGGLLRLÀAPIHPDWMLIAFPGDILMRMLKMLILPLIISS LI

XX L xL XXX S X 
TV VxxG X G xxR X FPGxxLMRML xxLPLIxSS x
HYHSDSRDWLWNLLSPAGDIFIHLIKMIWPIVISTLWGIAGVGDAKQL. . 
TGLSGLDAKASGRLGTRAMVYYMSTTIIAAVLGVILVLAIHPGNPKLKKQLGP
TG LD

X L X A 
xSGx G RA xYY

xxV VI Lxx KQL
TTIIAxxxGxxxVx I PG

GRIGAKTIIYFEVITTVAIILGITLANVFQPGAGVDMSQLATVDISKYQSTTE 
GKKNDEVSSLDAFLDLIRNLFPENLVQACFQQIQTVTKKVLVAPPSEEANTTK 
Gx XX X XX Lx X X XX X S TT

Vx XDA LDLIRN FP NLV ACF Q T X T
AVQSSSHGIMGTI...LSLVPTNIVASMAKGEMLPIIFFSVLFGLGLSSLPAT 
AVISLLNETMNEAPEETKIVIKKGLEFKDGMNVLGLIGFFIAFGIAMGKMGEQ 
AV S M X xV L xl F xxFGI

X E G NxLGLx F FGxx G M E
HREPLVTVFRSISETMFKVTHMVMRYAPVGVFALIAVTVANFGFSSL.WPLAK 
AKLMVEFFNILNEIVMKLVIMIMWYSPLGIACLICGKIIAIKDLEWARQLGM

X X X  M V X XX xA
X xFF L XX MxxV IM Y PLGIX LI GKIX XX

L
L

LVLLVHFAILFFALWLGIVARLCG.LSVWILIRILKDELILAYSTASSESVL 
YMITVIVGLIIHGGIFLPLIYFWTRKNPFSFFAGIFQAWITALGTASSAGTL 

X V X XXX XXL XX X XX X I A TASS L
Y xTVx GLxIH xxLPLxYFxV RKNP Fx G QA xTAL SS TL
PRI lEKMEA. YGAPVSITSFWPTGYSFNLDGSTLYQSIAAI FI AQLYGIDLS 
PVTFRCLEDNLGIDKRVTRFVLPVGATINMDGTALYEAVAAIFIAQMNGVILD 
P X E Gx xT FVxP G xxN DGx LY xAAIFIAQ Gx L 
PxTFxCxEx xDKRxTRFVLPVGATINMDGTALYEAxAAxFIAQ N L
IWQEIILVLTLMVTS KGIAGVPGVS FWLLATLGS VGIPLEGLAFIAGVDRIL 
GGQIVTVSLTATLASIGAASIPSAGLVTMLLILTAVGLPTEDISLLVAVDWLL 

Q X X LTx X S GxA xP x xV Lx L VGxP E x xxx VD xL
GQlxTxSxTATxASlGAA xP AGLVTMxxxLx VGLP xDxxLxxAVDWxL

DMARTALNWGNALAVLVIAKWEHKFDRKKALAYEREVLGKFDKTADQ 
DRMRTSVNWGDSFGAGIVYHLSKSELDTIDSQHRMHEDIEMTKTQSVYDDTK 
D RT xNWG X X XX KT
DR RT NVxGD xG GIV LSx EL D
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granule cells (glutamatergic neurones) but not Purkinje cells (which are 

GABAergic neurones). The properties of the vesicular uptake of 

neurotransm itters differ greatly from those observed for the plasma m em brane 

transporter. The affinity of the vesicular carrier for glutam ate is relatively low 

(K ^=  1.6mM; Naito & U eda, 1985) and it is highly specific for glutamate; even 

at high concentration, L-aspartate is not transported on the carrier (Naito & 

U eda, 1985). The vesicular transporter functions independently of external 

sodium (Naito & Ueda, 1985) and co-purifies with specific synaptic vesicles 

markers such as synaptophysin during vesicle isolation (Hell et al, 1988) 

indicating its specific localisation in synaptic vesicles. It is energized by the 

transport of protons into the vesicle via a Mg^^-ATPase. Consequently, 

glutam ate transport is dependent on ATP and Mĝ "*", and is inhibited by proton 

ionophores. Proton accumulation inside the vesicle leads to an increase in the 

potential difference across the vesicle m em brane which in turn drives the 

transport of glutam ate into the vesicle (Maycox et al, 1988). In addition, in the 

absence of chloride ions, vesicular uptake of glutam ate is largely reduced (Naito 

& U eda, 1985). It is therefore possible that chloride ions are involved in some 

way in the vesicular transport of glutamate. Burger et al (1989) have shown, using 

a fast isolation m ethod maintaining the proton gradient, that glutam ate was 

concentrated ten-fold in the vesicles. Several agents have been tested for a 

putative inhibitory action on the uptake of glutam ate into synaptic vesicles. 

Kainate and L-homocysteate were found to be non-competitive inhibitors with 

apparent Kj values of 1.5 and 4 mM respectively. Taurine, serine, glycine and 

G ABA did not inhibit the uptake of glutam ate into synaptic vesicles (Fykse et al, 

1992).

1.7 Other neurotransmitter and amino-acid transporters

Carriers for G  ABA, glycine, noradrenaline, dopam ine and serotonin 

belong to the growing super-family of amino acid and neurotransm itter 

transporters that also include transporters for taurine, proline, choline and 

betaine (for review, see A m ara & Arriza, 1993). This family is different from that 

of the glutam ate uptake carriers. However, these two families share several
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similarities. These include the strict dependence of the transport on external 

sodium (Fig 1.6A): all carriers of this large family transport one or several 

sodium ions into the cell on each cycle of the carrier (Kanner, 1978; M eyer & 

Cooper, 1982; Keynan et al, 1992; Mayor et al, 1981; Aragon & Giménez, 1986; 

H arder & Bonish, 1985; Kuhar & Zarbin, 1978; Rudnick, 1977). The movement 

of sodium ions into the cell seems to be the major source of energy for 

accumulation of substrate into the cell against its concentration gradient. Some 

of the carriers have also been shown to counter-transport one potassium ion on 

each carrier cycle. These include transporters for noradrenaline, dopam ine and 

serotonin. Interestingly, in the absence of internal potassium, the transport of 

serotonin can still occur, but with being transported out on the carrier in 

place of potassium (Keyes & Rudnick, 1979). A  common feature of the carriers 

in the G ABA carrier family is their dependence on external chloride (Fig 1.6A). 

A dependence on external (or internal) chloride ions is not found for glutam ate 

transport (Barbour et al, 1991).

Recent cloning of several neurotransm itter transporters has revealed the 

existence of very high sequence and structure similarities between transporters 

in the G ABA carrier family (for review, see Am ara & Arriza, 1993). They belong 

to a large gene family (from which the glutam ate uptake carrier is excluded, as 

described above), and all possess 1 2  putative transm em brane domains, with both 

their N- and C-termini on the cytoplasmic side of the cell (Fig 1.6B). Their 

overall identity ranges from 45 to 65%, with no significant homology with the 

cloned glutam ate transporters. In situ hybridizations for each of the cloned 

transporters of this family have shown that the pattern of expression of the 

carriers fits well with the localisation of the corresponding transm itter systems, 

apart from the glycine uptake carrier which is found in parts of the brain where 

no glycinergic neurones are present. It has been suggested (Smith et al, 1992a; 

Attwell & Bouvier, 1992) that glycine uptake could regulate to a certain extent, 

the potentiation of NM DA receptors by glycine (see below).
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Fig 1.6: Top: Proposed stoichiometries for different neurotransm itter

transporters of the G ABA transporter family. Bottom: Proposed secondary 

structure of transporters from this famaily, bearing 1 2  putative transm em brane 

regions with N- and C-termini on the intracellular side of the plasma m em brane.
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1.8 Release of neurotransmitters

In this section, I review briefly how glutamate, which the glutam ate uptake 

carrier will remove from the extracellular space, is released normally, and how 

reversed uptake can serve as a release mechanism for glutam ate and other 

transm itters in certain conditions.

1.8.1 Ca^~^-dependent release

At the synapse, neurotransm itter is stored in synaptic vesicles. The arrival 

of an action potential causes the opening of voltage-gated calcium channels, a 

rise of intracellular calcium concentration and the fusion of synaptic vesicles with 

the plasma m em brane, releasing the neurotransm itter into the synaptic cleft. The 

voltage-gated calcium channels are clustered at the site of release of the 

neurotransm itter to provide a large local rise of [Câ "*"] (for review, see Jessel & 

Kandel, 1993).

1.8.2 Ca^~^-independent release

In certain conditions, the release of neurotransm itter is calcium- 

independent (Nicholls, 1989). This phenom enon seems to be due to reversed 

operation of uptake carriers which has been shown to happen both in 

physiological and pathological conditions (for review, see Adam-Vizi, 1992).

During anoxia or ischemia, neuronal death is thought to be partially due 

to a rise in [G1u]q generating an excessive entry of calcium ions through NM DA 

channels (Choi, 1987). Some authors have reported that during anoxia or 

ischemia, at least part of the glutam ate is released in a Ca^"^-independent 

m anner (Ikeda et al, 1989). During these excitotoxic conditions, the ion gradients 

across the m em brane are disrupted ([K"^]q rises to about 60mM) and the cells 

becom e depolarised (Siesjo, 1990). These changes have been shown to prom ote 

the release of glutam ate by reversed action of the glutam ate uptake carrier 

(Szatkowski et al, 1990).

Schwartz (1987) showed that horizontal cells whole-cell clam ped with 

pipettes containing GABA, sodium and chloride could release GABA when 

depolarised. This release of GABA was blocked by the uptake blocker, nipecotic
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acid. These results are consistent with the release of GABA happening by 

reversed operation of the GABA uptake carrier. Calcium -independent release 

of GABA has also been shown to exist in neurones and type-2 astrocytes in 

culture (Pin & Bockaert, 1989; Gallo et al, 1991). In these experiments the 

release of the neurotransm itter was also dependent on intracellular sodium and 

blocked in the presence of nipecotic acid. Activation of glutam ate receptors 

present on astrocytes (Clark & Mobbs, 1992) can prom ote an increase of the 

sodium concentration inside the cell as well as a depolarization of the cell, and 

may thereby induce GABA release. This release of GABA by astrocytes could 

be a protective mechanism against excessive neuronal activity occuring when 

excessive glutam ate release results in [GluJ^ rising significantly in parts of the 

extracellular space outside the synaptic cleft.

Recently, cloning and localisation of the glycine uptake carrier showed it 

is expressed in the brain at the sites of glutamatergic synapses (like the 

hippocam pus). This raises the possibility that activity of NM DA receptors is 

regulated by the glycine uptake carrier controlling the glycine concentration in 

the extracellular space (Smith et al, 1992a; Attwell & Bouvier, 1992). Glycine is 

a compulsory "co-factor" in the opening of NM DA receptors (see above). A 

glycine concentration of 3juM is enough to saturate the glycine site on the 

N M DA receptor. Given a stoichiometry of the glycine uptake process where one 

glycine zwitterion is transported into the cell together with two sodium ions and 

one chloride ion (K anner & Schuldiner, 1987), the minimum extracellular glycine 

concentration the transporter is able to maintain is 196nM (Attwell & Bouvier,

1992), suggesting a possible regulation of NM DA receptors by glycine uptake. 

However, autoradiographic studies showed that the localisation of [^H]-glycine 

uptake did not correspond to that of NM DA receptors (apart from in the 

molecular layer of the dentate gyrus) (Fedele & Foster, 1992). Thus, this possible 

regulation of NM DA receptors by changes in the equilibrium of the glycine 

uptake carrier still lacks experimental evidence although it is possible to evoke 

the release of glycine when applying kainate or quisqualate to astrocytes (Levi 

& Patrizio, 1992), and NM DA receptor responses can be potentiated in slices by 

the addition of exogenous glycine (Thomson et al, 1989).
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1.9 Changes of pH during brain stim ulation

R ecent studies indicate that, during neuronal activity, extracellular and 

intracellular pH  changes occur. In different situations these have been shown to 

occur in either direction (going more alkaline or more acid) and to be large 

enough to influence excitatory neurotransmission (Tang et al, 1990; Traynelis & 

Cull-Candy, 1990; Vyklicky et al, 1990).

1.9.1 Intracellular pH  changes

Several activity-dependent intracellular pH  changes have been 

characterised by using either pH-sensitive fluorescent dyes or intracellular pH  

electrodes. W hen depolarised by an increase of extracellular potassium 

concentration, astrocytes from rat cortex have been shown to undergo a large 

intracellular alkalinization (Chesler & Kraig, 1987; 1989). In glial cells of the 

leech, these pH  changes have been attributed to the activity of the Na^/HCO^ 

co-transporter. The stoichiometry of this transporter varies according to the type 

of cell: it is thought to transport one Na'*' ion and two HCO^ ions in the leech 

glial cells (D eitm er & Szatkowski, 1990), whereas the transporter expressed by 

M üller cells of the salam ander retina has been shown to transport one sodium 

ion together with three bicarbonate ions (Newman & Astion, 1991). In neurones, 

activity-induced acid shifts of pH^ have been reported  (for review, see Chesler 

& Kaila, 1992) and attributed to a net entry of protons through ligand- or 

voltage-gated channels (Endres et al, 1986; Kaila et al, 1990) or metabolic CO 2  

production (Siesjo, 1985).

1.9.2 Extracellular pH  changes

Both extracellular alkaline and acid shifts have been reported. For 

example, during repetitive stimulation, extracellular acid shifts (Chesler & Kraig, 

1987; Davis et al, 1987; Sykova & Svoboda, 1990) were recorded from different 

regions of the brain (preceded by alkaline shifts in certain areas (Kraig et al, 

1983; Urbanics et al, 1978; M utch & Hansen, 1984; Somjen, 1984)). In the retina 

of vertebrates and invertebrates, an alkalinization of the extracellular medium 

during light stimulation has been reported (Coles et al, 1988; Borgula et al, 1989;
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Y am am oto et al, 1992). Extracellular alkaline shifts have very often been 

attributed to O H ’, HCO^ or crossing the plasma m em brane through 

ion channels. Indeed, if the intracellular pH  of a cell is 7.0 and the extracellular 

medium has a pH  of about 7.3 (values close to the physiological values in the 

case of mammals), the Nernst potential for H^ is around -20mV, so there is an 

electrochemical gradient for H ^ entry (or O H  and HCO^ exit). Experim ents on 

crayfish muscle have shown that GABA^ channels are perm eable to bicarbonate 

ions (Kaila & Voipio, 1987; Kaila et al, 1990). Excitatory amino acid transmission 

has also been found to elicit an extracellular alkalinization (Chesler & Chan, 

1988; Kraig et al, 1983; Rice & Nicholson, 1988). This pH  change has been found 

to be independent of the presence of bicarbonate ions and insensitive to 

picrotoxin (a blocker of GABA^ channels). The alkaline shift could be induced 

by stimulation of glutamatergic afferent fibres or by bath application of gluamate 

or aspartate (Chesler & Rice, 1991; Chen & Chesler, 1992a). These alkaline 

shifts were insensitive to Mg '̂*’ and to Cd^"  ̂suggesting that they were not directly 

related to the opening of voltage-gated Ca^"  ̂ channels. These pH  changes were 

attributed to proton equivalents going through NM DA or AM P A  receptors since 

the alkalinizations were found to be blocked either by CNQX (6-cyano-7- 

nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione; a blocker of AM PA/kainate receptors) or D-AP5 (a 

blocker of NM DA receptors) (Chen & Chesler, 1992b). Alkaline shifts elicited 

by the application of glutam ate were found to be insensitive to picrotoxin (Chen 

& Chesler, 1992b).

In this thesis (chapter 4), I will show that the glutam ate uptake carrier 

also generates extracellular and intracellular pH  changes.

1.10 pH-regulating mechanisms

The pH  of the intracellular medium must be m aintained within very strict 

limits for cells to grow and divide. A cell possesses several mechanisms for 

regulating its intracellular pH . A Na'^/H’̂  antiporter is responsible for removing 

the excess protons generated by the cell’s metabolism. Efflux of protons is 

coupled to the influx of sodium ions in a 1:1 stoichiometry. This antiporter is 

regulated by the intracellular pH: it is inhibited at more alkaline pH  and its
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activity increases as the pH  falls.

A Cr/HCOg exchanger is also very im portant in regulating intracellular 

pH . HCOg is transported out of the cell in exchange for Cl". The activity of this 

transporter is increased when the intracellular pH  of the cell becomes too 

alkaline. The transport of bicarbonate out of the cell induces the formation of 

m ore bicarbonate from O H  and CO 2 . This form ation of H C O 3  is catalysed by 

the enzyme carbonic anhydrase which has been shown to be localised in glial 

cells in the brain (Langley et al, 1980). In the proximal tubule of the kidney, a 

Na'^-dependent H CO 3  transporter has also been described (Boron & Boulpaep,

1983). It was later shown to exist in glial cells (Astion & Orkand, 1988; Deitm er 

& Schlue, 1989) and several other cell types. In the salam ander Müller cells 

used in this study, this transporter is thought to carry one sodium ion into the cell 

and co-transport three bicarbonate ions (Newman & Astion, 1991) or more likely 

one Na"^, one HCOg and one C O ^' (Aronson, 1989).

1.11 Role of glial cells

1 . 1 1 . 1  buffering

The m em brane potential of glial cells is greater than that of neurones: 

usually around -90mV. This resting potential is mainly determ ined by ions. 

The extracellular concentration of potassium in resting conditions ranges between 

2 and 4mM (Lux & Neher, 1973; Moody et al, 1974). This concentration 

increases during neuronal activity and is returned to resting levels by the action 

of N a ’̂ /K'*’ ATP-ases (Frank et al, 1983), activation of K'^/Cl' co-transporters 

(W inter-W olpaw & M artin, 1984), diffusion in the extracellular space or entry to 

glial cells through channels (Barres, 1991). The distribution of potassium 

channels has been thoroughly studied in M üller cells of the salam ander retina 

(Newman, 1984; Brew et al, 1986). The main potassium conductance of these 

cells is located at the endfoot m em brane (facing the vitreous in the whole 

retina). This observation supported the suggestion made by Orkand et al (1966) 

that glial cells could spatially buffer extracellular potassium by taking it up in 

areas of high concentration and excreting it in areas of low (the vitreous 

hum our in the case of M üller cells).
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1.11.2 pH  regulation

The importance of pH  homeostasis in the brain has very often been 

emphasised. Neuronal and glial activity lead to intracellular and extracellular pH  

changes (see above). Glial cells have been shown to express several pH- 

regulating transporters including the Na'^/H'*’ exchanger, the CI /H C O 3  exchanger 

(Kimelberg, 1981) and the Na^/HCOg co-transporter (Astion & O rkand, 1988). 

These transporters could be involved in the regulation of interstitial pH. Blocking 

Na^/HCOg co-transport has been shown to affect the buffering power of the 

extracellular medium (D eitm er, 1992). Glial cells have also been found to possess 

most of the carbonic anhydrase present in the brain (Giacobini, 1962) suggesting 

that glial cells could play an im portant role in the regulation of extracellular pH  

in the brain. Indeed, extracellular pH  changes occuring in mammalian brain are 

increased in the presence of acetazolamide (a blocker of carbonic anhydrase) 

(Kraig et al, 1983; Carlini & Ransom, 1986; Sykova, 1989).

1.11.3 R e-uptake of neurotransm itters

Several neurotransm itters have their synaptic action term inated by uptake 

into glial cells surrounding the site of release. As discussed above, glutam ate is 

one of the neurotransm itters taken up by glial cells. In fact, it has been shown 

that 90 to 100% of the glutam ate applied to sensory ganglia, thalamus or 

cerebral cortex is taken up into glial cells (Schon & Kelly, 1974; M cLennan, 

1976). Once in glial cells, glutam ate is converted into glutamine by the enzyme 

glutamine synthase (present in the brain exclusively in astrocytes). Glutam ine is 

then probably released into the extracellular space where it can be taken up 

again by neurones (Berl et al, 1961; Van den Berg & Garfinkel, 1971) and serve 

as a substrate for further glutam ate synthesis by neurones. Astrocytes have also 

been shown to express GABA uptake carriers. They also contain enzymes for 

metabolising GABA: GABA transam inase and glutamine synthase. GABA 

uptake was shown to play an im portant role in shortening the time course of 

inhibitory postsynaptic potentials m ediated by GABA receptors, and to reduce 

the activation of GABAg receptors which inhibit excitatory transmission by action 

on presynaptic receptors located on excitatory afferent terminals (Thom pson &
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Gâhwiler, 1992; Isaacson et al, 1993).

1.11.4 Glutam ine synthesis and transport

Glutam ine synthase, the enzyme catalysing the synthesis of glutamine from 

glutam ate and ammonium is primarily localised in glial cells (N orenberg & 

M artinez-H ernandez, 1979). Recent studies have shown that glutamine is more 

potent than glutam ate in stimulating the synthesis of GABA by synaptosomes 

(Battaglioli & M artin, 1990). M oreover, blocking glutamine synthase provokes 

an inhibition of the release of GABA and glutam ate from the rat striatum 

(R othstein & Tabakoff, 1984; Paulsen & Fonnum, 1989) probably by affecting 

the production of GABA and glutam ate from glutamine (Battagliolli & M artin, 

1991). These data suggest that glutam ate is taken up by glial cells and converted 

into glutamine which is then transported out of glial cells and taken up by 

neurones where it serves as a substrate for synthesis of glutam ate (in 

glutamatergic neurones) and GABA (in GABAergic neurones). It was also shown 

that glutamine production from glutamate was stimulated by the presence of 

ammonium inside the cells (Waniewski, 1992). This observation is easily 

explained since glutamine is produced from both glutam ate and ammonium.

The mechanism by which glutamine is exported out of glial cells is still 

unclear. In the cerebrovascular endothelium, glutamine is thought to be 

transported  out into the blood in exchange for neutral amino acids such as 

histidine, leucine, phenylalanine and tryptophan (James et at, 1979; Cangiano et 

al, 1983). Astrocytes also express transporters for neutral amino acids (Spéciale 

et al, 1989). Brookes (1992c) has shown that in astrocytes from mouse brain in 

culture, the efflux of glutamine enhanced the uptake of neutral amino acids such 

as histidine, leucine, phenylalanine and tryptophan. M oreover, the presence of 

neutral amino acids in the extracellular medium strengthened the efflux of 

glutamine from astrocytes. This transport happened in sodium-free solutions but 

was markedly increased in the presence of sodium ions (Spéciale et al, 1989; 

Brookes, 1992a).
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1.12 Experiments performed for this thesis

In this thesis, four related studies of the properties of the glutamate 

uptake carrier in salam ander M üller cells were carried out. Using whole-cell 

recording, the uptake of sulphur-containing analogues of glutam ate and aspartate 

(cysteic acid, cysteine sulphinic acid, homocysteic acid, homocysteine sulphinic 

acid, S-sulfo-L-cysteine) was studied in order to assess w hether an efficient 

mechanism exists to term inate their possible synaptic action, and to assess 

w hether their extracellular concentration could be kept below neurotoxic levels 

in the CNS. The analogues were found to be transported on the high affinity 

glutam ate uptake carrier in an electrogenic m anner with different affinities. 

These results are described in chapter 3.

C hapter 4 describes experiments perform ed to investigate w hether pH- 

changing ions were transported on the glutam ate uptake carrier. It is im portant 

to determ ine the stoichiometry of the glutam ate uptake carrier since this 

determ ines the minimum extracellular glutam ate concentration maintainable at 

equilibrium. For this purpose, both intracellular and extracellular pH  

m easurem ents were perform ed. The results of the experiments showed that 

glutam ate uptake was accompanied by an intracellular acidification and an 

extracellular alkalinisation. These pH  changes were not found to be due to 

secondary activation of pH-regulating mechanisms.

Distinguishing between the transport of a proton into the cell or a pH- 

changing anion (such as O H  or H CO 3  ) out of the cell as the cause of the above- 

m entioned pH  changes was the purpose of the experiments described in chapter 

5. Anion-substitution experiments revealed the transport of a pH-changing anion 

out of the cell on each cycle of the carrier (OH* or possibly H C O 3  ). The 

presence of physiological bicarbonate concentrations inside the cell increased the 

magnitude of the current generated by the uptake of glutamate. However, 

inhibiting H CO 3  production did not abolish the pH  changes accompanying 

glutam ate uptake.

C hapter 6  deals with experiments testing the possible modulatory effects 

of various agents on the magnitude of the current evoked by the transport of 

glutamate.
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Finally, in chapter 7 ,1 discuss the implications of the results obtained, and 

make some suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

Methods

2.1 Cell preparation

Experim ents were perform ed on M üller (glial) cells isolated from retinae 

of tiger salam anders rAmbvstoma tigrinumV The animals (25-30 cm long) were 

decapitated, their brains crushed immediately, and their eyes removed. Excess 

tissue was trimmed from the eye balls under a dissecting microscope. Each 

eyeball was then separated in two halves by cutting the sclera slightly anterior to 

the ora serrata using first a blade and then ophthalmological scissors. The 

anterior half containing the cornea and the lens was discarded. The second half 

of the eyeball was then stored in a 30mm petri dish containing solution A (table 

2.1) in the refrigerator (5°C) and used within 30 hours. The same process was 

repeated with the second eye.

To prepare cells, a quarter of a retina was cut from the eyecup. It was 

then transferred into 2ml of a solution containing (in mM): NaCl 6 6 ; KCl 3.7; 

N aH C O j 25; N aH 2 P 0 4  10; Na pyruvate 1; DL-cysteine HCl (Sigma) 10 and 10-20 

units of papain (Sigma P3125). The retina was then incubated at 34°C for 20 

minutes.

A fter incubation, the retina was rinsed by dropping it four times through 

4ml of solution A (table 2.1). The cells were then separated by drawing the 

retina in and out of a fire polished Pasteur pipette. The suspension of cells was 

then either plated onto the recording chamber, or, if one of the chemicals used 

during the experim ent was suspected of having an irreversible effect, the cells 

were plated onto 5-6 13mm diam eter glass coverslips. One cell was studied from 

each coverslip (placed in turn in the recording chamber). The cells were left 10 

minutes to settle on the bottom  of the dish before being used for the experiment. 

Typically, cells from one dissociation were viable for 2-3 hours. M üller cells were 

easily identified from other cells by their morphology (see Fig 2.1). i uAw-ewta

qJ: f o o u x  (SLjO tD  2N) C. ) .
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Fig 2.1 M üller cell from the salam ander retina. Cells such as this one were 

obtained after papain treatm ent and trituration. In the whole retina, the endfoot 

of the cell faces the vitreous hum our whereas the apical m em brane projects 

betw een the photoreceptors.
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2.2 Solutions and superfusion

2.2.1 External solutions

In all experiments, the solutions were bath applied. Syringe barrels 

containing the different solutions were connected to  the recording chamber 

through plastic tubing and a common inlet. The choice of the solution flowing 

into the cham ber was made by opening or closing taps situated on the tubing 

connecting the syringe to the inlet. The solutions flowed by gravity feed and only 

one solution was allow to flow at a time. In most experiments, the flow of 

solution was continuous throughout the experiment. For external pH  experiments 

(see chapter 4) the solution flow was stopped during pH  m easurem ent, to avoid 

dispersion of the pH  gradient. From the recording chamber, solutions were 

rem oved by a suction pum p through a small tube. To improve the perfusion of 

the solutions around the cells, these were lifted from the bottom  of the dish after 

going to whole-cell mode and were positioned near the solution inlet. This 

allowed the solution around the cell to be changed within 1-10 seconds. For 

experiments where cells were not whole-cell clamped, they were not lifted from 

the bottom  of the dish but a movable inlet was located near the cell. Drugs were 

added to the external solutions as stated in the appropriate  results section. W hen 

a vehicle like DM SO was used to dissolve drugs, this was also added to the 

control solution at the same concentration. W hen the concentration of the drug 

added to the external solution was high enough to increase the osmolarity of the 

bathing medium, choline-Cl was added to the other solutions to balance their 

osmolarity. The pH  of all external solutions (apart from solutions E  table 2.1 and 

H  table 2.2) were titrated to 7.4 with N aO H  or occasionally N M DG or KOH (as 

stated in the results sections). The various external solutions used are described 

in tables 2.1 to 2.2. The most commonly used external solution was solution B 

(table 2.1). External solutions used on whole-cell clam ped cells contained 6 mM 

barium. This divalent cation was added to the solutions to block the inward- 

rectifying potassium conductance of the cell (Newman, 1985; Brew & Attwell, 

1987). Adding barium  to the external solution does not affect the current 

produced by glutam ate uptake (Barbour et a/,1991). For undam ped  M üller cells, 

barium  was not added to the solution: in this case, the large potassium
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conductance of the cells (input resistance «  10 M n) will keep the m em brane 

voltage very near the resting potential of the cell and the current evoked by the 

uptake of glutam ate (« 200pA) will depolarize the cells by only a few millivolts 

(M obbs et al, 1988).

Arachidonic acid was made up as a stock (5mM) in ethanol. W hen 

needed, the stock solution was thawed, sonicated for 5 minutes and the 

appropriate  am ount was pipetted into a measuring cylinder. The ethanol was 

then evaporated by blowing argon onto the arachidonic acid solution in the 

cylinder and the appropriate quantity of solution B (table 2.1) previously bubbled 

with argon was then added to the cylinder. Finally, after shaking vigorously, the 

solution was sonicated for 5 minutes. Argon was used during the preparation of 

the arachidonic acid solution to avoid contact with oxygen (which can oxidize the 

fatty acid).

2.2.2 Internal solutions

The solutions used to fill the patch pipette are described in tables 2.3 to 

2.6. The standard internal solution was solution J (table 2.3). The pH  of all these 

solutions was titrated to 7.0 using usually KOH and occasionally NM DG (see 

tables for details). The concentration of free calcium in the internal solutions was 

calculated using the equilibrium constants for calcium binding to EG TA  given by 

M artell & Smith (1974), allowing for Mg^"  ̂ binding and pH -dependence of the 

constants. The values are indicated in the tables.

Solutions L and M have a reduced concentration of H epes in order to 

reduce the buffering power of the internal solution and therefore to increase the 

internal pH  changes produced by acid and base fluxes across the cell membrane. 

Solution N contained the fluorescent pH-sensitive dye BCECF, and also blockers 

of glutam ate metabolism (see Fig 4.9 and section 4.9, chapter 4).

The recipe of internal solutions N-T (tables 2.4 and 2.5), used to test the 

effect of internal anion substitutions on the m agnitude of the current evoked by 

glutam ate, was very simplified com pared to the normal internal solution used. 

This is because some of the substituted anions bind to Na"*", Mg^"  ̂ and/or Ca^"  ̂

with a high affinity. If these cations were present inside the cell, they would
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reduce significantly the concentration of free anion in the internal solution. I 

therefore decided not to include these cations in any of these internal solutions.

2.2.3 Concentration of free glutamate in the superfusion solution

In solution, glutam ate and aspartate bind to divalent cations to form 

soluble complexes. The concentration of glutam ate or aspartate available to the 

glutam ate uptake carrier is therefore reduced according to the concentration of 

the divalent cations present in the external solution. The equilibrium constants 

(K) for the binding to Mĝ "*", Ca^^ and Ba '̂*’ are 79.43M '\ 26.91M'^ and 19.05M'^ 

respectively with glutam ate and 269.15M‘\  39.81M‘̂  and 13.80 M'^ respectively 

with aspartate (M artell & Smith, 1974). The fraction of the amino-acid unbound 

is given approximately by (Barbour et al, 1991):

[free amino-acid] 1

[total amino-acid] ( 1 + K;^g[Mg]+ [Ca] -I- [Ba])

For solutions where [Ca^‘̂ ]=3mM, [Mg^"^]=0.5mM and [Ba^"^]=6 mM, the ratio 

of the free to the total amino-acid concentration is 81% for glutam ate and 75% 

for aspartate. Solutions without barium  have 89% of the glutam ate and 80% of 

the aspartate  in the unbound form. None of the values quoted in this thesis were 

corrected for the binding of the amino-acids to divalent cations. The value 

quoted is always the nominal concentration of applied analogue. None of the 

conclusions reached in this thesis are critically dependent on the exact 

concentration of the analogue.

2 3  Recording from cells

2.3.1 Whole-cell patch-clamp recording

The whole-cell patch-clamp technique (Hamill et al, 1981) was used in 

most experiments to study the electrogenic uptake of glutamate, aspartate and 

their sulphur-containing analogues. Patch pipettes were pulled on a BBCH puller 

(Mecanex, Geneva) from borosilicate glass with filament (Clark Electromedical,
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GC150TF10). The resistance of the pipettes before sealing onto a cell was 

typically l-3M n when filled with solution J (table 2.3) and bathed in solution B 

(table 2 . 1 ).

The recording chamber, containing the cells, was placed on the fixed stage 

of a microscope (Ergaval, East Germany, or M icroinstruments, Oxford). The 

headstage of the patch-clamp amplifier was m ounted on a micromanipulator 

(Narishige), itself mounted on a coarse m anipulator (Prior). The earth electrode 

was a silver / silver chloride pellet immersed in the bath solution (during 

experiments where the composition of the external solution was varied, a 4M 

NaCl agar bridge was used; see below). The pipette was inserted into a perspex 

electrode holder (Clark Electromedical) and was positioned against the 

m em brane of the cell and a gentle suction was applied to form a seal between 

the glass and the cell . The holding voltage was then brought to -40mV and 

further suction was applied to break the patch of m em brane under the tip of the 

electrode and go into the whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp. The 

current flowing across the m em brane of the cell was then m easured as the 

voltage drop across a 500Mn resistance of a current to voltage converter (L/M 

EPC-7; List Electronics, Germany).

2.3.1 Correction for liquid junction potentials

The internal solution (present in the pipette) and the external solution 

(from the bath) are of different composition. As a result, a junction potential 

forms at the tip of the patch pipette. This junction potential is abolished when, 

after going whole-cell, the internal medium of the cell is dialysed with the pipette 

solution. The zero current potential set while the pipette was away from the cell 

is therefore not the actual zero current potential during the course of the 

experiment. The magnitude of this junction potential was m easured by the 

m ethod of Fenwick et al (1982). A  4M NaCl agar bridge as the bath electrode 

was used to avoid variations in reference electrode potential when changing the 

composition of the bath solution. The zero current potential was first m easured 

(with the patch-clamp amplifier in current-clam p mode) when a pipette filled 

with a solution X was bathed in solution X. This external solution X was then
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replaced by the normal external solution used during the experiment. The change 

in zero current, i.e. the junction potential, was then read off the patch-clamp 

amplifier. The value for each internal solution is indicated in tables 2.3 to 2.6. If 

the tip potential m easured was different to that of solution J (the standard 

internal solution for which the junction potential is -3mV), the magnitude of the 

evoked current with that internal solution was normalized using the equation: 

Inom= Imeas % (-43)/(-40+junCt. p O t.)  

where is the normalized value of the magnitude of the glutamate-evoked 

current, and 1 ^̂ ^̂  is the amplitude of the glutamate-evoked current m easured 

during the course of the experiment at an uncorrected voltage of -40mV.

This equation is only valid if used at negative holding potentials where the I-V 

relationship is a straight line (Barbour et al, 1991). Since the m easured junction 

potentials are all small (magnitude < 1 0 mV), this condition holds.

2.3.2 V oltage-dam p qualitv

The quality of the voltage clamp of M üller cells was assessed for a cell 

represented as a cable of radius a=5/xm and length L=100jLtm. The input 

resistance of Müller cells is about lOMn. This low input resistance is due to a 

large potassium conductance, 94% of which is located at the endfoot m em brane 

of the cell (Newman, 1984). Assuming a total input resistance of lOMn, the 

resistance of the non-endfoot part of the M üller cell m em brane is approximately 

167Mn while the endfoot m em brane resistance (Rgnd) is about 10.6Mn (Newman, 

1984; M obbs et at, 1988). The current flow across the non-endfoot part of the 

cell is negligible (because of the high resistance of this part of the cell 

m em brane). The cell can therefore be considered as two resistors in series: the 

cytoplasmic resistance and the endfoot resistance (Rgnd)- All the voltage-dam p 

experiments were perform ed in barium-containing solution to block the 

potassium conductance (Newman, 1985). In barium, M üller cells have an input 

resistance between 200 and 500Mn. Thus, two possible experimental conditions 

are considered here.
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Case 1 : Potassium conductance unblocked

The cytoplasmic resistance of the cell is proportional to the length of cell 

considered and inversely proportional to its cross-sectional area (A). The cells 

were always whole-cell clam ped with the electrode on the cell body (roughly the 

middle of the cell). The cytoplasmic resistivity (p ) is assumed to be 2nm. 

Between the electrode and the endfoot, the cytoplasmic resistance is:

cytoplasmic resistance = (p.L/2)/A = 1.27 Mn

The endfoot resistance of the cell considered is 10.6 M n (see above).

The voltage drop between the electrode and the endfoot end of the cell is then 

given by:

1.27 Mn / (1.27Mn + 10.6Mn)
Thus, for a voltage step away from the resting potential, the voltage step at the 

end of the cell will be 10.7% less than that imposed at the voltage-clamping 

electrode. In fact, in my experiments, barium was used to block inward rectifier 

channels, so the voltage non-uniformity will be less than this.

Case 2: Potassium conductance blocked bv barium

H ere I will consider two possible sources of the cell conductance remaining in 

the presence of barium.

a- the residual conductance of the cell is due to incomplete block of the inward 

rectifier channels.

In the presence of barium, the input resistance of the cell is betw een 200 and 

500Mn. For a cell of input resistance of 200Mb with 94% of this conductance 

being at the endfoot, the voltage drop at the endfoot of the cell (50/xm away 

from the voltage-clamping electrode) calculated as above will be 0 .6 % less than 

at the voltage-clamping electrode. It is therefore a good approximation to say 

that the voltage clamp of the cells was uniform.

b- the residual conductance is uniformly spread over the cell m em brane
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If the cell is treated as a cable of length L=100/xm and radius a=5jLtm, it is 

possible to calculate the electrical space constant (A.) of the cell. X is the distance 

from the patch pipette (where the voltage is applied) at which for an infinite 

cable, the cell voltage will have dropped to e'^ of its value at the pipette. The 

electrical space constant is given by:

1/2X — (a.R ^ / 2.p)

where p is the specific cytoplasmic resistance of the cell (assumed to be 2 nm ) 

and the specific m em brane resistance (m em brane resistance x m em brane 

area).

The m em brane area of the model cell considered is the sum of the areas at the 

two ends of the cell and along the main shaft of the cell, i.e. 4- 27raL = 3.30 

IQ-  ̂ m^.

Thus, R ^ =  (2x10* n) X (3.3 x 10'^ m^) =  0.66 nm^ 

and X = 908 fim

The cells were always patch clamped at the cell body (roughly the middle of the 

cell). For an infinite cable, the voltage at a distance SOfim away from the voltage 

clamping electrode would be given by:

fractional voltage drop =

where is the voltage at a distance x=50^m  from the patch pipette where the 

voltage Vq is applied, i.e. =  0.95. Thus the voltage at the endfoot is only

5% different to that applied at the electrode. This calculation assumes for 

simplicity that the voltage drop is exponential, which is not the case since the 

ends of the cell are sealed. Correcting for this would give even less voltage drop 

than calculated above.

2.3.3 Series resistance error

If the current flowing through the resistance of the patch pipette is large, 

then the voltage drop across the series resistance of the tip of the pipette will not
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be negligible and the actual voltage across the cell m em brane is significantly 

different from the command voltage. This problem can be reduced by keeping 

the series resistance low, or by studying smaller cells with smaller currents. Two 

cases (from this thesis) will be considered.

Case 1 : typical size current and typical R ,

R j=  2Mn (series resistance measured when in whole cell mode)

1 = 2 0 0 pA  (glutam ate uptake current)

Voltage drop: V =  R.I = 2.10^ X 200.10’̂  ̂ =  0.4mV

A  typical value of voltage error due to current flowing through the series 

resistance is only 0.4mV.

Case 2: worst case; cell containing CIO^

In this case, the size of the current evoked by glutam ate was greatly increased 

and a large inward current (independent of the glutam ate evoked current) 

developed as soon as the patch m em brane was ruptured.

Rg= 2Mn (series resistance)

1= 600pA (glutamate uptake current) +  In A ("leak current")

= 1.6nA

Voltage drop: V =  R.I =  2.10^ X 1.6.10'^ =  3.2mV 

This worst-case voltage drop is also negligible.

2.3.4 D ata acquisition

During the course of the experiment, the data were sent to a chart 

recorder running continuously as well as stored on magnetic tape (one RACAL 

store 4DS FM  tape recorder or on videotape via via a pulse code m odulator 

attachm ent).

2.3.5 D ata analvsis

D ata could be analysed either by direct m easurem ent on the chart record 

or by playing the record back from the tape into a com puter (PDF 11/73) via an 

analogue-to-digital converter. D ata were plotted using a Hewlett Packard plotter
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Fig 2.2 Capacity transient analysis. A- Current flowing through a whole-cell 

clamped M üller cell in response to a 10mV voltage step from -43mV. B- Circuit 

diagram of a whole-cell patch-clam ped cell where is the series resistance, Rj„ 

is the input resistance of the cell and C its m em brane capacitance. C- 

Semilogarithmic plot of I-I* (where I* is the steady state current) against the 

length of time elapsed after the voltage step. For this cell, the values obtained 

after analysis were R^= l.SMn, Ri„= 144.5Mn and C =  274pF.
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(model 7470A). The m em brane capacitance, series resistance and input 

resistance were calculated from the analysis of the current response to lOmV 

voltage pulses. These pulses were applied at the begining of the recording of 

each new cell and regularly during the experiment if required. The current 

transients were later analysed on the computer.

The electric circuit of a whole-cell clam ped cell can be represented as in 

Fig 2.2B. The param eters of this circuit were analysed for each cell using the 

m ethod described by Tessier-Lavigne et aU (1988). In response to a small voltage 

step (lOmV) a current flows through this circuit (Fig 2.2A) with a decay following 

an exponential form:

I(t)=  V . ( 1  +  (Ri„/R,)e-'^^ ) /  (R,„ +  R J  (1)

in which t =  time after the application of the pulse 

V =  amplitude of the step 

T = time constant of the decay of the transient 

Rin =  input resistance of the cell 

Rg =  series resistance 

The time constant of the decay is given by the equation:

T =  C.Rjn.Rs/(Rin+ Rs)

At t= 0 , the current is 1(0) =  V/R,. Therefore, R^ can be deduced from this 

equation. The value of 1(0) was obtained by semi-logarithmic extrapolation (see 

Fig 2.2C).

The current at t=oo is I(oo)= V/(Rjn+ R J  allowing the calculation of Rjn- The 

capacitance of the cell can then be calculated from the time constant of the 

current relaxation:

C =  T (R;.^ R J /  Rin-R;

2.4 In ternal pH m easurem ents

2.4.1 Experim ental apparatus

The apparatus used for the fluorescence m easurem ents is described in 

Fig 2.3. The rest of the set-up was the same as that used for electrical recordings
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(see above). The cells were illuminated with light from a Xenon lamp after it had 

gone through a filter (440±5nm  or 490±5nm ) and a neutral density filter 

(N .D .=2). A shutter was available to restrict the illumination time. Emission 

from the chosen cell was directed to a photom ultiplier after going through a 

diaphragm  (to restrict the fluorescence collected to that of only one cell) and a 

filter (530±5nm ). The fluorescence signal from the photom ultiplier was then 

amplified and recorded on video tapes.

The fluorescent dye BCECF was dissolved in the internal solution and 

introduced into the cell via the patch pipette for most of the experiments. In the 

case where the cells were not whole-cell clamped, the lipophilic acetoxymethyl 

(AM ) ester form of the dye was used. Cells were preincubated for thirty minutes 

in a solution (solution A, table 2.1) containing 10/iM BCECF-AM  and 0.2/xM 

pluronic acid (Rink et al, 1982). Most of the experiments were perform ed while 

exciting the dye at 490nm. For this excitation wavelength, the fluorescence of the 

dye depends strongly on the intracellular pH  of the cell. Control experiments 

were also perform ed with an excitation wavelength of 440nm which is close to 

the isosbestic point of the dye at which the dye’s fluorescence is insensitive to pH  

(but will alter if dye is lost from the cell or if the cell moves out of the viewing 

diaphragm ). No change in the am ount of emission was recorded from the cell 

when the dye was excited at 440nm (Fig 2.4) suggesting that the fluorescent 

changes m easured when the dye was excited at 490nm were solely due to 

changes in the intracellular pH  of the cell.

2.4.2 Calibration of BCECF fluorescence with weak acids and bases

The m ethod used for calibrating intracellular pH  changes was derived 

from that of Szatkowski & Thom as (1986) and of Eisner et al (1989). A  weak 

base in solution exists in two forms in equilibrium with each other so that 

B + H+ BH+

Similarly for a weak acid,

A H  ;f = = ^  A + H+

W hen a weak base is applied to a cell, the assumption is m ade that its neutral 

form (B) freely crosses the cell m em brane until the concentration of neutral form
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is equal inside and outside the cell. Once inside the cell, it will bind protons and 

produce an alkalinization until an equilibrium is reached. Similarly, when a weak 

ocid is applied to the cell, its neutral form H A  crosses the m em brane and 

releases a proton until the concentration of the neutral form is (presumably) 

equal inside and outside the cell.

2.4.3 Calculation of the absolute pH. the buffering power of the cell and the 

pH  changes ffrom Szatkowski & Thom as 0 9 8 6 ) and Eisner et al 09891 

The buffering power is defined as (van Slyke, 1922)

^  -  A (total added or subtracted protons)/ A pH;

Thus, the pH  change produced in a cell by the application of the base is given 

by:

A pH e= [BH"^]/ ft (1)

where ApHg is the steady state pH  during the application of the base and ft is 

the buffering power of the intracellular medium. The new value of pH  obtained 

during the application of the weak base is therefore:

pH g=  pH, +  ApHg (2)

w here pH^ is the intracellular pH  before applying the base. From  the Henderson- 

Hasselbalch equation,

pHg =  pKg + log ([B]/[BH+]J (3)

where [B]j is the concentration of neutral form of the base inside the cell, [BH^j^ 

the concentration of base bound to a proton inside the cell and pKg is the pK 

value of the weak base (assumed to be equal inside and outside the cell).

Calculation o f the intracellular pH:

Combining equations ( 1 ), (2) and (3) gives:
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pHj +  ApHe =  pKg - log ((0. ApHg)/ [B]J (4)

If the pK of the weak base is far from the external pH, then most of the weak 

base is in the protonated form in the extracellular medium and the concentration 

of the protonated form can be assumed to be essentially equal to the total 

external concentration of the base [6 ^]^. Therefore, from the Henderson- 

Hasselbalch equation,

pH „=  pKg + log ([B ]^ B H + ]J  =  pKg +  log ([B ]^[B r]J

so pH„ - pKg +  log [Bt1„= log [B]„= log [B]| (5)

Inserting equation (5) into equation (4) gives:

pHi - pH „= log ([Bxl^jB.ApHg) - ApHg (6 )

In the case of the application of a weak acid, the analogous equation is:

PH| - pH „= - log ([A-p]o /  p. A p H J +  A pH ^ (7)

Adding equations ( 6 ) and (7) leads to:

PH| - pH „=0.5 { log([BT]o/[A.r]<,) +  log(A pH ^A pH g) +  ApH^- ApHg} (8 )

assuming that /3 is constant over the range of pHj changes studied.

Given that during the experiment, the intracellular pH  is close to the pK of the 

fluorescent dye used to m onitor pH  (pK for BCECF is 6.98), the fluorescence 

change is found empirically to be proportional to the pH  change (Fig 2.5; Rink 

et aly 1982), i.e.

ApH =  a.A F  (a  being a constant).

Substituting a.A F for ApH in equation (%) gives:

pHj - pH „= 0.5{log ([BT]y[AT]J + log (AFVAFg) +  a.(A F^- AFg)} (9)
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Fig 2.3 A pparatus for fluorescence recordings. The light from a xenon 

lamp is directed through a filter (either 440nm or 490nm) and through a neutral 

density filter (N .D .=2) that regulate the wavelength and the intensity of the light 

directed onto a dichroic mirror. The dichroic m irror reflects light of wavelength 

below 510nm onto the cells. The intensity of the light em itted by the fluorescent 

dye BCECF (inside the cells) changes according to the cell pH . This em itted 

fluorescence is collected by a photom ultiplier tube after passing through the 

dichroic m irror and a 530nm filter. In the light path, a diaphragm  allows 

restriction of the collected light to that of only one cell.
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Fig 2.4: Top: Calibration of the fluorescence of BCECF with weak acids

and bases. The upper trace shows the fluorescence changes recorded when 

trimethylamine and acetate were applied to a cell excited with a wavelength of 

490nm. Bj and B 2  indicate the application of 2.5 and 5mM trimethylamine 

respectively w hereas A shows the m om ent of application of 5mM acetate. 

Upwards is m ore alkaline. D ifferent values used for the calculation of the 

intracellular pH , the buffering power and the value of a (fluorescence change 

per unit of pH ) are indicated on the figure:

AFgi and AFg2  for the calculation of a

AF^ for the calculation of pHj (having calculated a)

ApHg and pHg for the calculation of (3 (having calculated a  and p H J 

Bottom: W hen the same experim ent was perform ed using an excitation 

wavelength of 440nm (isosbestic wavelength), no change of fluorescence was 

detected.
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Fig 2.5: Characteristics of the fluorescent dye BCECF.

A- Emission spectra of BCECF at various pH  values. G raph taken from Rink et 

al, 1982.

B- Plot of the emission intensity (at 530nm) as a function of pH. Note that the 

intensity of emission of BCECF changes linearly with pH  over a large range 

(approximately betw een pH  6.3 and pH  7.8) which includes the physiological 

range of pH  of a cell.
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Similarly, equation ( 6 ) becomes;

pH,- pH „= log ([BtIo/̂ S.oi.AFb)- a.A Fe (10)

If two different concentrations and B 2  of the weak base are used and give rise 

to the respective fluorescence changes and AFg2  (see Fig 2.4), the value of 

a can be calculated by equating the two values for pHj - pH^ obtained from 

equation ( 1 0 ):

a =  log ((B^.AFg2 )/(B 2 .AFg^))/( AFgj- AF 3 2 ) ( 1 1 )

If a weak acid is applied (giving fluorescence AF^) and an equal concentration 

of weak base is applied (giving fluorescence AFg), then from equation (9), the 

intracellular pH  can be calculated as

pH j= 0.5 (log (A F /A F g ) 4- a(A F^- AFg)) +  pH^

Calculation o f the buffering power:

The total concentration of weak base (B) is given by the equation:

Bt =  [B H 1 + [B L  or [ B H ^  = B^ - [B], (12)

Combining equations (3) and (12) gives: 

pH g=  pKg. log((BT - [B]j)/[B]|)

or [B]i= B i/(1  + lOtP™ PHB)) (13)

Now, p = [BH'^)i /  ApHg or =  /J.ApHg (from (1)) (14)

Substituting (14) into (3) gives:

pHg = pKg - log (jS.ApHg /  [B]i) 

or 10(P™ • ()9.ApHg )/ [B]i
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or [B]i= (^.ApHe)/10(P“ P™) (15)

Combining (13) and (15) gives:

Bt / ( 1 +  10(PKB - PHB)) =  (yS.ApHg )/ 1Q(P^ - PHB)

or p = Bt.1Q(p^ - PHB) / {(1 + 1Q(P^ - PHB)) . ApHg} (16)

The pK of the weak base used (trimethylamine) is pKg = 9.8. For the 

m easurem ents of the other values, see Fig 2.4. This m ethod was used in most of 

the experiments to calibrate the pH  changes induced by the application of 

glutam ate or aspartate to the cells (see chapter 4 and 5) because it is not 

destructive for the cells and therefore allows several cells to be studied in the 

same dish (unlike calibration with nigericin). In order to confirm the results 

obtained by this m ethod, the experiment described below was perform ed.

2.4.4 Calibration of the fluorescence using nigericin

Nigericin is a ionophore which can incorporate into the m em brane of cells 

and exchange K"*" for H'*'. For a high density of ionophores in the m em brane, the 

pH  gradient across the cell m em brane can thus be equilibrated with the [K^] 

gradient. W hen a solution containing nigericin and lOOmM [K'^] (equal to the 

intracellular [K"*"]) is applied to a cell, the internal pH  of the cell equilibrates 

with the pH  of the nigericin solution. However, incorporating nigericin in the 

m em brane is irreversible and it therefore means that once the cell has been 

calibrated, no further experiment can be done with it. For this reason, when 

nigericin was used in an experiment, the cells were plated on 13mm diam eter 

coverslips and only one cell from each coverlip was studied. The accuracy of the 

weak acid plus weak base calibration m ethod used in this thesis was tested by 

comparing it with the nigericin m ethod. M üller cells were whole-cell patch- 

clam ped using a BCECF-containing internal (solution L, table 2.3) and the 

fluorescence of the dye was first of all calibrated as described above, followed by 

a second calibration using nigericin-containing solutions. As shown in Fig 2.6, the 

two calibration methods gave very similar results.
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Fig_2î6: Calibration of the fluorescence of BCECF with nigericin com pared

to that with weak acids and bases. Left: fluorescence of a cell containing BCECF 

calibrated with weak acids and bases. The intracellular pH  calculated was 6.799. 

Right: same cell subsequently calibrated with three nigericin-containing solutions 

of different pH . The values calculated for the intracellular pH  was 6.80. These 

two methods did not give significantly different results (n= 6;p> 0 .9). Upwards is 

m ore alkaline.
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In several cases, calibration of the cells’ pH  was checked with the nigericin 

m ethod to make sure that a drug used during the experim ent had no effect on 

the fluorescence of BCECF (see chapter 4 for details).

2.4.5 Calculation of the contribution of BCECF to the buffering power of the 

intracellular medium

The calibration m ethod used (see above) allowed for the calculation of 

the buffering power (/3) of the intracellular medium of the cell. The m ean value 

obtained for p was 19.8 ±  4.6 mM per pH  unit (m ean ±  sem; n=45). The pH- 

sensitive fluorescent dye, having a pK value of 6.98, could increase the buffering 

pow er of the cell (although its concentration is very low: 98/iM). The following 

calculation assesses this.

For a solution of a weak acid A H  and its salt A', the equilibrium between 

the two forms can be expressed as:

H+ + A  H A

Let B be the total concentration of buffer in the solution: B = [A ] +  [AH] and 

C be the total concentration of acid: C =  [H'*’] +  [AH].

Then, [A ] =  [H+] +  B - C 

A t equilibrium,

[H+] =  K . [AH] / [A ] (1)

w here K is the dissociation constant.

or [H+] =  K. (C - [H+])/ {[H+] + B - C} (2)

o r [H+]^ +  B.[H+] - C.[H+] =  K.C - K.[H+] (3)

Assuming that B > [H^] and that B > K, the equation can be simplified to: 

B.[H+] - C.[H+] =  K.C 

or C = B.[H+] /  (K +  [H+]) (4)

and the am ount of acid dC which must be added to the solution to produce an 

increase of [H"^] by d[H"^] is given by:

dC / dH  = B.K / (K + [H+])^ (5)
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Now, the buffering power is f3  = -dC / dpH  = -(dC / dH ) / dpH  / dH 

Since dpH  / dH  = d(-log^oH) / dH = -1 / 2.303 H), we find

1 3  = 2.303BK[H+] / (K + [H+])^ (8)

The concentration of BCECF (tested for its buffering power) was 98)uM, its pK 

is 6.98 (therefore, K is 1.05 lO'^M) and the intracellular pH  of the cells was 7.0 

(thus, [H+] =  10-^M).

The buffering of the intracellular medium due to the presence of BCECF is 

p =  0.056mM, a value totally negligible when com pared to the calculated total 

buffering power of the cell (20mM, see above).

2.5 External pH measurements

2.5.1 pH-sensitive electrodes

Electrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass containing a filament (Clark 

Electromedical, GC150TF10) on a BBCH puller (Mecanex, Geneva).

Silanizing technique:

The ion-sensing resin is dissolved in a water immiscible solvent. It is 

therefore necessary to make the glass at the tip of the electrode hydrophobic to 

allow a tight contact between the organic electrolyte and the glass at the tip of 

the electrode. This is done by exchanging the H  of the hydroxyl groups at the 

surface of the glass for silicon atoms. The glass becomes therefore very 

hydrophobic. If this process is not done correctly, the liquid ion-sensing resin can 

be easily displaced by the aqueous solution surrounding the electrode.

The tip of the electrode was dipped into a solution of

hexamethyldisilazane (Fluka) 10% in 1-chloro-naphtalene (Fluka) for

approximately 20 seconds. The same process was repeated for all the other 

electrodes. In order to evaporate the solvent (1-chloro-naphtalene) and make the 

glass at the tip of the electrode hydrophobic, the electrodes were baked in an 

oven at 90°C for at least two hours. A fter this treatm ent, the electrodes were 

back filled by injecting a small am ount of Hydrogen Ionophore I - Cocktail A

(Fluka) from a plasic capillary and a cat’s whisker was used to direct the
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ionophore down to the electrode tip. The solution used to fill the electrode 

above the resin was solution A, table 2.1, chosen because it is a well-buffered 

solution. W hen blockers such as amiloride (section 4.6) were used in the course 

of the experiment, the pH  electrode was calibrated both in the presence and in 

the absence of the drug.

2.5.2 Electrical apparatus

The pH  electrode was connected to a dual electrom eter (W orld Precision 

Instruments, model FD223) of very high input resistance (lO^^n). A  bath 

electrode (Ag wire) was connected to the other channel of the electrom eter. 

M easures of the change of voltage across the resin of the pH  electrode (with the 

change of voltage m easured in the bath) were recorded by the electrom eter and 

stored on a tape recorder and a chart recorder.

2.5.3 Calibration of the pH  microelectrode

A  typical calibration of a pH  microelectrode is shown in Fig. 2.7. The 

electrode was bathed successively in a solution of high buffering power at pH  6.5 

(solution E, table 2.1) and a solution of high buffering power at pH  7.4 (solution 

B, table 2.1) until stabilisation of the electrode voltage. The voltage response of 

the electrode to this pH  change was as predicted by the N ernst equation for 

protons, confirming its high selectivity against o ther ions.

2.5.4 Calculation of the pH  at various times during the experiment, and of the

corresponding [H'*'] change.

Having calibrated the electrode voltage (in mV) in term s of pH, it was 

possible to calculate the pH  of the solution around the cell before activation of 

the glutam ate uptake carrier. Similarity, the pH  after 12 seconds was calculated. 

These two values were converted into changes in the concentration of free 

protons ([H"^] =  10'^") and, finally, the concentration of total added protons 

(correcting for the buffering power and assuming that the volume in which the 

pH  changes is fixed, e.g. if the cell m em brane and the electrode form a closed 

com partm ent) was calculated as in section 2.4.5:
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, 30 sec

lOmV

6.5
2 ± J — U A

Fig 2.7: Calibration of a pH  electrode. The trace shows the response of a

pH-sensitive electrode to the successive application of solutions of different pH. 

For this electrode the total deflection was 60 mV, which is close to the 

theoretical N ernstian prediction. Upwards is m ore acid.
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AC =  (A[H+] . B.K) / (K + [H+])^

where AC is the real change of proton concentration in 12 seconds, AH is the 

change of free proton concentration, B is the concentration of buffer (H epes) in 

the external solution, K is a constant (equal to 10'P^ Hepeŝ  ̂ and H  is the mean 

value of the free proton concentration before activation of glutam ate uptake and 

after 12 seconds of activation.

2.6 Measurements of external CIO/ concentrations

2.6.1 Experim ental apparatus

The same electrical apparatus as for the m easurem ents of external pH  

were used during these experiments (see section 2.5.2).

2.6.2 Anion-sensitive electrode

The first part of the process of preparing anion-sensitive electrodes 

follows exactly that of the pH-sensitive electrode (see section 2.51). The liquid 

ion-sensitive resin used to fill the tip of the pipette was nominally a chloride- 

sensitive resin (Chloride Ionophore I - Cocktail A, Fluka). The back filling 

solution used was lOOmM NaCl chosen for its fixed concentration of Cl ions. 

Such an electrode could detect micromolar levels of SCN' or CIO^ (Fig 2.8) even 

in the presence of 126mM Cl' (present in solution B, table 2.1 for example).

2.6.3 Calibration of the electrode and calculation of the change infC lO /] 

The first calibrations of the response of the anion-sensitive electrode to

low concentrations of CIO 4 * were perform ed in Cl'-free external solutions 

(solution I, table 2.2), because I expected the presence of Cl' to decrease the 

sensitivity to CIO 4 '. However, when these calibrations were then com pared to 

calibrations of the same electrodes in a Cl'-containing solution (solution B, table 

2.1), there were no significant differences (probably because the resin is so much 

m ore sensitive to CIO 4  than to Cl . Normal external solutions containing Cl were 

therefore used.

The anion-sensitive electrode was calibrated at the beginning and/or at the
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A B
, 30 sec .

0

mV

-40 10010

mV

1 10 100
«M CIO. >M CIO.

Fig 2.8: Calibration of an anion-sensitive electrode. A: Response of a

typical anion-sensitive electrode to the bath application of external solution 

(solution B, table 2.1) containing 1, 10 and 100/xM CIO^. B: Plot of the change 

of voltage of the anion-sensitive electrode, against the concentration of CIO^ 

applied. This curve was subsequently used to convert the potential difference 

m easured by the electrode into a change in the external concentration of CIO^ 

around the cell during the rest of the experiment.
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end of each cell studied. This was done by running solutions containing three 

different concentrations of CIO^ (1, 10 and 100/xM) through the experimental 

bath. A typical result from such a calibration is shown in Fig. 2.8. From  the 

voltage deflections obtained when the different solutions were applied, a curve 

was drawn to relate the voltage change (in mV) to the concentration of CIO^. 

This curve was subsequently used to convert the deflections obtained during the 

experiment into a CIO^ concentration change.

2.7 Diffusion of a substance from the patch pipette into the cell

Several of the experiments described in chapter 6 involved having to 

introduce certain proteins or peptides into the cell via the patch pipette. The 

time needed for the pipette solution and the cell internal medium to equilibrate 

was determ ined using the calculations detailed below.

The diffusion flux of a molecule (J, in moles per sec) is given by:

J =  - D.A.dC/dx (1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the substance (m^ / sec; roughly inversely 

proportional to the cube root of the molecular weight for spherical 

macromolecules), A  is the area available for diffusion and C is the concentration 

of the substance at point x.

For a localized barrier at the end of the pipette,

J =  DA (Cpipet,g - Cggn) / w (2)

where w is the width of the barrier.

For a cell of volume V, the am ount of substance in the cell is V.Qen and J tends 

to increase this amount, therefore:

J =  d(V.C„„) /  d t (3)

From  equations (2) and (3):

^•^Qell /  dt =  d a . (Cpjpette - Qen) /  W (4)

Now the series resistance at the end of the pipette is:

Rg =  p.w / A

where p is the resistivity of the pipette solution »  0.8 nm  for lOOmM solutions, 

so A  / w = p / Rg (5)
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Inserting (4) into (3) gives:

V .d C ^ II /  dt =  D.p.(Cpipetle - Ceell) /  K  ( 6 )

Cpipette is constant, so

^•^(Qell ■ Cpipette) / dt = - (pD  /  Rs)-(Qeii " Cpjpg^g)

or d(C,di - Cpipet.e) /  dt =  - (C^ii - Cpp^„J /  t (7)
where t = (V .R J /  (p .D )

The equation is of the form dy/dt =  -y / r  or dy / y =  -dt /  r  (8)

where y =  C„„ - Cpip ,̂,  ̂ (9)

Integrating equation (8) gives:

J d y  / y = dt/r

or In y (at time t) - In y (at time 0) =  -(t-0)/r

or In (y(t) / y(0)) =  -t / r

or y(t) / y(0) =  e ’‘̂ ^

or y(t) = y(0).e'‘̂ ’’ (10)

Substituting (9) into (10) gives:

Q e l l  B )  ■ C p ip e tte  "  ( C c e l l ( d )  ’  Cp|pg((g).e
A t time zero, =  0 

Therefore, C„eii(t) =  Cpip,,,,. (1 - e "3

The concentration rises to its steady state concentration, Cpip̂ ĝ, with an 

exponential time course of time constant r  =  V.R^ / p.D

The final concentration in the cell is equal to that in the pipette.

Case 1: PKA catalytic subunit

Mol. Wt. = 40862 therefore D «  7.23.10'^^ m^ s'^ (see below)

R, = 3 Mn
V  = 10'̂ "̂  m^ (estim ated volume of a Müller cell) 

p =  0.8 flm

T = V.Rj / p.D «  9 minutes

Thus, at least 25 minutes were left in whole-cell mode before examining the
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glutam ate uptake current in the presence of internal PKA catalytic subunit.

Case 2: peptide inhibitor of PKA

The peptide inhibitor used in chapter 6 to block the activity of cAMP- 

dependent protein kinase has the following sequence:

NH2-Thr-Tyr-Ala-Asp-Phe-Ile-Ala-Ser-Gly-Arg-Thr-Gly-Arg-Arg-Arg-Ala-Ile-His-Asp-COOH 

Mol.Wt. «  2400 therefore D «  18.6.10'^^ s'  ̂ (see below)

Rg = 3 M n 

V = 10-^  ̂

p =  0.8 fïm

T = V.Rj / p.D « 3.4 minutes

Thus, at least 13 minutes were allowed in whole-cell mode for the peptide to 

en ter the cell before measuring the glutamate uptake current in the presence of 

the peptide.

An estim ate of the diffusion coefficient of the molecules was calculated knowing 

that the diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the cube root of the 

molecular weight, taking ;0-Lactoglobulin as the reference molecule (Mol. Wt. = 

37100; D =  7.48.10 "  s ').
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Table 2.1

Extracellular solutions A-E

solution: A  storage and washing

B standard external solution

C potassium-free external solution

D sodium-free external solution

E  Pipes buffered external solution

A B C D E

KCl 2.5 2.5 0 2.5 2.5

NaCl 104.5 104.5 104.5 0 104.5

MgClz 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

CaCl2 3 3 3 3 3

Hepes 5 5 5 5 0

D-Glucose 15 15 15 15 15

BaCl2 0 6 6 6 6

Choline-Cl 0 0 0 104.5 0

Pipes 0 0 0 0 5

PH 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 6.5

adjusted with NaOH NaOH NaOH NMDG* NaOI

* N M DG is N-methyl-D-glucamine 

Ail concentrations are in mM.
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Table 2.2

Extracellular solutions F-I

solution: F external solution of low buffering power

G sodium-free solution of low buffering power

H  external solution for calibration with nigericin

I gluconate external for calibration of anion electrodes

F G H I

KCl 2.5 2.5 105 0

NaCl 104.5 0 0 0

MgCl2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0

CaClz 3 3 1.5 0

Hepes 0.05 5 5 5

D-Glucose 15 15 15 15

BaCl2 6 6 6 0

Choline-Cl 0 104.5 0 0

Nigericin 0 0 0.001 0

K-gluconate 0 0 0 2.5

Na-gluconate 0 0 0 104.5

Mg-gluconate2 0 0 0 0.5

Ca-gluconate2 0 0 0 3

pH 7.4 7.4 7.24;

7.01

and 6.68

7.4

adjusted with NaOH NMDG* KOH NaOt

* NM D G  is N-methyl-D-glucamine 

All concentrations are in mM.
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Table 2 3

Internal solutions J-M

solution: J standard internai solution

K potassium-free internai solution

L BCECF-containing solution

M BCECF-containing solution with metabolic poisons

J K L M

KCl 95 0 95 95

Choline-Cl 0 95 0 0

K2EGTA 5 0 5 5

Na2EGTA 0 5 0 0

NaCl 5 0 5 5

Na2ATP 5 0 5 5

MgATP 0 5 0 0

Hepes 5 5 0.5 0.5

CaCl2 1 1 1 1

MgCl2 7 2 7 7

BCECF 0 0 0.1 0.1

Na-malonate 0 0 0 0.2

Na-oxalomalate 0 0 0 1.5

Aminooxyacetic acid 0 0 0 5

Methionine sulfoximine 0 0 0 2

Albizziin 0 0 0 1

lodoacetate 0 0 0 0.5

N-ethylmaleimide 0 0 0 0.3

Pyridoxal-5-phosphate 0 0 0 0.1

Rotenone 0 0 0 0.01

pH 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

adjusted with KOH NMDG* KOH KOH

Free [Ca^+J @ 23°C 77nM 77nM 77nM 77nM

Tip potential (in mV) -3 + 1 -3 -3

* N M DG is N-methyl-D-glucamine 

Ail concentrations are in mM.
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Table 2.4

Internal solutions N-Q

solution: N

O

P

Q

control internal for anion substitutions 

Br'-containing internal solution 

I'-containing internal solution 

lOj'-containing internal solution

N 0 P Q
KCL 112 0 0 0

KBr 0 112 0 0

KI 0 0 112 0

KIO3 0 0 0 112

K2EGTA 5 5 5 5

K2ATP 5 5 5 5

Hepes 5 5 5 5

pH 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

adjusted with KOH KOH KOH KOI

Free [Ca^+j @ 23°C <lnM <lnM <lnM <ln

Tip potential (in mV) -7 -4 -5 -11

All concentrations are in mM.
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Table 2.5

Internal solutions R-V

solution: R

S

T

U

V

NO^'-containing internai solution 

ClO^'-containing internai solution 

SCN -containing internai solution 

control internal for HCO^'-containing solution 

HCOg'-containing internai solution*

R S T U V

KCi 0 0 0 95 95

KNO3 112 0 0 0 0

KCIO4 0 112 0 0 0

KSCN 0 0 112 0 0

K2EGTA 5 5 5 5 5

K2ATP 5 5 5 0 0

Hepes 5 5 5 5 5

MgATP 0 0 0 5 5

CaCl2 0 0 0 1 1

MgCl2 0 0 0 2 2

NaHCOg 0 0 0 0 10

NaCl 0 0 0 10 0

Acetazolamide 0 0 0 1 1

pH 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

adjusted with KOH KOH KOH KOH KOH

Free [Ca^+j @ 23°C <lnM <lnM <lnM 77nM 77nM

Tip potential (in mV) -8 -4 -6 -3 -3

Ail concentrations are in mM.

* solution V was perm anently bubbled with 5% CO 2 .
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Table 2.6

Internal solutions W-n

solution: W potassium-free ClO^-containing solution

X potassium-free NO^'-containing solution

Y high-sodium ClO^-containing solution

Z  5mM ascorbate internai

n  control for 5mM ascorbate internai

W X Y Z Q

HC104 112 G G G G

HN03 G 112 G G G

NMDG (free base) 112 112 G G G

NMDG2EGTA 5 5 G G G

KCIO4 G G 82 G G

NaC104 G G 3G G G

KCl G G G 95 95

MgATP G G G 5 5

CaCl2 G G G 1 1

MgCl2 G G G 2 2

NaCl G G G 5 IG

Hepes 5 5 5 5 5

K2EGTA 5 5 5 5 5

Thiourea G G G IG IG

Na-ascorbate G G G 5 G

PH 7.G 7.G 7.G 7.G 7.G

adjusted with NMDG* NMDG* KOH KOH KOH

Free [Ca^+] @ 23°C <lnM <lnM <lnM 77nM 77nM

Tip potential (in mV) +2 -7 -4 -3 -3

* NM D G  is N-methyl-D-glutamine 

Ail concentrations are in mM.
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CHAPTER 3

Electrogenic Uptake of Sulphur-containing Analogues 

of Glutamate and Aspartate

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the currents evoked in M üller cells by sulphur- 

containing analogues of glutam ate and aspartate. The aim of these experiments 

was to determ ine w hether these analogues are transported on the glutamate 

uptake carrier and to determ ine the characteristics of their transport and 

Km values). This is im portant because these sulphur-containing analogues have 

been  proposed as neurotransm itter candidates (M ewett et al, 1983) and some of 

them  (HCA and SC) may have a neurodegenerative action (Olney et al, 1975; 

O hm ori et al, 1972).

3.2 Dose-dependence of currents evoked by sulphur-containing amino-acids

The effect of applying sulphur-containing analogues of glutamate 

(homocysteic acid and homocysteine sulphinic acid) and aspartate (cysteic acid 

and cysteine sulphinic acid) as well as S-sulfo-L-cysteine was tested on Müller 

cells voltage-clamped to around -43mV. Solutions containing different 

concentrations of each analogue were applied sequentially to the cell by bath 

perfusion (in solution B, table 2.1). All of these sulphur-containing analogues 

generated an inward m em brane current. Evidence presented below indicates that 

this current was generated by the analogues being transported on the glutam ate 

uptake carrier. Note that since glutam ate-gated channels are absent from 

salam ander M üller cells (Brew & Attwell, 1987), the analogues cannot have 

evoked a current by opening such channels.

To assess the possible neurotoxic or neurotransm itter role of the sulphur- 

containing analogues, it is im portant to know their affinity for the uptake carrier. 

Fig 3.1 A  shows the effect of increasing doses of L-cysteate (CA) on the 

m em brane current of a cell. CA at a dose of 1/iM did not induce any detectable
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Fig 3.1 Effect of different doses of L-cysteic acid (CA) (A), L- 

cysteinesulphinic acid (CSA) (B), L-homocysteic acid (HCA) (C), L- 

homocysteinesulphinic acid (HCSA) (D) and S-sulpho-L-cysteine (SC) (E) on the 

m em brane current of five different M üller cells voltage clam ped to -43mV. Drug 

concentrations given beneath each trace. Inward current shown downward. In all 

four cells studied with 100 and 1000/xM SC, no convincing current was produced 

by 100/LiM of the drug.
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current. Doses from 3/iM to 100/xM induced inward m em brane currents of 

increasing magnitude. Above 100/xM, the response to the application of CA was 

not increased further.

Similar results were obtained with L-cysteine sulphinic acid (CSA), L- 

homocysteic acid (HCA), L-homocysteine sulphinic acid (HCSA) and S-sulpho-L- 

cysteine (SC) (Fig 3.1B-E), but the doses of amino acid required to evoke a half

maximum current varied greatly from micromolar levels (for CSA) to millimolar 

concentrations (for HCA and HCSA). One millimolar SC routinely evoked a 

response whereas a concentration of 100/iM did not produce any convincing 

detectable current. H igher doses were not tested.

Fig 3.2A-D shows m ean dose-response curves from 5 cells (except for 

HCSA for which 6 cells were studied) all held at -43mV. The dose response- 

curves of all the sulphur-containing analogues studied were well fitted by a 

M ichaelis-M enten equation:

V =
^max * ^

C + Km

where V is the current evoked by the analogue applied at concentration c, 

is the current evoked by a saturating dose of the analogue and is the 

concentration that evokes a half-maximal response. This is consistent with one 

molecule of amino-acid being transported per cycle of the carrier as has been 

found for the uptake of L-glutamate and D-aspartate (Brew & Attwell, 1987; 

B arbour et al, 1991).

For all the analogues, except S-sulpho-L-cysteine, values of (relative 

to the value for L-glutamate obtained from the same cell) and were 

estim ated using Eadie-H ofstee plots of the data (i.e. plots of V against V/c). The 

values obtained for CA, CSA, HCA and HCSA were 6, 60, 2950 and 1650/xM 

respectively. The V^ax values relative to the V^ax for L-glutamate were 0.64±0.07, 

0.37±0.02, 0.21 ±0.02 and 0.41±0.03.
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Fig 3.2 D ose-response curves for the action of CA (A), CSA (B), H CA  (C) 

and HCSA (D) on the m em brane current of Müller cells. Five cells studied for 

each analogue, except for HCSA for which six cells w ere studied. Points show 

m ean current ±  sem. Smooth curves were fitted by Eadie-H ofstee analysis and 

have the form = c/(c-l-K^), where c is the drug concentration and was

6/xM for C A  60/xM for C S A  2950jLiM for HCA and 1650/L6M for HCSA. The 

values for obtained from Eadie-H ofstee plots were defined to be 100% for 

these graphs: values were different for each drug (see table 7.1).
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3 3  Voltage-dependence of the current evoked by sulphur-containing amino-

acids

W hether the sulphur-containing amino-acids are acting on ion channels 

or on the glutam ate uptake carrier can be distinguished by examining the 

voltage-dependence of the current they evoke (Brew & Attwell, 1987). Fig 3.3A 

shows the size of the inward current evoked by bath application (solution B, 

table 2.1) of lO^iM CA  plotted against the voltage at which the cell was held. 

The evoked current, large at -85mV (the resting potential for these cells), 

becam e smaller at more positive potentials but did not become outward, even 

at voltages as positive as +30mV. Instead, the currents rem ained inward and 

simply decreased asymptotically towards zero. Similar results were obtained using 

IOOmM CSA, 3mM HCA, 3mM HCSA and Im M  SC (Fig 3.3B-E).

These curves are not consistent with the activation of well-known types 

of glutam ate-gated channels, which would show a reversal potential around OmV 

(H ablitz & Langmoen, 1982; Mayer & W estbrook, 1984). On the contrary, the 

I-V relations are similar to those reported for the uptake of glutamate and 

aspartate (Brew & Attwell, 1987; Barbour et al, 1991). This behaviour is thought 

to be due to the carrier transporting a net positive charge into the cell on each 

cycle, so that a positive potential slows the rate of uptake.

3.4 Sodium-dependence of the sulphur-containing amino-acid uptake current

It has been reported that the glutam ate uptake is completely abolished 

when external sodium is replaced by choline (K anner and Sharon, 1978a; Brew 

& Attwell, 1987). To investigate the sodium -dependence of the currents evoked 

by sulphur-containing analogues, the amino-acids were applied to the cell by 

perfusion in a sodium-free solution (solution D, table 2.1), in between 

applications in sodium-containing solutions (solution B, table 2.1). Fig 3.4A shows 

the absence of current when the drug is applied in a sodium-free solution 

whereas the previous and the following application of the same drug in a sodium- 

containing solution evoked a large current. For simplicity, an outward shift of 

baseline current, of about 40pA, observed when external sodium was removed, 

has been om itted from the traces. Similar results were obtained for lOO/xM CSA,
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Fig 3.3 Voltage dependence of the current evoked in M üller cells (a 

different cell for each drug) by lO^M CA (A), 100/xM CSA (B), 3mM H CA  (C), 

3mM HCSA (D ) and Im M  SC (E). Similar results were obtained in four other 

cells for each analogue.
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3mM HCA, Im M  HCSA and ImM  SC (Fig 3.4B-E). Thus, as has been found 

for the uptake of L-glutamate, the current evoked by the sulphur-containing 

amino-acids is absolutely dependent on the presence of external sodium.

These data are consistent with the current evoked by the sulphur- 

containing amino-acids reflecting their uptake on the glutam ate uptake carrier. 

They are not consistent with the current being generated by their action on 

glutam ate receptors of the AM PA/kainate type: these channels let sodium and 

potassium through, and would generate an outward potassium current when the 

analogue was applied in a sodium-free external solution.

3.5 Dependence of the current on intracellular potassium

B arbour et al (1988,1991) have previously reported that glutam ate uptake 

is abolished by removal of intracellular potassium. To determ ine the internal 

potassium dependence of the current evoked by the sulphur-containing 

analogues, recordings were made using pipettes containing either 105 or OmM 

KCl (solution J or K, table 2.3). The different sulphur-containing analogues were 

applied by bath perfusion. Potassium was removed from the extracellular solution 

(solution C, table 2.1) to prevent it from leaking into the cell and preventing the 

complete removal of potassium inside the cell (Barbour et at, 1988).

W hen the cells were whole-cell clamped at -43mV using internal solutions 

containing no potassium, the inward m em brane current evoked by the agonists 

rapidly decreased almost to zero. This is shown in Fig 3.5A for the current 

evoked by 30juM CA at different times after patch rupture. The amplitude of the 

evoked current declined rapidly with time reflecting the decrease of intracellular 

concentration of (diffusing out of the cell into the pipette). The decline of the 

current typically reached a steady state 3-4 minutes after patch rupture. Similar 

results were obtained when lOO/iM CSA, 3mM HCA, 3mM HCSA and Im M  SC 

were applied. This decline was not observed when the cells were whole-cell 

clam ped using an intracellular solution containing lOOmM K^, suggesting that 

intracellular potassium activates the current evoked by the sulphur-containing 

analogues.

Fig 3.5B shows typical data obtained when the sulphur-containing
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Fig 3.4 Sodium dependence of the current evoked in M üller cells (a 

different cell for each drug, clam ped at -43mV) by 100/iM CA (A), 100/iM CSA 

(B), 3mM H CA  (C), Im M  HCSA (D) and ImM  SC (E). Each panel shows a 

response to the drug in ordinary barium-Ringer solution containing 107mM Na"*" 

ions, followed by a lack of response to the drug when all the external sodium 

ions were removed, followed by a return to control solution. Drug timing shown 

above each record. Oscillations in current at the start of some applications are 

due to the superfusion solution swirling around the cell, causing the cell not to 

be exposed to a constant drug concentration until several seconds after the drug 

solution was turned on.
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Fig 3.5 A- repeated application of CA to a cell clam ped to approximately 

-43mV with an electrode containing no potassium, at different times after 

rupturing the m em brane patch under the electrode and passing to whole-cell 

mode. The CA-evoked current declines greatly as the potassium initially in the 

cell diffuses out to the patch electrode. Timing of CA application shown by bars 

above record. B and C, currents evoked in two different M üller cells by 30/xM 

CA, 100/LiM CSA, 3mM HCA, 3mM HCSA, ImM  SC and 30/xM L-glutamate 

(Glu). Cells were whole-cell clamped to -43mV with pipettes containing 105mM 

(B) or OmM (C) potassium. Records shown were obtained 7 min after passing 

to whole-cell m ode (i.e. after the exchange of pipette and cell contents was 

com plete). Currents have been normalized by cell capacitance to take account 

of differences in cell m em brane area.
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analogues were applied to a cell whole cell clam ped using an internal solution 

containing 105mM and Fig 3.5C shows a cell where the internal solution 

contained no potassium. The current magnitude was m easured 7 minutes after 

patch rupture (whether the cells were whole cell clamped using an internal 

solution containing 105 or OmM potassium) to allow for complete exchange of 

the solutions between the pipette and the cell, and was normalised by the cell 

capacitance to com pensate for cells being of different sizes. The currents evoked 

by the analogues when the cells were whole-cell clam ped using a solution 

containing no potassium were much smaller than those seen with potassium in 

the pipette although they were still significantly different from zero. In five cells 

recorded with OmM [K' ĵpipg^g, the m ean currents (at -43mV, normalised by the 

cell capacitance) evoked by 30/iM CA, lOOjuM CSA, 3mM HCA, 3mM HCSA 

and Im M  SC were on average 5.1±2.9 (mean ±  sd), 3.7±2.4, 7.4±4.4, 4.0±2.2 

and 6.5±4.1%  of the corresponding current produced with lOOmM [K‘̂ ]pjpet,g.

The reduction of the evoked current when potassium is removed from the 

patch pipette is similar to that observed for the uptake of glutam ate and is again 

consistent with the currents evoked by the sulphur-containing amino-acids 

reflecting their transport on the glutam ate uptake carrier. The current remaining 

with no potassium in the pipette may be due either to non-complete removal of 

intracellular potassium (perhaps because it leaks slowly out of cellular organelles) 

or to the carrier working at a greatly reduced rate in a potassium -independent 

m anner.

3.6 Lack of summation of currents produced by glutamate and the sulphur-

containing analogues

To investigate w hether L-glutamate and the sulphur-containing amino- 

acids are transported on the same carrier or on separate carriers (as suggested 

by Parsons & Rainbow, 1984), I com pared the currents evoked separately by 

30/xM glutamate and the sulphur-containing analogues with the current evoked 

by the simultaneous application of glutam ate and one of the amino-acids. If the 

transport is by separate carriers, one would expect the current evoked by 

simultaneous application of glutamate and one of the sulphur-containing
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Fig 3.6 Com petition of glutam ate and sulphur-containing analogues for 

activation of electrogenic glutam ate uptake carrier. Each panel shows the current 

evoked at -43mV by 30/LiM L-glutamate alone, the current evoked by one 

sulphur-containing analogue alone, and the current produced by application of 

glutam ate and the sulphur-containing analogue together. Dashed lines through 

the traces show the currents produced by glutamate alone and by the sulphur- 

containing analogue alone, and also the sum of these two currents (i.e. the 

current which would be produced by co-application of glutamate and its sulphur 

analogue if they acted on different carriers). The latter current is always larger 

(m ore inward) than the actual current produced by co-application of glutam ate 

and each sulphur-containing analogue. Sulphur-containing analogues used were: 

3mM CA (A), 50mM  CSA (B), 2mM HCA (C), Im M  HCSA (D) and Im M  SC 

(E).
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analogues to be the sum of the currents evoked by the two drugs applied 

separately.

Fig 3.6A shows the current induced by 3/xM CA, by 30/xM glutam ate and 

by the simultaneous application of the two drugs. 3/xM CA and 30/xM glutamate 

evoked currents of similar amplitude. The dashed line shows the amplitude of 

the sum of two currents. The simultaneous application of the two drugs evoked 

a much smaller current than the sum of the currents evoked by the two drugs 

alone. Similar results were obtained with 50/xM CSA, 2mM HCA, Im M  HCSA 

and Im M  SC (Fig 3.6B-E).

These data rule out the possibility that the sulphur-containing analogues 

act solely on an uptake carrier independent of that for glutamate.

3.7 Conclusion

The data presented in this chapter are consistent with the sulphur- 

containing amino-acids being taken up into Muller cells by the electrogenic 

sodium- and potassium -dependent glutam ate uptake carrier. The implication of 

the and values, found for the uptake for each sulphur-containing amino- 

acid, for their possible neurotransm itter and neurotoxic action, are considered in 

the discussion.
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CHAPTER 4

Changes of pH induced during glutamate uptake into glial cells

4.1 Introduction

The glutam ate uptake carrier is known to be powered by the co-transport 

of an excess of sodium ions into the cell and is also thought to counter-transport 

one potassium ion out of the cell, but there is still controversy over w hether the 

carrier transports a proton into the cell on each of its cycles (see introduction, 

section 1.6.1). The object of the experiments described in this chapter was to 

investigate the possibility of the transport of a pH-changing ion on the glutamate 

uptake carrier (either a proton into the cell or a pH-changing anion out of the 

cell).

4.2 External pH changes induced during L-glutamate and D-aspartate uptake

I first investigated extracellular pH  changes associated with glutam ate 

uptake. Müller cells were bathed in a Ringer of low buffering power (50fiM  

H epes instead of the usual 5mM; solution F, table 2.2) so that any pH  changes 

produced by the uptake carrier transporting a pH-changing ion would be 

increased. The pH  changes were recorded just outside the cell using a pH- 

sensitive electrode positioned close to the cell m em brane (see methods). The 

cells were initially whole-cell clamped at a positive potential (+ 7m V  or +17mV). 

A t this potential, the glutam ate transporter is largely inhibited (Brew & Attwell, 

1987). In the presence of lOOfiM L-glutamate, stepping the voltage from its 

original value to a negative value (-70mV to -85mV, at which the current evoked 

by glutam ate uptake is large) evoked an alkalinization of the extracellular 

solution, shown in Fig 4.1 A. Stepping the voltage negative in a similar m anner 

but in the absence of external glutam ate did not evoke any pH  change: see Fig

4.3 below. The pH  of the bathing solution returned to its original level as soon 

as the cell’s m em brane potential was returned to its initial positive value. 

Activating the uptake carrier by changing the voltage in a non-flowing solution 

containing glutamate, instead of by superfusing a glutamate-containing solution.
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Fig 4.1: A- Extracellular pH  changes (alkaline downwards) m onitored when

stepping the m em brane voltage of a Millier cell from a positive potential 

(+7m V ), where the activity of the uptake carrier is very small, to -70mV, where 

it is large, in the presence of L-glutamate (100/xM) or D-aspartate (100/xM). B- 

The sam e pH  changes after normalisation by the increase in uptake current 

evoked by the voltage step in the presence of glutam ate or aspartate  (162 pA in 

L-glutamate and 54pA in D-aspartate).
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prevents the external pH  gradient generated by uptake being dissipated by the 

solution flow.

Stepping the voltage in the same way but in the presence of 100/xM D- 

aspartate (which can also be transported on the glutam ate uptake carrier but 

with a lower and Barbour et al, 1991) also m ade the extracellular 

solution go m ore alkaline (Fig 4.1 A). As shown in Fig 4. IB, the alkalinizations 

evoked by L-glutamate and D-aspartate were of similar size when normalised by 

the increase in amplitude of the glutam ate and aspartate uptake currents evoked 

by polarising from -l-7mV to -70mV (162 and 54pA for glutam ate and aspartate 

respectively, calculated as the uptake current at -70mV minus that at +7mV). 

Note that for small pH  changes like those in Fig 4.1, the change in extracellular 

[H^] is approximately proportional to the change in pH, so the fact that the pH 

change is proportional to the uptake current for glutam ate and aspartate implies 

that the [H"^] change is also proportional to the uptake current. These data are 

consistent with the notion that the stoichiometry of the uptake process is the 

same whether the carrier transports glutam ate or aspartate. They also imply that 

the pH  change does not result from metabolism of L-glutamate within the cell, 

because D-aspartate is not metabolised. In 16 cells, the ratio of the extracellular 

proton concentration changes (normalised by uptake current) evoked by D- 

aspartate and L-glutamate was 0.91 ±0.08 (m ean ±  s.e.m).

4 3  Voltage-dependence of the pH  ̂change

The voltage-dependence of the extracellular pH  change was studied by 

stepping the voltage from a positive holding potential to various (more negative) 

potentials in the presence of 100/xM glutamate. Fig 4.2A shows the alkalinization 

of the extracellular solution outside a M üller cell when the voltage was stepped 

from -l-7mV to -31, -41, -60, -70 and -79mV. The amplitude of the 

alkalinization was increased as the voltage step was increased. Fig 4.2B is a plot 

of the extracellular pH  change m easured 12 sec after starting the voltage step 

from a value of +7m V  (closed circles), and of the corresponding increase in the 

am ount of glutam ate uptake current (open circles, m easured relative to its value 

at +7m V ) as a function of the test potential. The voltage-dependencies of these
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Fig 4.2: Voltage dependence of the extracellular alkalinization. M üller cells

were held at +7m V  (where glutamate uptake is largely inhibited) in the presence 

of 100/xM L-glutamate. The holding voltage was then stepped successively to 

various test potential to activate various am ount of glutam ate uptake.

A- Changes of external pH  (alkaline downwards) m onitored when stepping the 

voltage to various test potentials (indicated next to the pH  trace). B- Plot of the 

extracellular alkalinization ( • )  and of the increase in uptake current on 

polarizing from the holding potential to the test potential (o). For small pH  

changes, as here, A[H"^]Q is approximately proportional to ApH^. Thus, A[H ‘̂ ]q 

is proportional to the uptake current flowing. Note that the uptake current 

plotted here is not the absolute size of the current, but its magnitude minus the 

m agnitude at +7m V. This accounts for the apparent extrapolated reversal 

potential of +7m V  for the current plotted here, instead of a gradual reduction 

of current towards zero at positive potentials (Brew & Attwell, 1987).
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two quantities superimpose. Thus, the change is proportional to the

am plitude of the glutam ate uptake current flowing in the cell. Similar results 

were obtained in 3 cells.

4.4 Sodium-dependence of the pH  ̂ change

The glutam ate uptake carrier is known to be powered by sodium ions 

being transported into the cell on each cycle of the carrier. As a result, when 

external sodium is completely replaced by choline, glutam ate uptake is 

completely abolished (K anner & Sharon, 1978a; Brew & Attwell, 1987). It was 

therefore im portant to study the sodium-dependence of the extracellular pH  

change. For that purpose, the experiment of Fig 4.1 was repeated in either 

sodium-free solution (sodium totally replaced by choline; solution D, table 2.1) 

or in the control solution containing sodium (solution B, table 2.1). Fig 4.3A 

shows the pH  change m onitored by a pH  electrode outside the cell when the 

holding voltage was stepped from +17m V to -83mV in the presence of 100/LiM 

L-glutamate. Note that no pH  change was observed when the voltage was 

stepped in the absence of L-glutamate. Fig 4.3B shows the same experiment 

carried out on the same cell but in a solution lacking sodium. Stepping the 

voltage in the absence or in the presence of L-glutamate did not evoke any 

extracellular alkalinization.

The sodium-dependence of the extracellular pH  change is consistent with 

it being due to the activity of the glutam ate uptake carrier.

4.5 Changes of extracellular pH evoked during glutamate uptake when using

patch pipettes of different series resistance

The glutam ate uptake carrier transports an excess of sodium ions into the 

cell on each cycle (see introduction, section 1.6.1). It is possible, therefore, that 

the extracellular pH  change observed when activating the uptake carrier is not 

due to a pH-changing ion being transported on the uptake carrier but is due to 

the secondary activation of a pH-regulating mechanism (for example Na'*'/H'^ 

exchange or Na^/HCOg co-transport) following an increase of intracellular 

sodium concentration generated by glutam ate uptake. To investigate this
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Fig 4.3: D ependence of the external pH  change on external sodium. A-

Miiller cells were held at +  17mV (where the uptake carrier is poorly activated) 

and the holding voltage was stepped negative first of all in the absence of 

glutam ate in a bathing solution containing the normal concentration of sodium 

(107mM), and then in a solution containing 100/iM L-glutamate. Stepping the 

voltage to -83mV in the absence of glutam ate did not evoke any extracellular pH  

change. In contrast, stepping the voltage in the presence of 100/liM  glutam ate 

evoked an extra inward current (not shown) due to glutam ate uptake, 

accom panied by an external alkalinization. B- The same procedure was then 

perform ed in an external bathing solution lacking sodium (replaced by choline). 

Stepping the voltage in these conditions did not evoke any pH  change whether 

glutam ate was present or absent.
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Fig 4.4: Concentration of internal Na"*" during glutam ate uptake.

Na'*’ influx occurs when glutam ate uptake is activated (probably 2 Na^ ions are 

transported into the cell on each cycle of the carrier). These ions either 

accum ulate inside the cell or diffuse into the patch pipette. Now, in general,

dlNa'^lj/dt = (Influx - Efflux)/ cell volume 

V olum e: The volume of the cell is typically V=10'^'^ m^.

Influx: This depends on the current. Let us assume a current of 200pA. The 

uptake current is generated because (probably) one net positive charge is 

transported  into the cell on each cycle of the carrier (see chapter 7). 200 pA 

corresponds to 2.10'^^/96500 mole of charge per second. If the carrier transports 

2 Na'*' ions into the cell per cycle and the volume of the cell is V =  lO'^'^m^ the 

sodium influx is

Influx =  (4.10'^®/96500) mole per second 

=  4.15x10'^^ mole per second 

=  I

Efflux: The efflux to the patch pipette is proportional to the diffusion coefficient 

of sodium, D, and the area of the diffusion barrier at the end of the pipette. A, 

and inversely proportional to the length of the diffusive barrier. Ax. For 

simplicity, transm am brane efflux on the Na'*'/K‘̂  pum p or other m em brane 

carriers and channels is ignored.

Efflux =  D A  (Na'^i - Na'^'p^pg^J/ Ax (the pipette sodium concentration is 15mM).

An expression for A/Ax can be obtained from the series resistance of the pipette. 

Rg= (p . Ax)/A; where p is the resistivity of the pipette solution.

Therefore, A/Ax = p/R , and V.d[Na'^]/dt =  I - {Dp.([Na'^]i - [Na'^jpipg^^J/R,} 

Thus, the steady state [Na"*"]; reached (when d[Na'^]/dt =  0) is 

[Na+]i.= (I .R J /(D p ) +  Na%ipe„e
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and the time constant with which this is reached is 

T= (Rs.V)/(D .p)

Now, Dk,3 c,=  1.5.10"’ m^s ’; R  =  2M n; and p =  0.8 nm  for lOOmM KCl, so

[N a+ ],.=  (I .R J /(D p ) +  Na%ip,„, =  (4.15 10 "  x 2 10")/(1.5 10'" x 0.8) +  15 

=  21.9 mole.m'^ =  21.9 mM and 

T= (R ,.V )/(D .p) =  (2.10‘ X 10 ")/(1 .5  10 ’ X 0.8) =  17 seconds

or if R j=  30 M n, [Na’']j.=  (I .R J /(D p )+  Na^'p^.,,; =  119 mole.m'^ =  119 mM 

and T= (R ,.V )/(D .p) =  (30 10’ x 10 ")/(1 .5  10 ’ x 0.8)

% 4 minutes

In practise, such a large calculated rise in [Na"""]; would have to be accompanied 

by a fall in [K''’]j for osmotic reasons.
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Fig 4.5: D ependence on electrode series resistance of the external [H^]^

change (calculated from equation section 2.5.4 as the total effective 

transm em brane proton flux needed to generate the observed change, given 

the buffering power at the initial value of pH ). The [H"'']o change was normalised 

by the ratio of the glutam ate uptake current/\/cell capacitance (see below for why 

this norm alisation is used). Regression line is not significantly different from 

horizontal (p> 0 . 1 0 ; test of independence between two values), while the theory 

below predicts a straight line through the origin.

Theoretical prediction for [H^]o change if  it is generated by a rise in [Na'^Ji 

activating Na'^IH'^ exchange.

On the hypothesis that N a‘‘*/H'  ̂exchange generates the pH^ change, the fact that 

doubling the glutam ate uptake current doubles the pH^ change (Fig 4.2) implies 

that the proton flux on the N a‘‘'/H '‘' exchanger is proportional to the change in 

[Na‘‘’]i produced by uptake, i.e. Proton flux oc A[Na"^];.

Now, the predicted A[Na‘‘']i produced by uptake is proportional to the uptake 

current x R , (see legend to Fig. 4.4).

Thus, A[Na+]; « x R , 

and so Proton flux « x R^.

In a spherical cell of radius a, the A[H"^]o generated by a proton flux on the 

Na''’/H ‘*‘ exchanger is proportional to: (proton flux)/a (see equation 5, section 

7.2.4).

Thus, A[H ‘̂ ]o oc (Proton flux/a) « ( 1 ^,^ x R J /a

Now, a is proportional to n/C, where C is the cell capacitance

so  A[H+]^ oc (Iq ,̂  X R J /y C

and A [H + ]y (W y C ) « R^

Thus, a plot of A[H'^]o/(Igiu/'^C) against R , should be a straight line through the 

origin.
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possibility, M üller cells were whole-cell clam ped using patch pipettes of different 

series resistance. The series resistance was varied by systematically altering the 

heat settings at which the electrodes were pulled. Pipettes of low series resistance 

(typically 2Mn) allow the cell to be very thoroughly perfused, therefore the 

intracellular sodium concentration does not rise significantly. In contrast, patch 

pipettes of high (up to 50Mn) favour an increase of intracellular sodium 

concentration by reducing diffusion into the patch pipette (calculations on this 

point are given in the legend to Fig 4.4).

Fig 4.5 shows the size of the pH^ change m easured outside 18 different 

cells divided by the am plitude of the uptake current in each cell as a function of 

the series resistance of the patch pipette used to whole-cell clamp the cell. If a 

rise in [Na"^]; was responsible for generating the pH^ change indirectly, the 

normalised change is predicted to be proportional to series resistance (i.e. 

the graph should be a straight line through the origin: see Fig legend 4.5). In 

fact, there was no significant difference in size of pH^ response in cells whole-cell 

clam ped with pipettes of small and large series resistance. This result suggests 

that the extracellular pH  change m easured during glutam ate uptake is not due 

to secondary activation of a pH-regulating mechanism sensitive to an increase of 

intracellular sodium concentration.

4.6 Effect of amiloride on the pH„ change evoked by glutamate uptake

Blocking the pH-regulating mechanisms provides an alternative way to 

check that extracellular pH  changes were not due to the glutam ate uptake carrier 

raising [Na'^Jj. For this purpose, Muller cells were voltage-clamped at +  17mV 

and bathed in a low buffer solution (solution F, table 2.2) containing lOO/xM L- 

glutam ate with or without Im M  amiloride, which blocks Na'^/H'^ exchange by 

90% (Putnam  et al, 1986). As shown in Fig 4.6, stepping the voltage to activate 

the glutam ate uptake carrier produced an extracellular alkalinization, and the 

am plitude of this pH  change was not significantly different in the presence of 

Im M  amiloride. In 5 cells, the ratio of the extracellular pH  change (divided by 

the size of the uptake current) in the presence and the absence of Im M  

amiloride was 0.953 ±  0.042 (m ean ±  sem). This implies that the extracellular
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Fig 4.6: Lack of amiloride-sensitivity to the extracellular alkalinization. The

first panel shows the extracellular alkalinization evoked by a cell when the 

holding voltage was stepped from +17m V  to -67mV in a low buffer solution 

containing IOO/liM  L-glutamate. The other panel shows the external pH  change 

evoked by the same cell when stepping the voltage from + 17mV to -67mV in the 

presence of lOO/xM L-glutamate and Im M  amiloride (blocker of the Na'^/H'^ 

antiporter). The ratio of the pH  change normalized by the am plitude of the 

uptake current (to com pensate for slight rundown of the uptake current with 

time) in the presence and in the absence of amiloride was 0.953 ±  0.042 (mean 

±  sem; n= 5). This value is not significantly different from 1 (Student test;

p > 0 . 1 ).
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pH  change observed is not due to a secondary activation of the Na'^'/H'"' 

antiporter by a raised [Na"^];.

4.7 Measurements of the extracellular pH changes at different parts of the

cell

It was not possible to perform  a similar experiment as the above using 

DID S or harmaline to block the Na^/HCO^' co-transporter, since both these 

drugs affected the pH  electrode. A  different approach to further control for this 

possibility was therefore used.

It is known that the M üller cells’ Na^/HCO^ co-transporter is 

concentrated at the endfoot of the cell (Newman & Astion, 1991). An 

experim ent to m easure the glutamate-evoked extracellular alkalinization at 

different parts of the cell was therefore perform ed, to assess the possibility that 

a secondary activation of the sodium/bicarbonate co-transporter might be the 

origin of the extracellular alkalinization. For this experiment, M üller cells were 

whole-cell clamped at 4-17mV and the pH-sensitive electrode was positioned 

outside various parts of the cell, keeping the distance between the cell m em brane 

and the tip of the electrode as constant as possible (m easured during the 

experim ent on a TV m onitor attached to a cam era viewing the preparation via 

the microscope). Fig 4.7 shows the pH^ changes recorded from a typical cell 

when the holding voltage was stepped to -67mV in low buffer solution containing 

100/xM L-glutamate (solution F, table 2.2). In 8  cells, the pH^ change values 

normalised to the pH  change at the endfoot w ere 1, 1.102 ±  0.103 and 1.254 ±  

0.215 (m ean ±  sem) for the endfoot (vitreal part), the cell body and the apical 

m em brane respectively.

In Müller cells 60% of the total num ber of Na^/HCOg transporters are 

located at the endfoot which is in contact with the vitreous hum our (Newman & 

Astion, 1991). This non-uniformity does not m atch the spatial distribution of the 

pHo change produced by glutamate uptake. This strongly suggests that the 

observed extracellular alkalinization is not due to secondary activation of the 

N a^/H C O y co-transporter by uptake raising [Na''']i.
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Fig 4.7: M apping of the external pH  change. Müller cells were whole-cell

clam ped at + 17mV and bathed in a low buffer solution containing lOO/xM L- 

glutam ate. The pH  electrode was successively positioned at different parts of the 

cell and the holding voltage was stepped to -67mV to activate the glutamate 

uptake carrier. The figure shows typical recordings of extracellular alkalinization 

at the different parts of the cell. The pH  m easurem ents at the different parts of 

the cell were made in a random  order and several m easurem ents were m ade for 

the same cell at the same position. In 8  cells, the pH  changes (normalised to the 

value of the pH  change at the endfoot) had relative am plitudes (m ean ±  sem) 

of 1, 1.102 ±  0.103 and 1.254 ±  0.215 at the endfoot, the cell body and the 

apical m em brane respectively.
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4.8 Internal pH changes induced during L-glutamate uptake

If the glutam ate uptake carrier transports a pH-changing ion, then it 

should generate a pH  change inside the cell of the opposite sign to that 

generated outside the cell. To test this, M üller cells were whole-cell clamped 

using an internal solution containing BCECF, a pH-sensitive fluorescent dye 

(solution L, table 2.3). With excitation at 490nm wavelength, BCECF 

fluorescence is increased at more alkaline pH  values (see M ethods). Fig 4.8 top 

shows 490nm fluorescence of a cell loaded with BCECF and clam ped at - 

43mV during the application of the weak base trimethylamine (TMA, which 

makes the cell alkaline and increases the fluorescence) and of the weak acid 

acetate (Ac, which acidifies the cell and decreases the fluorescence). Two 

concentrations of TM A and one of Ac were applied to calibrate the fluorescence 

trace in terms of pH  (Eisner et al, 1989). This calibration m ethod gave results 

similar to calibration with nigericin (see M ethods), and was preferred because 

nigericin kills all the cells in the experimental cham ber (not just the one being 

studied).

After the calibration solutions in fig 4.8 top, lOOjitM glutam ate was applied 

and generated a decrease of fluorescence, corresponding to an acidification of 

about 0.1 pH  units. After removing glutamate, the pH  recovered slowly. The dye 

BCECF has an isosbestic wavelength of around 440nm (see M ethods). Fig 4.8 

bottom  shows (in the same cell) that neither the weak acid and base nor 

glutam ate generated a change of the fluorescence excited at 440nm wavelength.

In 45 cells, the m ean pH  change evoked by 20 seconds of 100/uM L- 

glutam ate was 0.23 ±  0.04 (mean ±  sem). The calibration m ethod used allows 

one to calculate the buffering power of the cells. The m ean value (±  s.e.m) 

calculated for 50 cells was 19.8 ±  4.6 mM /pH unit. If one H ^ were transported 

into the cell (or one O H  out of the cell) for each elem entary charge of uptake 

current flowing into the cell (e.g. 1  H ^ or O H  moved per carrier cycle) then, for 

a typical uptake current of 200pA (at -43mV) flowing for t  =20 seconds into a 

cell of typical volume V =  10'̂ "̂  m^ and buffering power 20mM /pH unit, a pH  

change of 6(I/F)/(j8V)=0.2 units is predicted (where F is the Faraday). This is 

similar to the observed m ean value of 0.23 units. By contrast, if the pH  change
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Fig 4.8: Internal pH  of Millier cells monitored with BCECF (96/xM)

included in the internal solution and loaded into the cells through the patch 

pipette. Variations of intracellular pH  were recorded as fluorescence changes 

m onitored at 530 nm when the dye was excited at 490 nm (see methods chapter). 

Applying a weak base (trimethylamine, TMA, 2.5mM or 5mM) or weak acid 

(acetate, Ac, 5mM) m ade the intracellular pH  of the cell go alkaline or acid 

respectively (seen as increases or decreases of the am ount of fluorescence). 

Applying L-glutamate (100/uM) evoked an intracellular acidification. The same 

experiments perform ed with the dye excited at 440nm (near the isosbestic 

wavelength) did not show any change of fluorescence evoked by TMA, Ac or 

glutamate. This record was obtained immediately after the 490 nm record, and 

after this 440 nm record was obtained, another 490 nm response to glutam ate 

was recorded which was similar to the response shown in the top of this figure.
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were produced by HCO^ ions being transported out of the cell on the uptake 

carrier, approximately 9 HCO3* would have to be transported per carrier cycle 

to generate the same pH  change (because the pK value of H C O 3  is 6.1 so most 

of the transported bicarbonate ions will not leave a proton in the cell or bind one 

at the outside of the cell).

4.9 Is the intracellular pH change evoked by L-glutamate due to metabolism?

L-glutamate, being a metabolisable agonist, could produce an intracellular 

acidification by being metabolised inside the cell. Fig 4.9 shows the different 

metabolic pathways involving glutamate. Several of them  could be responsible for 

the intracellular acidification detected when L-glutamate uptake is activated. To 

investigate this possibility, I first of all com pared the pH  change evoked by 

glutam ate and by the uptake of a non-metabolised analogue of glutamate. D- 

aspartate  is known to be transported on the glutam ate uptake carrier, although 

the affinity for its transport is higher than that of L-glutamate (Barbour et al, 

1991). Moreover, D-aspartate is not m etabolised and therefore cannot produce 

a metabolic pH  change. Fig 4.10 shows uptake currents and pH  changes 

produced in the same cell by 100/xM L-glutamate and D-aspartate. D-aspartate 

was applied at a more negative potential (-63mV) than L-glutamate (-43mV) to 

increase its uptake current: the (actually for a voltage clamp

experim ent) of aspartate uptake is about one quarter of that for L-glutamate 

(Barbour el at, 1991). Both D-aspartate and L-glutamate evoked an intracellular 

acidification. The pH  change evoked by D-aspartate (like the uptake current) was 

smaller than that evoked by L-glutamate. However, the intracellular acidification 

per pA  of uptake current was not significantly different for the two agonists 

(ratio D-aspartate/L-glutamate =  0.98 ± 0 . 1  (m ean ±  sem) in 20 cells). This 

strongly suggests that the acidification accompanying the uptake of L-glutamate 

is not due to its metabolism inside the cell secondary to its uptake.

To verify this point further, experiments were perform ed where Müller 

cells were whole-cell clam ped with either of two different internal (pipette) 

solutions, one containing metabolic poisons, and the other being the control 

solution lacking the poisons. The metabolic poisons used were (see methods for
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Fig 4.9: This diagram shows the metabolic pathways by which L-glutamate

can be metabolised. Several of them produce or consume protons and therefore 

could be responsible for an intracellular pH  change following L-glutamate 

uptake.
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Fig 4.10: Intracellular acidification induced during L-glutamate and D-

aspartate  uptake. Top trace shows the inward current generated by L-glutamate 

(left) and D-aspartate (right) uptake into M üller cells. Bottom trace shows the 

drop in the fluorescence emission at 530nm of the BCECF excited at 490nm 

indicating an acidification of the intracellular pH. The current evoked by D- 

aspartate was smaller than that evoked by L-glutamate but so was the internal 

pH  change.
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details of the concentrations: solution M, table 2.3):

Na-m alonate (blocks the Krebs cycle)

Na-oxalomalate (blocks the Krebs cycle) 

aminooxyacetic acid (blocks glutam ate transam inase) 

methionine sulphoximine (blocks glutamine synthetase) 

albizziin (blocks glutaminase)

iodoacetate (blocks glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase) 

N-ethylmaleimide (blocks mitochondrial glutam ate transport) 

pyridoxal-5-phosphate (blocks glutam ate dehydrogenase) 

rotenone (blocks mitochondrial electron transport and thus prevents ATP 

formation).

For both internal solutions, 7 minutes was allowed after going to whole-cell mode 

to allow equilibration of the pipette solution with the cell cytoplasm. L-glutamate 

(lOOjLtM) and D-aspartate (100)nM) were applied successively to the cells and the 

ratios of the evoked pH  changes per pA of uptake current were calculated.

In the 21 cells containing metabolic poisons, the ratio (pHggp/Iggp)/(pHg|u/Ig|u) 

was 1.01 ± 0.12 (m ean ± sem), similar to the value of 0.98 ±  0.10 quoted above 

for the control cells. These results rule out the possibility of the observed 

intracellular acidification being due to metabolism. Possibly little or no metabolic 

contribution to the pH  change is observed because cytoplasmic enzymes are 

dialysed into the pipette when very large electrodes (2M n series resistance for 

these experiments) are used.

4.10 Sodium dependence of the pH, change

It has been shown previously that glutam ate uptake is dependent on 

external sodium (Peterson & Raghupathy, 1972; K anner & Sharon, 1978a; Brew 

& Attwell, 1987). It was therefore im portant to study the sodium -dependence of 

the intracellular pH  change induced by L-glutamate and D-aspartate. L-glutamate 

was applied to the cells by bath perfusion in a sodium-free solution (sodium 

completely replaced by choline; solution D, table 2.1) in betw een applications in 

sodium-containing solutions. In the absence of external sodium, the uptake
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Fig 4.11: D ependence of the intracellular acidification on external sodium.

Top traces show the inward m em brane current generated by glutam ate uptake 

in the presence of extracellular sodium ions (far left and far right). Application 

of the same dose of glutam ate in the absence of external sodium ions (middle 

trace) did not evoke any m em brane current. Bottom traces are the changes in 

fluorescence emission indicating an acidification (acidification is downwards) of 

the intracellular medium accompanying the uptake of glutam ate (far left and far 

right traces) and the lack of a change of fluorescence emission (middle trace) in 

the absence of external sodium ions. The fluorecence was not calibrated in terms 

of pH  changes for this cell.
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current evoked by L-glutamate was totally abolished and so was the intracellular 

acidification (Fig 4.11). Thus, like the uptake of glutamate, the intracellular pH  

change is dependent on external sodium. This result further supports the idea 

that the intracellular acidification reflects the activity of the glutam ate uptake 

carrier.

4.11 Amiloride sensitivity of the internal pH acidification

As for the external pH  change, it was im portant to check that the

intracellular acidification of the cell accompanying L-glutamate and D-aspartate 

uptake was not due to secondary activation of a pH-regulating transporter caused 

by sodium transport on the uptake carrier raising the [Na"^] inside the cell. For 

this purpose, experiments were first perform ed to com pare the intracellular pH  

change in the presence and in the absence of amiloride (Im M ), a blocker of the 

Na'*’/H'^ transporter. This dose of amiloride blocks Na'^/H'^ exchange by 90% 

(Putnam  et al, 1986). Fig 4.12 shows the intracellular acidification of a typical cell 

when L-glutamate (100/zM) was applied to the cell first in the control conditions

and then in the presence of Im M  amiloride. The fluorescence changes

(proportional to pH  changes) are normalised by the size of the uptake current 

(divided by cell capacitance), to com pensate for a slight rundown of the uptake 

current over time. In 5 cells, the ratio of the change of fluorescence (normalised 

by uptake current) in the presence of amiloride and in the absence of the 

blocker was:

( F/I)+amiioride/( F/I)» amUoride= 0 95 ±  0.04 (m ean ±  sem).

Thus, amiloride did not significantly reduce the glutamate-evoked pH  change. To 

check that amiloride did not affect the BCECF dye, the fluorescence of some 

cells was calibrated in the presence and the absence of amiloride with the 

nigericin m ethod (see M ethods chapter). No effect of the blocker on the 

calibration of the pH  sensitive dye was detected.
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Fig 4.12: Sensitivity of the intracellular acidification to the presence of

amiloride, a blocker of the N a^/H ^ antiporter. Left: Fluorescence change 

(divided by the current/capacitance) evoked by the application of glutamate to 

a cell whole-cell clamped with an internal solution containing BCECF. A  drop 

in the fluorescence indicates the acidification of the intracellular medium of the 

cell. Right: Application of the same dose of glutam ate to the cell in the presence 

of amiloride (in the extracellular medium) produced a similar drop in the amount 

of fluorescence (divided by the current/capacitance).
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4.12 Effect of DIDS on the internal pH change induced during glutamate

uptake

DIDS and harm aline are blockers of the Na^/HCOg transporter. DIDS, 

a stilbene, blocks the co-transporter by binding covalently to its anion site 

(Aronson, 1989; Grassl & Aronson, 1986) whereas harm aline binds to the cation 

site. DIDS also partially blocks glutamate uptake, reducing the uptake current 

by 49 ±  1% in 5 cells (Fig 4.13), probably by binding to the anion-binding site 

on the carrier which is characterised in chapter 5. Despite this reduction of the 

uptake current, DIDS was used in these experiments since harm aline affected the 

fluorescence of the pH-sensitive dye BCECF. L-glutamate (lOOjitM) was applied 

to M üller cells whole-cell clamped at -43mV either in the presence or in the 

absence of 500/xM DIDS in the bathing solution (solution B, table 2.1). This dose 

of DIDS reduces Na^/HCOg transport by 95% (Newmann & Astion, 1991). In 

7 cells, the ratio of the glutamate-evoked intracellular acidification (normalised 

by uptake current) in the presence and in the absence of the blocker was:

( pH/I)+ d i d s / (  pH/I)^ D I D S -  I ' l l  -  0  1 0  (m ean ±  sem). Thus, blocking the 

Na^/HCOg cotransporter does not reduce the intracellular acidification 

generated per pA  of uptake current. This strongly supports the idea that 

transport of a pH-changing ion on the glutamate uptake carrier (rather than the 

activation of a pH-regulating carrier secondary to the transport of Na'*’ into the 

cell) generates the observed pH  changes.

4.13 Intracellular pH changes in undamped cells

Some intracellular pH  m easurem ents were perform ed on intact, 

undam ped, undialysed cells. The cells were loaded with the acetoxymethyl ester 

form of BCECF (see M ethods section 2.4.1 for details). L-glutamate (30/LiM) or 

D -aspartate (30/xM) were applied to the cells by superfusion in a Ringer solution 

lacking barium  (solution A, table 2.1). Leaving the cells’ conductance 

unblocked by barium  ensures that the uptake current (of about 200pA) only 

depolarises the cells a few millivolts from their resting potential of -90mV: the 

input resistance of cells without barium present is about lOMn (M obbs et al, 

1988). The fluorescence of BCECF was recorded as for the experiments
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Fig 4.13: Effect of DIDS on the glutam ate uptake current. Left: L-glutamate

(30/iM ) applied to the cells in the absence of DIDS generated a large inward 

m em brane current. Middle: application of the same dose of glutam ate in the 

presence of DIDS (500/xM) evoked a smaller current. Right: Recovery of the 

inward current reflecting uptake of glutam ate into the cell in the absence of 

DIDS. DIDS is known to block the Na^/HCOg co-transporter by binding 

covalently to the transporter on its anion site. It is therefore likely that DIDS 

partially blocks the glutam ate uptake carrier by occupying an anion binding site 

on the carrier (see chapter 5).
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Fig 4.14: Lack of DIDS sensitivity to the intracellular acidification.

Application of L-glutamate (100/iM) to the cells in the absence of DIDS evoked 

a drop  in the fluorescence of BCECF from the cell (left). Right trace shows the 

change in the fluorescence generated by the application of glutam ate in the 

presence of DIDS. Fluorescence from this particular cell was not calibrated in 

term s of pH  changes, but the fluorescence change was normalised by the 

current/capacitance to com pensate for the inhibition of the glutam ate uptake 

current produced by DIDS.
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described above (see M ethods, section 2.4). Application of L-glutamate or D- 

aspartate  evoked a fluorescence decrease (Fig 4.15) as for whole-cell clamped 

M üller cells, showing that the glutamate-evoked intracellular acidification is not 

an artefact resulting from whole-cell clamping. These pH  changes occur when the 

cells still have all their physiological contents.

4.14 Pharmacology of the pH change in undamped ceils

An im portant characteristic of the glutam ate uptake carrier is that it does 

not transport the glutam ate analogues N-methyl-D-aspartate (NM DA), kainate 

and a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-4-yl-propionate (AM PA), used to 

classify glutam ate-gated channels, nor the glutam ate m etabotropic agonist tra?is- 

lS,3R-l-amino-cyclopentyl-l,3-dicarboxylate (trans-ACPD). Fig 4.15 shows an 

experim ent perform ed on undam ped M üller cells to verify that the intracellular 

acidification induced when L-glutamate was applied to the cell was not evoked 

by these other glutam ate analogues. NM DA (30/LiM), kainate (30/iM), AMP A 

(30/xM), quisqualate (30/xM) and trans-ACPD (30/xM) were applied successively 

to the cells in a barium -free Ringer solution (solution A, table 2.1). None of 

these agonists evoked any significant intracellular acidification (quantitative data 

are given in figure 4.15 legend). However, D-aspartate (30jitM) as well as L- 

glutam ate (30/LtM) both evoked an intracellular pH  change as described above. 

This experiment confirms that the pH  change shows the pharmacology of the 

glutam ate uptake carrier.

4.15 Conclusion

The experiments described above strongly suggest that the glutam ate 

uptake carrier transports a pH-changing ion. The observed pH  changes could be 

due to a proton being transported into the cell, but the same results would be 

obtained if a pH-changing anion were transported out. The experiments 

described in this chapter do not allow a distinction between these two 

possibilities. A possible uptake stoichiometry based on these data therefore, is 

that one glutam ate ion is transported into the cell together with two sodium ions; 

one potassium ion is transported out of the cell; and either a proton is
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Fig 4.15 Pharmacology of the intracellular acidification in undam ped  M üller

cells. D ata from a M üller cell loaded with BCECF-AM  (see methods). No 

significant fluorescence changes were recorded when the cell was perfused with 

NM DA, kainate, AM PA or trans-ACPD (blockers of glutam ate-gated channels 

and m etabotropic glutam ate receptors). In contrast, application of D-aspartate 

or L-glutamate at the same dose (30/iM) produced an acidification of the 

intracellular medium of the cell (shown downwards). Fluorescence from this 

particular cell was not calibrated in terms of pH.
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transported into the cell or a pH-changing anion (such as hydroxide or 

bicarbonate) is transported out (Fig| 5.2). These two possibilities would produce 

the same sign of uptake current (one net positive charge being transported into 

the cell on each cycle of the carrier), and would both result in an intracellular 

acidification and extracellular alkalinization. The experiments described in the 

following chapter were perform ed to distinguish between the two possibilities.
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CHAPTER 5

Effect of internal anions on the glutamate uptake carrier

5.1 Introduction

The aim of the experiments described in this chapter was to investigate 

w hether pH  changes m onitored during the uptake of glutam ate and aspartate 

were due to a proton being transported into the cell, or due to a pH-changing 

anion such as hydroxyl or bicarbonate being transported out of the cell, on the 

glutam ate uptake transporter.

5.2 Substitutions of anions in the intracellular solution: effect on the 

amplitude of the glutamate uptake current

If the pH  changes monitored during glutam ate uptake are due to a pH- 

changing anion being transported out of the cell, it implies that the carrier has 

an internal anion binding site. I investigated this possibility by studying the effect 

of completely replacing the internal Cl used normally in my pipette solution with 

various other anions. The idea was that these anions might be able to com pete 

with the physiologically transported anion for binding to the carrier, and could 

therefore affect the am plitude of the current generated by glutam ate uptake if 

they were transported at a different rate to the normally transported anion. 

Internal solutions were prepared by totally replacing the internal Cl with B r , I , 

IO 3 , N O 3 , CIO^ or SCN' (for composition, see tables 2.4 and 2.5). M üller cells 

w ere whole-cell clam ped using one of these internal solutions and the current 

generated by glutam ate uptake was m easured. Fig 5.1 shows typical currents 

evoked by 30/xM L-glutamate in cells filled with different anions and held at - 

43mV. Replacing Cl' by Br' or I did not produce any significant change of the 

am plitude of the uptake current (normalized by the capacitance of the cell to 

com pensate for the cells being of different size and m em brane area: Barbour et 

al, 1991). Similarly, Barbour et al (1991) found that replacing Cl by the large 

anion gluconate had no effect on the uptake current. In contrast, replacing Cl' 

by NO3', CIO4' or SCN' greatly increased the evoked current. On the o ther hand.
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Fig 5.1: The effect on the amplitude of the glutamate uptake current of a

com plete replacem ent of Cl ions by various other anions in the internal solution. 

This figure shows the amplitude of the glutamate uptake current (normalised by 

the cell capacitance) for cells whole-cell clamped with internal solutions where 

C r was the main anion (left trace) or in which all chloride ions were replaced by 

various anions (indicated above each current trace). G lutam ate (30/liM) 

application is indicated by a black bar underneath each current trace.
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replacing Cl' by IO 3  reduced the current evoked by SO/zM glutamate. U ptake 

currents (normalized by cell capacitance) with Cl', Br', I', lO y, NO3', CIO4' and 

SCN' had the ratio 1 ,1.4±0.3 (m ean ± s.e.m.; 8  cell pairs), 0.9±0.2 (3), 0.38±0.1 

(7), 2.4±0.3 (18), 2.8±0.4 (10) and 4.1 ±0.5 (5). These results suggest that the 

glutam ate uptake carrier possesses an internal anion binding site.

5 3  External pH changes accompanying glutamate uptake when internal Cl

is replaced with N O / or CIO/

There are two ways in which binding of an intracellular anion might affect 

the rate of glutam ate uptake, as shown in Fig 5.2. First, there may be a site to 

which anions bind and (e.g. allosterically) regulate the rate of glutam ate uptake 

without being transported themselves (Fig 5.2A). In this case, the pH  changes 

produced by uptake may reflect either the transport of a proton into the cell or 

the counter-transport of a pH-changing anion on the uptake carrier. In this case, 

the increase in uptake current produced by internal NO3', CIO4' and SCN' should 

produce a corresponding increase in the change of extracellular [H^] generated 

by the uptake carrier. Alternatively, if the carrier transports a pH-changing anion 

out of the cell (Fig 5.2B), NO3, CIO4 and SCN could increase the rate of 

uptake and the uptake current by competing for transport (at a higher rate) on 

this site (in contrast, IO3 would have to bind well but be transported more slowly 

than the normally transported anion). In this case, since NO3 , CIO4 and SCN' 

are the salts of strong acids (and will not produce a pH  change when 

transported) one would expect the increased uptake current produced by these 

anions to be associated with a decrease in the external [H"^] change produced by 

uptake (and the ratio of [H"^] change to uptake current to be even further 

decreased).

To see which of these possibilities occurs, I m easured how the external 

[H^] change was altered when internal Cl was replaced by NO3 , CIO 4  (solutions 

R  or S, table 2.5). Cells were held initially at +17m V (a voltage at which 

glutam ate uptake is largely inhibited; Brew & Attwell, 1987) and the extracellular 

pH  change evoked on stepping the voltage to -67mV was m easured, first of all 

in a bathing solution lacking glutamate (solution F, table 2.2) and then in a
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Fig 5.2: Two possible explanations for the effect of N O ^, CIO^ or SCN'

present inside the cell on the am plitude of the current generated by glutam ate 

uptake. A- These anions are able to act as a (for example allosteric) m odulator 

of the carrier, somehow speeding it up without changing its stoichiometry; the 

uptake-evoked pH  changes may be produced by entry on the carrier as 

shown here or by a pH-changing anion transported out. B- These anions 

com pete with a physiologically transported anion and speed up the transport 

because they are transported faster. The am plitude of the current is 

correspondingly increased.
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solution containing 100/xM L-glutamate (solution F, table 2.2). Only when L- 

glutam ate (or D-aspartate) was in the bath  could a pH  change be m easured (as 

already shown in Fig 4.3). The pH  change was smaller with NO^ or CIO^ in the 

cell than with CL inside (0.035 ±  0.02 pH  unit (m ean ±  sem) with a NO^ 

internal and 0.041 ±  0.01 pH  unit with a CIO^ internal com pared to 0.049 ±  

0.02 with a CL internal solution). Fig 5.3 (top) shows the extracellular 

alkalinization m easured outside two typical cells containing CL or NO^ , when 

stepping the voltage from +17 to -67mV. The bottom  part of the figure shows 

the same pH  changes after normalising by the am ount of uptake current (divided 

by the capacitance of the cell). In 5 cell pairs, the normalised ApH^ was 

0.035 ±0.005 pH  units per pA /pF with CL and 0.007 ±  0.002 pH  units per pA /pF 

with N O 3  inside (m ean ±  sem). Similarly, for 5 cell pairs whole-cell clamped 

using a internal solution containing either CL or CIO^, the normalised 

extracellular pH  change (in the same units) was 0.032±0.006 and 0.011±0.001 

respectively (m ean ±  sem). These results suggest that anions such as N O 3  , CIO^ 

or SCN can com pete with a physiologically transported pH-changing anion for 

transport out of the cell on the uptake carrier.

5.4 Efflux of CIO4 ’ during glutamate uptake

Direct evidence for the transport of anions out of the cell on the uptake 

carrier was obtained by developing an anion-sensitive electrode that could detect 

low concentrations of CIO 4  or SCN' (see m ethods chapter, section 2.6). Müller 

cells were whole-cell clamped to -43mV using an internal solution containing 

either CL or CIO 4  as the main anion. Fig 5.4 shows the current evoked by the 

application of 30fiM  L-glutamate and the response of an anion-sensitive 

electrode just outside two different cells containing C 1 0 4 '(A) or CL(B). Although 

both  cells showed an inward current reflecting the uptake of L-glutamate, the 

anion-sensitive electrode only showed a response outside the cell containing 

CIO4*. A  5mV deflection of the electrode voltage corresponded (for that 

electrode) to a 6 .8 /xM rise of the extracellular CIO4 concentration when CIO4 

was present inside the cell. The rise in [CIO4'] evoked by glutamate, outside cells 

containing CIO4, was reproduced for 27 cells. The glutamate-evoked efflux of
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Fig 5.3: The extracellular pH  change induced when glutam ate uptake was

activated by stepping the voltage from +17m V  (at which the glutam ate uptake 

carrier is largely inhibited) to -67mV (where the current induced by glutam ate 

uptake is large) in the presence of lOOjuM L-glutamate. Top: pH^ changes 

obtained from a typical cell containing Cl' (left) or NO^ (right). Bottom: the pH^ 

changes normalised by the size of the current/capacitance (I/C was 2.1pA/pF for 

the Cl'-containing cell and 5.1pA/pF for the NO^'-containing cell). The 

extracellular pH  change m onitored was much smaller when the cell contained 

N O 3  than c r  (about 2 times smaller in absolute terms, and 5 times smaller when 

normalised by the size of the uptake current divided by the capacitance).
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Fig 5.4: Efflux of CIO^ during glutam ate uptake. The left panel at the top

shows the inward current evoked by the application of 30juM L-glutamate to a 

M üller cell whole-cell clam ped to -43mV. The bottom  of the sam e panel shows 

the associated increase of CIO 4 ' concentration m easured just outside the cell with 

a perchlorate-sensitive electrode (an increase in the concentration of CIO 4  is 

shown downwards). The right panel of the figure shows the results obtained in 

a cell whole-cell clamped with an internal solution containing Cl" as the main 

anion. The current evoked by the application of the same dose of L-glutamate 

is smaller (top) and the anion-sensitive electrode does not detect any change in 

the CIO 4  concentration outside the cell.
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CIO^ was superimposed on a sustained efflux of the anion (m easured as a 

sustained change of ion-sensitive electrode voltage when the electrode was 

moved up to the cell). This efflux may occur through anion channels or carriers: 

it was not blocked by the application of the Cl' channel blocker anthracene-9- 

carboxylic acid (9AC) in the bath solution (see section 5.11).

5.5 Voltage-dependence of the CIO/ efHux

To confirm that the glutamate-evoked C IO / efflux was via the uptake 

carrier, its voltage-dependence was studied. L-glutamate (30/xM) was applied to 

M üller cells, whole-cell clamped using a C 10/-containing solution (solution S, 

table 2.5), held at various voltages. Fig 5.5 shows the am plitude of the uptake 

current and the increase of extracellular concentration of CIO^ evoked by 

glutam ate as a function of the holding voltage. The am ount of CIO^ coming out 

of the cell increased as the cell was hyperpolarised, in proportion to the increase 

of uptake current across the cell m em brane. Similar results were obtained from 

5 cells. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that CIO4' ions can be 

transported out of the cell on the glutam ate uptake carrier.

5.6 Dependence of the CIO4  efflux on external sodium

For further comparison with the properties of glutam ate uptake, the 

dependence of the efflux of CIO 4  on the presence of sodium ions in the 

extracellular solution was investigated. M üller cells were clam ped to -43mV with 

pipettes containing C IO /, and 30/xM L-glutamate was applied successively in 

Na'^-containing and Na'^-free solutions. In 5 cells, an efflux of CIO 4  was detected 

by an extracellular anion-sensitive electrode when glutam ate uptake was activated 

by bath  application of the agonist in the presence of sodium (Fig 5.6B), but not 

in the absence of external sodium (Fig 5.6A) which completely blocks glutamate 

uptake carrier (K anner & Sharon, 1978a; Brew & Attwell, 1987). No uptake 

current was evoked when glutamate was applied in the absence of sodium. These 

results showing that the efflux of CIO 4  , like the uptake of glutamate, depends 

strictly on the presence of external sodium ions, support the hypothesis that the 

CIO 4  anions are transported out of the cell on the glutam ate uptake carrier.
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Fig 5.5: V oltage-dependence of the uptake-evoked anion efflux. An anion-

sensitive electrode was used to detect the rise in [CIO^ ] (shown downwards) 

outside cells clam ped with electrodes containing C IO / as the main anion. The 

left pannel represents specimen records of [ClO^'jq change at +16, -24 and -64 

mV. Right: dependence on voltage of the glutam ate-evoked uptake current ( • ) 

and the rise in [CIO /] outside the same cell (o). The current and CIO^ data 

have been arbitrarily scaled to superimpose as well as possible over the whole 

voltage range.
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Fig 5.6: D ependence of the efflux of CIO^ on external sodium. Applying

L-glutam ate (30/xM) to a Müller cell whole-cell clam ped to -43mV (with an 

internal solution containing C IO /) in the absence of external sodium did not 

evoke any m em brane current (top trace) nor any rise of [ClO^'j^ (bottom  trace, 

rise in concentration shown downwards; m easured with an anion-sensitive 

electrode positioned just outside the cell). Subsequent application of glutam ate 

in an external solution containing sodium produced an inward m em brane current 

as well as a rise of [ClO^'jq.
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5.7 Dependence of the uptake current on internal potassium when CIO/ or

N O / is present inside the cell

The glutam ate uptake current has been shown to be dependent on the 

presence of internal potassium ions, probably because the uptake carrier 

transports a K'*' ion out of the cell (Barbour et al, 1988). It was of interest to 

determ ine w hether this requirem ent for internal still held with CIO^ or N O / 

inside the cell. For example, these anions might act by altering the stoichiometiy 

of the uptake carrier, so that it no longer needs to transport a K" :̂ this would 

double the observed uptake current for a given rate of glutam ate uptake.

To test this, cells containing C IO / (or N O /)  were studied alternating 

betw een cells clamped (at -43mV) with an intracellular solution containing the 

norm al concentration of potassium ions (solution S or R, table 2.5) and cells 

clam ped with a solution lacking potassium (replaced by N M D G -C IO / or 

N M D G -N O /; solution W or X, table 2.6). The extracellular solution contained 

no potassium (solution C, table 2.1), in order to prevent leakage into the cell 

raising the intracellular [K" ]̂ (Barbour et al, 1988). Müller cells with internal 

solutions lacking potassium showed a much smaller inward current when 

perfused with glutam ate than did cells containing potassium. M easurem ents of 

the current (and of the capacitance) were made 7 minutes after patch rupture 

to allow for essentially complete exchange of the cell and pipette solutions. For 

NMDG-NOg-containing cells, the amplitude of the uptake current, in response 

to the application of 30jLiM L-glutamate (normalised by the capacitance of the 

cell) was reduced to 35 ±  6% of the control value with K-NO 3  in the cell (5 cell 

pairs). For cells whole-cell clamped using a NMDG-ClO^-containing solution, the 

am ount of uptake current was reduced to 34 ±  18% of the value with K-CIO 4  

in the cell (15 cell pairs. Fig 5.7). For comparison, with Cl* in the cell, omitting 

K*** from the internal solution reduces the uptake current to only 4% of its value 

with K*̂  present (Barbour et al, 1991). The larger residual current with C IO / or 

NOg in the cell may be the result of a higher affinity for internal K*̂  in the 

presence of these ions (implying that [K*̂ ]j has to be lowered further to inhibit 

uptake): a precedent for this possibility is the higher affinity for K*̂  seen when 

D -aspartate is used instead of L-glutamate as a substrate for the uptake carrier
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Fig 5.7: D ependence of the glutam ate-evoked current on intracellular

potassium, when CIO^ is present inside the cell. Typical data from M illier cells 

whole-cell clam ped using either a KCIO4 internal (left panel; solution S, table 

2.5) or a solution where KCIO4 has been replaced by NMDG-CIO4 (right panel; 

solution W, table 2.6). The current evoked by the application of L-glutamate 

(30jLiM) was m onitored 7 minutes after patch rupture and divided by the 

capacitance of the cell to compensate for cells being of different sizes. Similar 

results were obtained in 15 cell pairs.
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(Szatkowski et al, 1991). Alternatively, the larger residual current may be the 

result of a poor perfusion of the cells in these particular experiments, since the 

series resistance obtained for the electrodes was typically between 6  and 10 M n 

(as com pared with the l-2M n obtained in the experiments of Barbour et al 

(1988) on cells containing Cl ). W hatever the cause of the less complete 

suppression of uptake produced by internal removal, these results show that 

the uptake current is strongly dependent on internal K'*' even when it has been 

potentiated two or three times by NO^ or CIO^.

5.8 Pharmacology of the efflux of CIO/

The pharmacology of the current and CIO^ efflux evoked by L-glutamate 

and its analogues was investigated in cells whole-cell clamped to -43mV with an 

internal solution containing C IO /. Fig 5.8 shows the current and the C IO / efflux 

evoked in a cell by the successive application of L-glutamate (30/xM), D-aspartate 

(30/xM), N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA, 30/xM), kainate (30/xM) and quisqualate 

(30juM). The pharmacology of the evoked current was that of the uptake carrier, 

in that the agonists activating glutam ate-gated channels and the m etabotropic 

receptor did not evoke any current nor any CIO^ efflux. Similar results were 

obtained in 5 cells. Interestingly, the presence of CIO^ inside the cell increased 

the size of the D-aspartate response relative to that for L-glutamate (cf. with the 

currents in Fig 4.8 evoked with Cl' inside), suggesting an increase in the relative 

V ĵax of uptake for D-aspartate: this was not investigated further.

5.9 Measurement of the efflux of CIO/ when the cells were whole-cell

clamped with a solution containing a high concentration of sodium

I considered the possibility that the efflux of C IO / evoked by glutam ate 

might not be due to CIO 4 ' moving on the uptake carrier itself, but due to the 

uptake carrier transporting Na'*' into the cell, raising [Na'‘']j and thus activating 

an efflux of C IO / on a Na'^-dependent carrier (like the N a^ /H C O / co

transporter). This was tested by comparing two sets of cells. One set of cells was 

whole-cell clam ped using the usual CIO 4  internal (solution S, table 2.5). The 

other set was whole-cell clamped using a solution containing a raised
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Fig 5.8: Pharmacology of the rise of [CIO 4  ] outside a M üller cell whole-cell

clam ped with a solution containing CIO 4 * (solution S, table 2.5). Top: current 

evoked at -43mV by the application of the various glutam ate analogues. Bottom: 

the associated increase in [C 1 0 4 ‘]o (increase shown downwards) produced by 

CIO 4  efflux, m easured with an anion-sensitive electrode positioned just outside 

the cell. L-glutamate (GLU, 30/xM) and D-aspartate (ASP, 30/xM) both evoked 

a large inward current accompanied by an efflux of CIO 4 . In contrast, the 

agonists which activate glutam ate-gated ion channels and m etabotropic receptors, 

N M DA (30/xM), kainate (30/xM) and quisqualate (30/xM) did not evoke any 

current nor any efflux of CIO 4  . Note that internal CIO 4  appears to increase the 

of uptake for aspartate relative to that for glutam ate (see text).
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Fig 5.9: D ependence of the rise of [ClO^'jq during glutam ate uptake on the

intracellular sodium concentration. Left trace shows the rise of [CIO^']^ (bottom; 

increase shown downwards) induced by the application of 30/LtM glutam ate to a 

M üller cell whole-cell clamped with a sodium-free internal solution. Right trace 

shows the same experim ent perform ed on another cell that was whole-cell 

clam ped using an internal solution containing 30mM Na"^. C- shows the [ClO^'j^ 

changes normalised by the uptake current (divided by the cell capacitance) for 

the two cells.
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concentration (30mM) of sodium (solution Y, table 2.6). A  given sodium influx 

during glutam ate uptake will produce a smaller fractional rise of [Na"^]; in the 

latter solution than in the former. Fig 5.9 shows the rises in [CIO^']^ outside 

specimen cells studied with each of these solutions. In 5 cell pairs, the [ClO^'jo 

rise normalised by the size of the uptake current (divided by the capacitance of 

the cell) in cells with high sodium internal solution was not smaller than the rise 

in cells with zero sodium internal solution (the ratio cells with high [Na'^]pjpe„e / 

cells with zero [Na' '̂jpjpg^g was 1.90 ±  0.75; m ean ±  sem). These results suggest 

that any rise of internal sodium concentration during glutam ate uptake does not 

lead secondarily to the efflux of CIO^ observed.

5.10 Harmaline sensitivity of the CIO/ efflux

The possible involvement of the N a^ /H C O / co-transporter in generating 

the C IO / efflux was further investigated using the blocker harmaline, 2mM of 

which inhibits N a^ /H C O / transport by 70% (Newman & Astion, 1991). This was 

used instead of DIDS or DNDS to block N a^ /H C O / co-transport since the latter 

blockers were found to affect the anion-sensitive electrode. Müller cells were 

whole-cell clamped at -43mV using a CIO^ internal solution, and glutam ate 

(30/iM) was applied to the cell successively in the presence and in the absence 

of harm aline (2mM), while monitoring the rise of [C10^']g with an anion-sensitive 

electrode positioned just outside the cell. The C10/-sensitive electrode was 

calibrated both in the presence and in the absence of the blocker (see methods). 

In 5 cells, the ratio of the efflux of CIO^ m onitored in the presence of harmaline 

to the efflux in the absence of the blocker was 1.29 ±  0.39 (m ean ±  sem) (Fig 

5.10). These results show that the efflux of CIO^ evoked by glutam ate can not 

be blocked by inhibiting the Na^/HCOg co-transporter, and so does not reflect 

CIO^ transport in place of H C O / transport on the N a^ /H C O / carrier.

5.11 Measurements of the continuous efflux of CIO/ in the presence of 9AC

As m entioned earlier, even in the absence of glutamate, it was possible 

to detect a non-zero [CIO^ ] just outside cells clam ped with electrodes containing 

C IO /. The efflux of CIO^ induced by bath application of glutam ate was
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Fig 5.10: Sensitivity of the glutamate evoked CIO^ efflux to harm aline

(2mM), a blocker of Na^/HCOg co-transport. Left trace shows the rise in [CIO^' 

]o evoked by the application of glutam ate to a Müller cell containing KCIO4 

(increase shown downwards) measured with an anion-sensitive electrode 

positioned just outside the cell, in the absence of harmaline. B- same experiment 

perform ed on the same cell but with external solutions containing 2mM 

harm aline to block the Na^/HCOg co-transporter. The rise in [ClO^'j^ was not 

affected by the blocker.
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superim posed on a continuous efflux of the anion. I investigated the possibility 

that this leakage of CIO^ out of the cell occurred through Cl channels, by using 

a blocker of those channels: anthracene-9-carboxylic acid (9AC) (solution S, table 

2.5 with 400/xM 9AC added from a 2M stock in DM SO). This dose of 9AC was 

shown to block essentially 1 0 0 % of the chloride m em brane conductance of rat 

skeletal muscle (Palade & Barchi, 1977). In 4 cell pairs, the presence of 9AC did 

not block the continuous efflux of the anion seen in the absence of glutamate. 

It is therefore likely that the glutam ate-independent efflux of CIO^ is due to the 

transport of the anion through 9AC-insensitive anion channels or through anion 

carriers. This was not investigated further.

5.12 Summary of the chapter so far

The experiments described above strongly suggest that the pH  changes 

accompanying glutam ate uptake (described in chapter 4) are due to the transport 

of a pH-changing anion out of the cell ra ther than the transport of a proton into 

the cell (see discussion, section 7.2.4). Two anions are major candidates for 

generating the pH  changes seen during glutam ate uptake: O H  and H C O ^. The 

following experiments were perform ed in order to try to distinguish between 

these two possible anions.

5.13 Effect of intracellular bicarbonate on the amplitude of the uptake current

A possible transport of the anion bicarbonate out of the cell on the 

uptake carrier was first tested by comparing the effect of using HCO^'-containing 

and nominally H COy-free internal solutions on the amplitude of the current 

evoked by glutamate. Müller cells were studied alternately, whole-cell clamping 

half of them  with a nominally HCOg -free internal solution (solution U, table 

2.5), and the o ther half with a solution containing lOmM Na-HCO^ and which 

was bubbled with 5% CO 2  until put in the electrode (solution V, table 2.5). In 

the nominally HCOg -free solution, the concentration of HCO^ and CO 2  were 

found, with a blood gas analyser, to be 400 and 50/LtM respectively. Both 

solutions also contained acetazolamide (Im M ) to block carbonic anhydrase: this 

was to minimize formation of HCOg from CO 2  generated by metabolism in the
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Fig 5.11: U ptake currents evoked at -43mV in two cells clam ped with

pipettes containing nominally zero (actually 400/xM; left) or lOmM H C O 3  

(solutions U and V, table 2.5 respectively). D ata are normalised by the cell 

capacitance to com pensate for differences in cell surface area. D ata were 

selected to be typical of the mean currents seen with and without added H C O 3 .
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cells studied with the nominally HCO^ -free solution, and to avoid depletion of 

H C O ) (forming CO 2 ) in cells with HCO^'-containing solution. The pH  of both 

solutions was adjusted to 7.0. L-glutamate (30/xM) was applied to the cells by 

bath perfusion. In 10 cell pairs held at -43mV, the presence of lOmM HCO3* 

increased the amplitude of the uptake current by 39±18%  (Fig 5.11). These 

results suggest that HCO3* could be transported out of the cell on the glutamate 

uptake carrier on at least a fraction of carrier cycles.

5.14 In ternal pH changes with and without lOmM internal HCO3*

The 39% increase of uptake current produced by adding HCO3* to the 

internal solution (see preceding section) might result from OH being transported 

on the uptake carrier in the absence of added HCO3 , but HCO3 being 

transported on 28% (39% / {100% + 39%}) of carrier cycles when internal 

HCO3 is present (with OH still being transported on 72% of carrier cycles). If 

so, this would reduce the effective loss of alkali from the cell per uptake current 

because, whereas each transported OH is equivalent to adding a proton to the 

cell, each transported HCO3 is equivalent to adding only 0.11 of a proton 

(because the pK of HCO3 is 6 . 1 ). Thus, the predicted acid load with added 

HCO3 is:

Acid load^coj =  Acid load^Hco^ +  OTl x 0.39 x Acid load^Hco-

= 1.04 X Acid load^Hco'

Since the uptake current is increased by 39%, the ratio acid load/uptake current 

with added H C O 3  is predicted to be 1.04/1.39 = 0.75 of its value without added 

H C O 3 . To test this, the experiment described in the previous section was 

repeated, but m easuring glutamate-evoked intracellular pH  changes at the same 

time as the uptake current. The resulting values of effective acid load /  (uptake 

current/capacitance) (with acid load calculated as ApH x buffering power for 

each cell) were 2.7 ± 1 .4  mM /(pA/pF) (m ean ±  sd) with no added H C O 3  and

1.4 ±  0.7 m M /(pA/pF) with added H C O 3 . D espite the scatter of the data, the 

smaller acid load per uptake current with added H C O 3  is consistent with mainly 

O H  being transported in the absence of H C O 3 , but some H C O 3  also being 

transported when it is present inside the cell.
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Fig 5.12: Changes of intracellular pH  evoked by glutam ate when the cell is

whole-cell clamped with an internal solution containing added H C O g. Left: total 

effective transm em brane proton flux needed to generate the observed 

change. The [H^], change was normalised by the current/capacitance to 

com pensate for cells being of different size. These cells were chosen to represent 

the average values of A[H^]j/(I/C).
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5.15 Effect of depleting the intracellular bicarbonate concentration on the

amplitude of the uptake current

I considered the possibility that even with no added internal HCO^ , the 

presence of a trace level of HCO^ could account for the uptake observed, 

without postulating any OH transport. O ne approach to dem onstrating an 

obligatorv transport of HCO^ out of the cell on the glutam ate uptake carrier is 

to deplete HCO^ from the internal solution. This was attem pted by bubbling the 

internal solution with oxygen (100%). M üller cells were whole-cell clam ped with 

such an internal solution (solution J, table 2.3) and com pared to cells containing 

the control solution which was not so bubbled (solution J, table 2.3). The current 

evoked by the application of 30/xM glutam ate was recorded (and normalised by 

the capacitance of the cell). In 3 cell pairs, the ratio of the current in the cells 

with nominally HCOg -free solution to the current in the cells with the normal 

solution was 0.99 ±  0.04 (mean ± sem). This result might suggest that HCO^ is 

not an obligatory ion for transport by the carrier, provided that the O 2  bubbling 

procedure does indeed remove CO 2 /H C O 3  from the solution.

5.16 Effect of external acetazolamide on the extracellular pH change evoked

during glutamate uptake

If HCO3' is transported on the uptake carrier, it can only generate a pH  

change by reacting with H ^ to form H 2 CO 3  and thus CO 2  and H 2 O. The second 

part of this reaction (and hence the pH  change) is catalysed by carbonic 

anhydrase. To further investigate the possible transport of HCO3 ions, I tested 

the effect of acetazolamide, a blocker of carbonic anhydrase, on the extracellular 

pH  changes evoked during glutam ate uptake (initially for cells with no added 

bicarbonate in the internal solution). In other preparations (Kaila et al, 1990), 

inhibiting carbonic anhydrase greatly reduces pH  changes produced by the 

transport of HCO3 across the m em brane. The extracellular pH  change was 

monitored as described in chapter 4 using a pH  electrode positioned just outside 

the cell. The uptake of glutamate was activated by stepping the voltage from a 

positive value (+7m V , where the uptake is largely reduced) to a m ore negative 

value (-8 8 mV, at which the current evoked by the uptake of glutam ate is large)
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Fig 5.13: The effect of acetazolamide (a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor) on the

extracellular pH  change evoked during glutam ate uptake. Stepping the voltage 

to -8 8 mV (bottom  trace) in the absence of external acetazolam ide evoked an 

alkalinization of the external medium (top trace). The same voltage step 

perform ed when the external solution contained lOO/xM acetazolamide evoked 

a similar extracellular pH  change.
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in the presence of 100/xM L-glutamate, in a solution of low buffering power 

(solution F, table 2.2). This procedure was perform ed in the absence and in the 

presence of 1/nM acetazolamide in the extracellular solution (a dose which blocks 

extracellular pH  changes produced by HCOg movement across the m em brane 

in o ther preparations; Kaila et al, 1990). The cells were kept on coverslips, and 

only one cell was studied per coverslip in order to be able to m onitor the 

extracellular pH  change of each cell before acetazolamide had ever been 

applied. In 4 cells, the ratio of the extracellular pH  change (normalised by the 

size of the uptake current to compensate for slight run-down during the 

experim ent) in the presence of acetazolamide (IjuM) com pare to in the absence 

of the blocker was 1.05 ±  0.15 (mean ±  sem; Fig 5.13). Thus, blocking carbonic 

anhydrase does not reduce the size of the extracellular pH  change. The 

concentration of acetazolamide used during the experim ent did not affect the 

buffering power of the external solution. This suggests that with no added 

HCOg inside the cell, the majority of the pH  change produced by glutamate 

uptake is not produced by the transport of HCO^ , ruling out an obligatory 

transport of H C O y and suggesting that O H  is transported.

5.17 Effect of acetazolamide outside on the internal pH change induced by

glutamate uptake

The effect of acetazolamide (100/iM) applied externally on the 

intracellular acidification was also investigated. In other preparations (Kaila et 

al, 1990), this dose of acetazolamide reduces by 60% the intracellular pH  change 

produced by HCO^ movement across the m em brane. Müller cells were again 

plated onto coverslips and only one cell from each coverslip was studied (see 

above). L-glutamate (100/xM) was applied to the cells whole-cell clamped at - 

43mV using a nominally HCOg -free internal solution (solution U, table 2.5 to 

which metabolic blockers were added). In the presence of acetazolamide, the pH  

change was 0.88 ±  0.07 (m ean ±  s.d.; Fig 5.14) of its value in the control 

solution (solution B, table 2.1), again suggesting that (with no added H CO 3  ) the 

majority of the pH  change is not produced by H CO 3  transport and H C O 3 * 

transport is not obligatory.
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Fig 5.14: Lack of effect on the intracellular acidification of acetazolam ide (a

carbonic anhydrase inhibitor). D ata from a M üller cell whole-cell clam ped with 

a internal solution containing BCECF (pH-sensitive fluorescent dye). L-glutamate 

(lOO^M) was successively applied to the cells in the absence (left panel) and in 

the presence (right panel) of acetazolamide (100/iM). The intracellular pH  

change seen in the presence of acetazolamide was similar to that seen without 

acetazolamide.
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5.18 Conclusion

The experiments presented in this chapter suggest that a pH-changing 

anion is transported out of the cell on the glutam ate uptake carrier (instead of 

a proton being transported in). In the absence of added intracellular bicarbonate, 

this pH-changing anion is more likely to be a hydroxyl than a bicarbonate ion for 

several reasons. First of all, experiments using acetazolam ide to block carbonic 

anhydrase do not abolish the pH  changes m onitored inside and outside the cell 

during glutam ate uptake (in contrast with the results obtained by Kaila et al 

(1990) on the pH  changes generated by H C O 3  moving through G ABA 

channels). M oreover, for experiments with nominally HCO^ -free internal 

solutions and a carbonic anhydrase blocker present (as well as metabolic blockers 

to avoid production of CO 2  by the cell), calculations suggest that the cell would 

use up all its endogenous bicarbonate within 2  seconds (see discussion, section 

7.2.4) and would not be able to produce it at a sufficient rate to maintain the 

observed uptake current. Therefore, the transport of a HCOg ion cannot be 

obligatory. In contrast, calculations suggest that the dissociation of water can 

generate enough hydroxyl ions to provide one O H  per unitary charge 

transported (see discussion, section 7.2.4). However, the possibility that some 

bicarbonate can be transported out on the glutam ate uptake carrier is suggested 

by the results shown in Fig 5.11, which show a larger uptake current in the m ore 

physiological condition when bicarbonate is present inside the cell at a 

concentration of about lOmM. I therefore propose the stoichiometry for 

glutam ate transport shown in Fig 5.15, where one glutam ate ion is transported 

into the cell with two sodium ions and one potassium ion is counter-transported 

together with one hydroxyl ion or a bicarbonate ion.
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Fig 5.15: The proposed stoichiometry for the glutamate uptake carrier. On

each cycle of the carrier, one glutamate ion comes in with two sodium ions and 

one potassium ion leaves the cell together with one hydroxide or bicarbonate 

(perhaps on 1/3 of carrier cycles as suggested by the data in Fig 5.13). As a result 

of this stoichiometry, one net positive charge enters the cell per cycle of the 

carrier, producing an inward current. M oreover, the anion leaving the cell 

produces an extracellular alkalinization and an intracellular acidification (as 

described in chapter 4).
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Chapter 6

M odulation of the ra te  of glutam ate uptake

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes experiments to investigate how the rate of 

glutam ate uptake might be modulated. The effects of ATP and adenosine on the 

magnitude of the glutam ate uptake current were tested, since there are receptors 

of poorly understood function for these compounds expressed in glial cells. The 

effect of ascorbate was tested since, as discussed below, there is reason to believe 

it might m odulate the uptake rate. The effect of annexin I (a calcium-dependent 

lipid-binding protein) on the inhibitory action of arachidonic acid on uptake was 

also investigated for reasons described in detail below. The cloning and 

sequencing of rat and rabbit glutamate uptake carriers have revealed putative c- 

AM P-dependent protein kinase (PKA) phosphorylation sites as well as several 

putative sites for phosphorylation by protein kinase C (PKC) (see introduction, 

section 1.6.5). The possibility that glutam ate uptake might be m odulated by 

phosphorylation by these protein kinases was therefore investigated.

6.2 Effect of ascorbate on the am plitude of the glutamate-evoked current

Since ascorbate has been suggested to be transported out of the cell on 

the glutam ate uptake carrier (Grünewald & Fillenz, 1984), it was of interest to 

study the effect of ascorbate either inside the cell or outside the cell on the 

am plitude of the current generated by glutam ate uptake. Na-ascorbate was 

added to the external solution (solution B, table 2.1) at a concentration of ImM, 

together with thiourea (lOmM) to prevent oxidation. The control solution had 

Im M  NaCl (instead of Na-ascorbate) and lOmM thiourea added to it. The cells 

were whole-cell clamped at -43mV and glutam ate (30jLxM) was applied 

successively in the absence and the presence of external ascorbate. The ratio of 

the amplitude of the uptake current in the absence and in the presence of 

ascorbate (Im M ) was 1.04 ±  0.14 (m ean ±  sem; n= 7). This value is not
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significantly different from 1. Thus, Im M  extracellular ascorbate has no effect on 

the glutam ate uptake carrier. The free ascorbate level in the CSF is 200-500/xM 

(Cammack et al, 1991).

Experim ents were also perform ed to investigate the effect of internal 

ascorbate on the glutam ate uptake carrier. Cells were whole-cell clam ped to 

-43mV, alternating between the control internal solution (solution n, table 2.6) 

and an internal solution containing 5mM ascorbate (solution Z, table 2.6). 

G lutam ate (30/xM) was applied to the cells and the evoked current was 

m onitored (and normalised by the capacitance of the cell to com pensate for cells 

being of different sizes). The m ean value was 0.89 ±  0.4 pA /pF (m ean ±  sem; 

n = 5 ) for cells containing no ascorbate and 0.90 ±  0.3 pA /pF (m ean ± sem; 

n = 5 ) for cells containing ascorbate. These two values are not significantly 

different. Thus, the presence of ascorbate (5mM) inside the cells has no effect 

on the glutam ate uptake carrier in whole-cell clam ped salam ander Müller cells.

63  Effect of external ATP on the inward current evoked by glutamate uptake

W hether glutam ate uptake is m odulated by external ATP was investigated 

by applying glutam ate (30juM) to Müller cells clamped at -43mV, first of all in 

an ATP-free external medium (solution B, table 2.1) and then in the same 

external solution containing 100/zM ATP. The cells were whole-cell clamped at 

-43mV. A fter 2 minutes in ATP, the amplitude of the uptake current (normalised 

by the cell capacitance to com pensate for a slight decrease in cell surface area 

with time (Barbour et al, 1991)) was 95 ±  6 % of the control value (m ean ±  sem; 

n= 4). A fter 9 minutes in ATP-containing solution, the m agnitude of the 

current/capacitance was 99.5 ±  17% of the control value (m ean ±  sem; n=4). 

These values are not significantly different from unity. It was therefore concluded 

that external ATP does not modulate the uptake carrier, at least under whole

cell clamp conditions.

6.4 Effect of external adenosine on the glutamate-evoked current

The effect of external adenosine was investigated in a similar m anner. 

G lutam ate (30/xM) was applied at -43mV first of all in control solution (solution
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B, table 2.1) and then in the same solution containing adenosine (lOOjuM). After 

2  minutes in adenosine, the amplitude of the current evoked by the uptake of 

glutam ate was 99 ± 2% of the control value (mean ± sem; n=7). After 10 

minutes in adenosine, the magnitude of the uptake current was 96 ±  4% of the 

control amplitude (m ean ±  sem; n= 7). These values are not significantly 

different from the control values. These results strongly suggest that external 

adenosine does not affect the glutam ate uptake carrier, at least under whole-cell 

clamp conditions.

6.5 Effect of external annexin I on the the glutamate uptake carrier

Brain damage in anoxia or ischeamia results from the extracellular 

glutamate concentration rising too high (for review, see Choi, 1988). Arachidonic 

acid is released in brain anoxia (Rehncroa et al, 1982) and inhibits glutamate 

uptake (Silverstein et al, 1986; Barbour et al, 1989), possibly contributing to the 

rise in extracellular glutam ate concentration to neurotoxic levels. Annexin I (a 

calcium -dependent lipid-binding protein) (for review, see Crom pton et al, 1988) 

has been suggested to have a neuroprotective role when injected into the rat 

brain 30-60 minutes after induction of ischeamia (Relton et al, 1991; Black et al, 

1992). It seems possible, therefore, that annexin I might exert its protective 

action by binding arachidonic acid and preventing its inhibition of glutamate 

uptake.

6.5.1 Effect of external annexin I on the amplitude of the glutamate-evoked

current

Annexin I on its own might be expected to stimulate glutam ate uptake by 

binding any free arachidonic acid present in the cell m em brane and decreasing 

the inhibitory effect that arachidonic acid has on uptake, just as album en does 

(V olterra et al, 1992). The effect of annexin I on the magnitude of the current 

evoked by 30/xM glutam ate was investigated on cells whole-cell clamped 

at -43mV. Usually, the cells were split into two groups, one of them  being in 

solution containing annexin I isolated from bovine lung (at a concentration of 

Img per ml; annexin I was a gift of S. Moss). For some cells, the annexin I was
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perfused onto the cell after recording from the cell in control solution (solution 

B, table 2.1). The amplitude of the current evoked by the application of 

glutam ate (30/xM) (divided by the capacitance to com pensate for cells being of 

different sizes) was 0.88 ±  O .llpA /pF (m ean ±  sd; n = 6 ) for control cells 

whereas the value for cells in contact with annexin I was 0.73 ±  O .llpA /pF 

(m ean ± sd; n = 6 ). These values are not significantly different (Student t test; 

p>0.50). Annexin I was therefore found not to have any effect on the uptake of 

glutamate.

6.5.2 Effect of external annexin I on the inhibition of the glutamate uptake 

carrier bv arachidonic acid

As annexin I is a calcium-dependent lipid-binding protein, and is thus 

expected to bind arachidonic acid, it was interesting to test w hether it affected 

the inhibition of glutam ate uptake produced by arachidonic acid (see 

introduction para 1.6.3). A fter monitoring the inward current evoked by the 

application of glutam ate (30^M ) in a control solution (solution B, table 2.1), a 

solution containing lOjuM arachidonic acid (in solution B, table 2.1) was applied. 

The same concentration of glutamate was then applied to the cells. In the control 

cells, the amplitude of the current (normalised by the capacitance of the cell to 

com pensate for any loss of cell m em brane area) after 5 minutes of exposure to 

arachidonic acid was 54.5 ±  5% of the pre-arachidonic acid control value. For 

cells in contact with annexin I, the corresponding value was 52.7 ±  10% of the 

control value. These two values are not significantly different. Thus, annexin I did 

not have any effect on the inhibition of glutam ate uptake by arachidonic acid.

6.6 Effect of PKA catalytic subunit and of a peptide inhibitor of PKA 

present inside the cell on the amplitude of the glutamate evoked 

current

PKA comprises two subunits: the catalytic subunit which is responsible for 

phosphorylation of the substrate, and the regulatory subunit which binds to the 

catalytic subunit to block its action. The regulatory subunit has a binding site for 

cAMP. The binding of cAMP to the regulatory subunit triggers the release of the
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catalytic subunit which becomes free to phosphorylate substrates.

6.6.1 Protein kinase A catalytic subunit

The first approach taken to investigate the possible effect of PKA on 

glutam ate uptake was to whole-cell clamp cells, alternating between two different 

interal solutions: a control internal solution (solution J, table 2.3) and the same 

solution containing PKA catalytic subunit (0.5/xM, from Sigma). As the PKA 

catalytic subunit is a large molecule, cells were kept, and glutam ate uptake was 

m onitored, for 25 minutes after going whole-cell to allow the catalytic subunit of 

PKA to diffuse from the patch pipette into the cell (see methods, section 2.7). 

At the start of the experiment, the magnitude of the uptake current (divided by 

the capacitance) was 0.58 ± 0 .1  pA/pF (m ean ±  sem; n = 5 ) for the control cells 

and 0.58 ±  0.07 pA/pF (m ean ±  sem; n= 5) for cells whole-cell clam ped with the 

PKA catalytic subunit internal solution. The ratio of the amplitude of the evoked 

current (divided by the capacitance of the cell) 25 minutes after going whole-cell 

to the value just after going whole-cell was 0.82 ±  0.06 pA /pF (m ean ±  sem; 

n= 5 ) for control cells and 0.92 ± 0.15 pA /pF (m ean ±  sem; n = 5 ) for the cells 

containing PKA catalytic subunits. These values are not significantly different, 

suggesting that either the glutamate uptake carrier is not affected by 

phosphorylation by PKA, or that it is already fully phosphorylated in the 

conditions used for these experiments and that addition of catalytic subunits for 

PKA cannot affect the phosphorylation state of the carrier.

6.6.2 Peptide inhibitor of protein kinase A

The second approach was to try to inhibit a putative PKA activity that 

might already be present in the cell. This experiment was perform ed using a 

peptide inhibitor of the PKA catalytic subunit (given by E. M andley). This 

peptide is able to bind to the catalytic subunit and block its activity. For this 

reason, the concentration of the peptide inhibitor used should ideally be equal 

to that of the PKA protein (since the stoichiometry of the inhibition is 1:1). 

However, the concentration of PKA in salam ander Müller cells is unknown and 

the concentration of inhibitor was chosen to be greater than the PKA
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concentration in Xenopus oocytes (250nM - 1/xM). The lyophilized peptide 

inhibitor ( 1 0 /zg) was solubilised in 1 ml of the normal internal solution (solution 

J, table 2.3) giving a final concentration of inhibitor of approximately 4^M . 

D ifferent cells were whole-cell clamped to -43mV, using alternately the control 

internal solution and the internal solution containing the peptide inhibitor. The 

am plitude of the current generated by glutam ate uptake (30/xM glutam ate) was 

m onitored regularly over 15 minutes to allow for diffusion of the peptide from 

the patch pipette into the cell (see methods section 2.7). A t the start of the 

experiment, the am plitude of the uptake current (normalised by the capacitance 

of the cell) was 0.93 ±  0.12 pA/pF (m ean ± sem; n = 5 ) for control cells whereas 

for cells whole-cell clamped with an internal solution containing PKA peptide 

inhibitor, the corresponding value was 1.02 ±  0.15 pA /pF (m ean ±  sem; n=5). 

These two values are not significantly different. Comparing the magnitude of the 

current (divided by the capacitance of the cell) 15 minutes after going whole cell 

to that just after going whole cell gave a ratio of 0.88 ±  0.06 (m ean ±  sem; n= 5) 

for the control cells whereas the cells with the peptide inhibitor had a 

corresponding ratio of 0.97 ± 0.07 (mean ± sem; n= 5). Once again these two 

values are not significantly different. These experiments suggest that PKA does 

not affect the glutam ate uptake carrier in whole-cell clamped salam ander M üller 

cells.

6.7 Effect of TPA, an activator of protein kinase C, on the amplitude of the

inward current evoked by glutamate uptake

To test the effect of activating protein kinase C on glutam ate uptake, cells 

were dissociated and plated onto several coverslips. The external solution was 

then replaced by either normal external solution (solution B, table 2.1) to which 

lOOnM DM SO was added or by the same solution supplem ented with lOOnM 

phorbol 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA, also known as PMA, in 

DM SO). The cells were whole-cell clamped to -43mV and the current generated 

by glutam ate uptake was monitored in the presence or the absence of TP A 

according to the conditions in which the cells were kept up to the time of 

recording. The amplitude of the current (divided by the capacitance of the cell)
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was 1.45 ±  0.08 pA/pF (m ean ± sem) for control cells whereas the 

corresponding value was 1.35 ± 0.48 pA /pF (m ean ±  sem) for cells kept in 

lOOnM TP A. These two values are not significantly different. However, the 

values of the amplitude of the uptake current were a lot m ore scattered for cells 

kept in lOOnM TP A. A possible explanation for this is shown in Fig 6 . 1 , which 

is a plot of the amplitude of the uptake current (normalised by the capacitance 

of the cell) against the length of time for which the cells were left in the control 

solution or in the solution containing TP A  before being whole-cell clamped. Each 

point represents only one cell, which weakens the statistical value of the data, but 

the analysis is potentially interesting: the uptake current in cells not exposed to 

TP A  is roughly constant, while that for the cells in TP A declines slowly. Phorbol 

esters are known to have two separate effects on protein kinase C activity: they 

initially activate protein kinase C in a Ca^"  ̂ in a phospholipid-independent 

m anner, and they also in the longer term  severely reduce PKC enzymatic activity 

through post-transcriptional down-regulation (Isakov et al, 1990). The results 

shown in Fig 6 . 1  could therefore reflect, at early times, a rapid TPA-induced 

phosphorylation of the glutam ate uptake carrier (or of another protein which 

modulates the carrier’s activity) by PKC leading to an increase in the activity of 

the carrier, followed at late times by a decrease in the enzymatic activity of PKC 

with a consequent decrease of the phosphorylation state of the carrier (or of the 

putative m odulatory protein) and thus a diminution of its activity. Further 

experiments are needed to check the reliability of the data trends in Fig 6.1.
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Fig 6 . 1 : Effect of prolonged application of TP A on the m agnitude of the

glutam ate uptake current. O pen circles show the magnitude of the uptake 

current (generated by the application of 30/xM glutam ate) norm alised by the 

capacitance of the cell, for cells kept in norm al external solution after retinal 

dissociation. Closed circles show the value obtained for cells kept in the presence 

of TP A  after retinal dissociation. Each circle represents one cell and all ten cells 

were from the same dissociation.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

In this chapter, I will discuss the implications of the results presented in 

the preceding chapters.

7.1 Electrogenic uptake of sulphur-containing analogues of glutam ate and 

asparta te

In chapter 3, it was shown that application of sulphur-containing 

analogues of glutam ate and aspartate to whole-cell clam ped M üller cells evoked 

inward currents. The ionic-dependence and voltage-dependence of these currents 

and how they interacted with the glutamate uptake current were described. In 

this section, I will consider the possibility that sulphur-containing analogues of 

glutam ate and aspartate are transported on a carrier different to the glutam ate 

uptake carrier. I will then discuss the excitotoxic action of the sulphur analogues 

and relate it to their rate of uptake and to their ability to activate NM DA 

receptors. Finally, I will postulate possible ways in which sulphur-containing 

analogues could be released from cells in physiological and pathological 

conditions.

7.1.1 Sulphur-containing amino-acids activate the electrogenic glutamate

uptake carrier

The currents evoked by the application of cysteic acid (CA), cysteine 

sulphinic acid (CSA), homocysteic acid (HCA), homocysteine sulphinic acid 

(HCSA) and S-sulpho-L-cysteine (SC) showed a strict dependence on external 

sodium and internal potassium, just as glutam ate uptake does. The dependence 

of the currents on m em brane potential was also found to be very similar to that 

of the current produced by glutam ate uptake: the current was large when the cell 

was held at negative m em brane potentials and becam e smaller at m ore positive 

potentials. At no potentials did the current show any sign of reversal (potentials
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tested up to +30m V). The currents evoked by these analogues did not sum with 

tha t produced by the uptake of glutamate. These results are consistent with the 

currents being produced by the transport of sulphur-containing analogues of 

glutam ate and aspartate on the glutam ate uptake carrier. Some transport of 

sulphur-containing analogues on a different carrier cannot be ruled out, but this 

carrier would have to have characteristics very similar to the glutam ate uptake 

carrier. In what follows, it will therefore be assumed, for simplicity, that there is 

only one carrier that transports all the sulphur-containing analogues of 

glutam ate and aspartate as well as glutam ate and aspartate themselves. The 

stoichiometry of the transport is postulated to be the same as that for glutamate: 

two sodium ions transported into the cell with one molecule of glutamate 

analogue, and one potassium ion and one hydroxyl (or one bicarbonate; see 

below) are counter-transported.

7.1.2 Inhibition of HCA transport with /3-p-chlorophenvlglutamate

The results expressed above are consistent with the findings of Wilson & 

Pastuszo (1986), based on radiotracing experiments, that CA and CSA are 

transported on the same carrier as glutam ate and aspartate. Some authors 

however, have suggested that CA and CSA are transported on a carrier different 

from  that on which glutam ate itself is transported (Parsons & Rainbow, 1984). 

M oreover, H CA  was suggested to be transported on a low affinity carrier, 

different from the high affinity glutamate uptake carrier (Cox et al, 1977). Davies 

et al (1985) also proposed that HCA was transported on a carrier different from 

that of glutamate, wheras the results from chapter 3 are consistent with low 

affinity transport of homocysteic acid on the high affinity glutam ate transporter. 

Davies et al based their conclusion on the following observation: /3-p- 

chlorophenylglutamate inhibited the uptake of [^H]-HCA, but did not affect the 

uptake of [^H]-glutamate. However, these authors used a glutamate 

concentration (500/iM) far above the concentration needed to saturate uptake 

and a concentration of H CA  (75/xM) very much lower than the K„, for the 

activation of H CA  uptake (determ ined as around 3mM in the experiments 

described in chapter 3). The selective inhibition of H CA  uptake by ^-p-
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chlorophenylglutamate can be explained by considering the equations for 

competitive inhibition of binding to the uptake site as follows.

Suppose that both glutamate and H CA  are taken up by the same carrier, 

with rates of uptake in the absence of inhibitor given by, for glutamate:

^ G lu  “  ^ m a x , Glu ^  /  { [ ^ l u ]  +  K ^ ,  Giu^

and for HCA:

^HCA ~  ^max, HCA ^ [HCA] / {[HCA] + HCÂ

where is the maximum uptake rate at a saturating level of substrate, and 

is the substrate concentration giving a half-maximal uptake rate. In the presence 

of inhibitor (jS-p-chlorophenylglutamate) at concentration I and with value 

Kj, these equations become (for competitive inhibition):

V o,u =  V,3X.01U X [Glu] /  {[Glu] +  (1 +  I/K,)}

^HCA “  ^max, HCA ^ [HCA] / {[HCA] +  HCA

Now, in the experiments of Davies et al, [Glu] was much higher than q,u 

while [HCA] was much smaller than hca» so (providing I is not > Kj) the last 

two equations becom e approximately:

^ G lu  ^ m a x , Glu

and ^ hca ~  ^max, HCA ^ [HCA] / {Kp  ̂ ncA

Thus, the rate of glutam ate uptake is saturated at its maximal value and is 

unaffected by the presence of inhibitor, while H CA  uptake is reduced by the 

inhibitor. If the glutam ate concentration used had been lower (i.e. non

saturating), then the inhibitor would have had an effect. The results of Davies 

et al (1985) are therefore compatible with the transport of the two substances 

(glutamate and H CA) on the same carrier. Indeed, later studies confirmed that 

homocysteate uptake into cultured neurones and glial cells was not selectively 

blocked by /3-p-chlorophenylglutamate (Griffiths et al, 1992).

7.1.3 Term ination of postulated neurotransm itter action

Several of the sulphur-containing analogues of glutam ate and aspartate
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have been proposed as neurotransm itter candidates (see introduction section

1.2). O ne of the characteristics required for such a role is the presence of a 

potent mechanism for removal of the substance from the extracellular solution. 

The values for the uptake of CA and CSA (table 7.1) indicate a high affinity 

transport process. These findings therefore support their putative role as 

neurotransm itters. However, for HCA, HCSA and SC, the for the activation 

of the glutam ate uptake carrier was very high (implying low affinity transport on 

the high affinity glutam ate carrier). Therefore, unless another means exists for 

quickly removing the analogue from the extracellular medium (such as 

electroneutral high affinity transport or breakdown by an extracellular enzyme), 

the results described here seriously underm ine the notion of these three 

analogues being fast acting neurotransm itters.

7.1.4 Excitotoxic actions of the sulphur-containing amino-acids

The excitotoxic effect of glutamate is thought to be mainly due to an 

excessive activation of NM DA receptors by the neurotransm itter, leading to a 

massive influx of calcium (and sodium) into neurones (M eldrum & Garthwaite, 

1990). Sulphur-containing analogues of glutam ate and aspartate have been found 

to activate N M DA receptors with different potencies (Patneau & Mayer, 1990). 

Comparing the potency of these analogues to activate NM DA receptors, their 

for uptake, and their known neurotoxic action was therefore interesting. The 

aim of the following analysis was to explain what factors determ ine the 

neurotoxicity or otherwise of different glutam ate analogues.

In the situation considered, I assumed that the analogues are released into 

the extracellular space at a rate low enough not to saturate uptake into cells (and 

that the analogues are not released via reversed action of the glutam ate uptake 

carrier). For simplicity, the extracellular space is treated as a single com partm ent. 

At equilibrium, the release of analogues will be balanced by their removal from 

the extracellular medium by uptake, thus:

Release rate =  V ^^.c /  (K^ +  c) =  V ^ . c  /  for c <  (1)

or c =  Release rate.K ^ / (2)
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where c is the extracellular concentration of the analogue, is the Michaelis- 

M enten constant for the transport of the analogue considered and the 

maximum uptake rate of the analogue. The current flowing through NMDA-type 

channels opened by the binding of different analogues of glutam ate and 

aspartate is proportional to (c/K^moa)^'"^ (Patneau & Mayer, 1990) if c < Kj^mda> 

where K^^mda the concentration of the analogue which evokes a half-maximum 

current through the NM DA channels. Thus, the current through NM DA 

channels is proportional to (from equation ( 2 ):

{[Release rate-K^/V^J/K^M OA}'" (3)

If we assume that a certain threshold am ount of current or calcium influx 

through N M DA channels is needed to generate excitotoxicity, then equation (3) 

predicts that the minimum release of analogue needed to produce this current 

is :

release rate needed for excitotoxicity « [^m ax/^] (4)

Therefore, an analogue will be more excitotoxic for a low K^mda ^ low rate 

of uptake (V^a^/K^,), since less release will then be needed to produce the 

fractional activation of NM DA receptor needed for excitotoxicity. A  useful 

param eter describing this is the excitotoxic index defined by:

excitotoxic index =  [l/KNMDA]/[Vmax/Km] (5)

The excitotoxic index of each analogue is inversely proportional to the release 

rate needed for the analogue to induce excitotoxic damage. Table 7.1 shows the 

values of this index derived from the values of K^mda for each of the analogues 

studied here (from Patneau & Mayer, 1990) and from the values of and 

(from chapter 3 of this thesis). For SC, an estimate of was calculated

from the current generated by the application of Im M  of the analogue by 

assuming that Im M  was well below the for SC, since only that dose evoked
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NM DA channels Glu uptake Excitotoxic index

^NMDA Vmax Vmax/K  ̂ (Â M-:) [ l/K^^DA]/[^max/^M]
(from Patneau & Mayer) (from this thesis)

Glu 2.3 15 1 0.067 6.52

Asp 16.9 4 0.25 0.063 0.95

CA 302.0 6 0.64 0.107 0.031

CSA 43.0 60 0.37 0.0065 3.58

H CA 12.9 2950 0 . 2 1 0.00007 1107.0

HCSA 29.9 1650 0.41 0.00025 134.0

SC 8 . 2 ——— ——— 0.00015 833.0

Table 7.1: Excitotoxic index values of glutamate, aspartate and their sulphur-containing 

analogues. values were normalised to the value for glutam ate. For SC, individual 

values of and were not obtained, but their ratio was estim ated from the 

response to Im M  SC - the lowest dose tested which produced a response.
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a current (higher doses were not tested). The order suggested by the excitotoxic 

index, for the potency to induce excitotoxic damage, is as follows:

H CA  > SC > HCSA > Glu > CSA > Asp > CA 

The particular values for Asp and HCA are interesting. These two analogues 

have a similar EC 5 0  value for opening NM DA channels, which suggests equal 

potential for causing excitotoxic damage. However, H CA  is poorly taken up by 

the carrier com pared to aspartate. As a result, the excitotoxic index for H CA  is 

very much higher than that for aspartate.

The order of potency for the excitotoxicity of the analogues is similar to 

that found by Pullan et al (1987) who generated retinal excitotoxicity by 

superfusing glutam ate analogues. Their order of potency was as follow:

H CA  > SC > HCSA > Glu = CSA = CA 

However, the values shown in table 7.1 predict that H CA  is 170 times 

(1107/6.52) m ore toxic than glutamate and 36000 times (1107/0.031) more toxic 

than CA whereas Pullan et al only found a fivefold difference in the toxicity of 

these analogues. Several reasons can explain these discrepancies. First of all, if 

the analogues are perfused onto the slice as in Pullan et aFs experiments instead 

of being relesed from neurones as assumed in the calculation above, the 

concentration of analogue depends on the uptake rate (as expressed by equation 

(2)) but also on the diffusion of the analogue into the slice. As a result, the 

concentration of the analogue will depend m ore weakly on the rate of uptake of 

the analogue than is expressed by equation (2). This will reduce differences in 

the excitotoxic potential of the various analogues. Secondly, it is likely that 

excitotoxic damage occurs when extracellular concentration of analogue is not 

very small com pared to the of uptake, while in the calculation above I 

assumed c < K ^. M oreover, the experiments described in chapter 3 were 

perform ed on cells whole-cell clamped to -43mV. In physiological conditions, the 

resting potential of glial cells is around -90mV. This may affect the ratio of 

of the different analogues (for example, is 1/5 at -40mV but 1/3

at -80mV; Barbour et al, 1991). Lastly, excitotoxicity may not just reflect the 

activation of NM DA receptors (M eldrum & Garthwaite, 1990).
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7.1.5 Mechanism of release of sulphur-containing amino-acids

Because of their charges, the sulphur-containing analogues of glutamate 

and aspartate are probably prevented from crossing the blood-brain barrier, like 

glutam ate and aspartate are. However, during neurodegenerative disorders such 

as sulphite oxidase or cystathionine synthase deficiency (see introduction, section

1.2), homocysteic acid and S-sulpho-L-cysteine are found in high concentrations 

in the extracellular space of the brain. It is possible, therefore, that these 

analogues are released by neurones or glial cells. They could be released by 

conventional calcium -dependent vesicular release (after depolarisation of 

neurones) or, as shown for glutamate, by reversed operation of the glutamate 

transporter (Szatkowski et al, 1990), or by hetero-exchange on the carrier with 

uptake of a glutam ate anion being followed by release of a sulphur analogue 

anion. E ither of the last two modes of release would invalidate the calculation 

presented above of relative excitotoxic potential of the different analogues.

7.2 Stoichiometry of the glutamate uptake carrier

In this paragraph, I will discuss the evidence for the transport of each type 

of ions on the glutam ate uptake carrier and, based partly on the results in 

chapters 4 and 5, will reach the conclusion that glutam ate is transported into the 

cell with two sodium ions and that one potassium ion is counter-transported 

together with a hydroxyl ion (or possibly a bicarbonate).

7.2.1 G lutam ate

The dependence of high affinity glutam ate uptake on the concentration 

of glutam ate obeys a M ichaelis-Menten equation with a value for glutamate 

between 2 and 50juM (Hertz, 1979; Erecihska, 1987; Pines et al, 1992). This 

indicates that one glutam ate is transported into the cell on each carrier cycle. As 

the uptake process evokes an inward m em brane current when cells are whole

cell clam ped and over 99% of glutam ate is negatively charged at physiological 

pH, other ions must also be transported on the carrier.
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7.2.2 Sodium

Several experiments led to the conviction that the glutam ate uptake 

carrier was a sodium co-transporter: ( 1 ) glutamate uptake was found to be 

strictly dependent on external sodium (Roskoski, 1978); (2) glutam ate can 

stimulate [^H]-sodium uptake (Stallcup et al, 1979; Baetge et al, 1979; Kimelberg 

et al, 1989); (3) glutam ate uptake is inhibited by high internal sodium 

concentrations (B arbour et al, 1991).

Erecihska et al (1983) investigated the sodium -dependence of the 

equilibrium [D-asp]/[D-asp]o in rat brain synaptosomes and found that it was 

consistent with the transport of two sodium ions into the cell with each aspartate 

(or glutam ate) anion. Stallcup et al (1979) and Baetge et al (1979) also suggested 

that two sodium ions were transported with each glutam ate from the dependence 

of uptake rate  on [Na"^]o. Electrophysiological studies of the uptake of glutam ate 

also shown a sigmoid dependence of uptake current on the extracellular sodium 

concentration, suggesting that at least two sodium ions (or possibly three) were 

transported on the carrier with each glutam ate (Brew & Attwell, 1987; Schwartz 

& Tachibana, 1990). Sodium co-transport down its electrochemical gradient is 

thought to be the major source of energy for the glutamate uptake carrier (see 

below). On thermodynamic grounds, one can calculate that at least two sodium 

ions must be co-transported with each glutam ate to provide the accumulative 

power that radiotracing experiments have shown for the carrier.

7.2.3 Potassium

There are several lines of evidence suggesting that potassium is counter

transported on the glutam ate uptake carrier. In synaptosomes, a potassium 

gradient with [K]j > [Kj^ was found to stimulate glutam ate uptake (K anner & 

Sharon, 1978a, b). M oreover, raising external potassium inhibits glutam ate 

uptake (Peterson & Raghupathy, 1972) and stimulates glutam ate efflux (K anner 

& Marva, 1982). These results were difficult to interpret with confidence since 

altering the potassium gradient changes the m em brane potential, which could 

explain these observations without any transport of potassium on the carrier. 

However, m ore recently, electrophysiological experiments have shown the same
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dependence of glutam ate uptake on intracellular (whole-cell pipette) potassium 

even when the m em brane potential is held constant (Barbour et al, 1988). This 

potassium -dependence followed Michaelis-Menten kinetics, suggesting that one 

potassium ion was transported out on the carrier. Arguing against the counter

transport of potassium were results obtained by Schwartz & Tachibana (1990). 

They did not find any dependence on pipette potassium concentration for the 

uptake of aspartate in whole-cell clamped salam ander M üller cells (the same 

preparation as Barbour et al). These discrepancies can be explained because 

Schwartz & Tachibana (1990) were only able to lower the intracellular potassium 

concentration from 90mM to 9mM (due to the size of patch pipette used to 

whole-cell clamp the cells). The affinity of the glutamate uptake carrier for 

potassium is around 4mM when aspartate is transported (as against 15mM when 

L-glutamate is transported by the carrier). It follows that the internal 

concentration of potassium has to be lowered much more to significantly reduce 

D-aspartate uptake than to reduce L-glutamate uptake. D irect evidence of the 

transport of potassium on the glutam ate uptake carrier has now been obtained 

by A m ato et al (1993a) by m easurem ent of potassium coming out of the cell with 

a K'*'-sensitive electrode when glutamate uptake is activated.

7.2.4 pH-changing ions

Several authors have suggested that protons were transported on the 

glutam ate uptake carrier. Nelson et al (1983) showed that in the absence of 

sodium and potassium gradients, glutamate uptake could be stimulated by a 

proton gradient (pHo< p H J in m em brane vesicles isolated from renal brush 

border. It was not possible, however, to rule out a possible effect of the proton 

gradient on the m em brane potential. Erecihska et al (1983) found that D- 

aspartate  uptake in rat brain synaptosomes was associated with an extracellular 

alkalinisation, but did not check w hether this was a direct effect of uptake, or an 

indirect one resulting from Na"^ entry on the carrier raising [Na'^Jj and affecting 

the operation of pH  regulating carriers like Na'^/H'^ exchange or Na^/HCO^ co

transport. On the other hand, Schwartz & Tachibana found that D-aspartate 

uptake into salam ander Müller cells did not produce any acidification of the
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intracellular medium (m onitored by fluorescence of the pH-sensitive fluorescent 

dye BCECF loaded into the cell in the m em brane perm eant acetoxymethylester 

form). However, in Schwartz & Tachibana’s experiments, the m em brane current 

generated by glutam ate uptake was not monitored. There was therefore no 

evidence that the cells were taking glutam ate up. Experim ents perform ed in this 

thesis show that glutam ate uptake is associated with an intracellular acidification 

and an extracellular alkalinization and that these do not result from secondary 

activation of pH-regulating carriers (chapter 4). Further experiments showed that 

these pH  changes were due to a pH-changing anion, presumably O H  or HCO^ , 

being transported out of the cell on the carrier (chapter 5). Interestingly, the 

recent cloning of three different glutam ate carriers has revealed significant 

homologies with prokaryotic transporters known to co-transport pH-changing 

ions (Storck et al, 1992; Pines et al, 1992; Kanai & Hediger, 1992). These include 

the sodium -independent glutam ate-proton transporter gltP in E. coll (Tolner et 

al, 1992) and the sodium -proton-glutam ate transporter gltT from B. 

stearothermopfiilus (de Vrij et al, 1989). It is uncertain w hether gltP and gltT  

actually transport a proton, or w hether they transport an O H  or HCO^ ion in 

the o ther direction, as I have postulated for the glutam ate uptake carrier in 

salam ander glial cells.

Could bicarbonate be the main anion transported?

It is obviously interesting to determ ine w hether the pH-changing anion 

transported is O H  or H C O 3 '. My experiments were done in solutions without 

added H C O 3 . Furtherm ore, blocking carbonic anhydrase did not abolish the pH  

changes associated with glutamate uptake, whereas blocking carbonic anhydrase 

greatly reduces pH  changes due to bicarbonate movement in o ther preparations 

(Kaila et al, 1990). Thus, O H  might be the favoured candidate for the 

transported anion. The following calculations reinforce this idea.

The CO 2  and H C O 3  concentrations m easured in the nominally 

bicarbonate-free internal solution (solution J, table 2.3 with metabolic blockers) 

were 50juM and 400jLtM respectively. If one bicarbonate ion is transported out 

on the carrier, the efflux would be (for a typical 200pA current) (2x10*^®/ 96500)
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= 2x10*^  ̂ bicarbonate ion per second. A  cell of typical volume (10'^^

litre) contains, if [HCO3] = 400/xM, (10*^^) x (4x10'"^) =  4x10'^^ moles of 

bicarbonate. If bicarbonate is transported out of the cell at a rate of 2x10'^^ mol 

s '\  all the bicarbonate would be lost in 2  seconds, yet glutam ate uptake can be 

m aintained for minutes. If carbonic anhydrase is blocked (and metabolic blockers 

are present in the cell to inhibit further CO 2  production), the cell has two 

sources of H C O 3  :

( 1 ) reaction of water with CO 2

( 2 ) diffusion of H C O 3  from the patch pipette

With carbonic anhydrase blocked, the rate constant of production of HCO3* from 

CO 2  is 0.037 s'  ̂ (Edsall & Wyman, 1958). From  the 50/xM CO 2  m easured in my 

solutions (see above), HCO3 would therefore be produced at a rate of (5x10^) 

X 0.037 X 10'^  ̂ =  1.9x10'^^ mol s '\  Diffusion of HCO3 from the pipette (of series 

resistance 3 M n) would bring in 2.1x10'^^ mol s'  ̂ (see legend to fig 4.4 for a 

detailed calculation). These values add up to only 2.3x10'^^ moles/s (only 11% 

of the 2x10'^^ moles/s which would be needed if one HCO3 moved per carrier 

cycle). It is therefore concluded that HCO3 transport is not obligatory for the 

operation of the glutam ate uptake carrier.

In contrast, dissociation of w ater (concentration 56M) at a rate constant 

of 2.5x10  ̂ s'  ̂ (Eigen & De Maeyer, 1958) generates (in a cell of volume 2x10'^^ 

litre) 56 x (2x10^^) x (2.5x10'^) =  2.8x10'^"* mol s'  ̂ of hydroxyl ions, while the 

glutam ate uptake carrier can transport (for a typical current of 200pA) only 

2xl0'^^/96500 =  2x10'^^ hydroxyl ions per second (assuming that one OH is 

transported per cycle of the carrier). It is therefore plausible that hydroxyl ions 

are the main counter-transported anions, even though it is not possible to rule 

out some HCO3 transport. Indeed, experiments presented in chapter 5 (Fig 5.11) 

of this thesis suggest that HCO3 ions can also be transported on the carrier and 

may be transported in physiological conditions where the concentration of 

bicarbonate is around lOmM.

How many hydroxyl ions are transported per carrier cycle?

In section 4.8 I showed that the intracellular pH  change produced by
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uptake was roughly consistent with one O H  leaving the cell per carrier cycle. A 

further estim ate of the stoichiometry of hydroxyl transport can be obtained from 

the experiments in chapter 5 measuring CIO^ efflux by comparing the measured 

and expected accumulation of CIO^ outside the cell.

The efflux, J, of perchlorate across the surface m em brane is given by the 

equation:

J =  I/F (1)

where I is the current generated by glutam ate uptake and F is the Faraday, 

assuming that one CIO^ moves (and by extension one O H  ) per elem entary 

charge of uptake current. This CIO^ will diffuse out from the cell in the external 

solution. Treating the cell as a sphere, the rate of CIO^ diffusion across a 

concentric sphere of radius r in the external solution is:

ra te  of CIO^ diffusion = -4 7 rr^Ddc/dr (2)

where c is the concentration of CIO^ and D is the diffusion coefficient for CIO^ 

(2x10'^ m^ s'^). This must be equal to the CIO^ flux across the cell membrane. 

Thus,

I/F =  - 4 7 rr^Ddc/dr (3)

or /d c  = - / '(d r .I ) /( 4 7 rr^.D.F) (4)

Integrating the equation from a (the radius of the cell) to infinity gives (because 

the concentration at infinity is zero):

Cg = I/( 4 7 T.a.D.F) (5)

If the uptake current is 300pA (with CIO^ inside), and if one CIO4' is 

transported in 64% (1.8/2.8 from fig 5.1) of the carrier cycles, then the 

concentration of CIO 4  expected just outside the cell is:

Cg =  (0.64 X I)/( 4 7 T.a.D.F) =  7.6/xM 

The concentration of perchlorate m easured by the electrode with CIO4' present 

inside the cell was around 6 jnM, very close to the calculated value. It can be 

concluded tentatively that the glutam ate uptake carrier has one internal anion 

binding site and that in physiological conditions, one hydroxyl (or one 

bicarbonate) is transported out per cycle of the carrier.
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7.2.5 M ost likely stoichiometry

The first order dependence of glutam ate uptake on external glutamate 

and internal potassium concentration suggests that one of each of these ions are 

transported on the carrier per cycle. Evidence reviewed above suggest that two 

sodium ions are co-transported with each glutam ate and that one hydroxyl (or 

possibly bicarbonate) is counter-transported per carrier cycle. As a result of this 

stoichiometry, one net positive charge is transported into the cell on each cycle 

of the carrier. No other charged ions seem to be transported, in particular Cl is 

not transported (Barbour et al, 1991).

13  Accumulative power of the carrier

The accumulative power of the carrier depends exclusively on its 

stoichiometry. At equilibrium (no net transport of glutam ate across the cell 

m em brane), the minimum extracellular glutam ate concentration that the uptake 

carrier can maintain is given by (from equating the free energy change of one 

carrier cycle to zero):

[Glu ]„ = [Glu'li ([Na+]/[Na+]j: ([K+]^[K+]J ([OHV[OH],) (1)

In physiological conditions (at 37°C), [Na'^Jj = 25mM (Ballanyi et al, 1987), 

[Na+]^ =  145mM, [K+]^ =  2.5mM, [K%  =  145mM, [O H ^  =  251nM, [OH ]; = 

lOOnM and V =  -80mV. The value of the internal glutam ate concentration is less 

certain and ranges from O.lmM to 5mM in glial cells and around 15mM in 

neurones when m easured by immunochemical methods (M arc et al, 1990; 

O ttersen, 1989). Values obtained from biochemical m easurem ents range from

5 to 20mM in cultured glial cells or neurones and whole brain (Schousboe et al, 

1975; Berger et al, 1977; Kvamme et al, 1985; Lehm ann & Hansson, 1987; Levi

6  Patrizio, 1992). Because glutamate seems to be taken up m ore into glial cells 

than into neurones (see below) (Schon & Kelly, 1974; M cLennan, 1976) an 

interm ediate value of [Glu'j; =  3mM was chosen for the following calculation. 

For the values given above, the minimum extracellular glutam ate concentration 

the carrier can maintain is predicted by equation ( 2 ) to be approximately [Gln'j^
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= O.ZjuM. This concentration is at the bottom of the dose-response curve for 

most glutam ate receptors (Forsythe & Clements, 1990; Sather et al, 1992; 

Schoepp et al, 1990).

7.4 Function of hydroxyl counter-transport

A carrier with a stoichiometry of one glutam ate and two sodium ions 

transported into the cell and one potassium ion counter transported (i.e. no O H  

transport) could lower extracellular glutamate concentrations (at equilibrium) to 

only 1.5jL6M (from a calculation similar to that above). The glutam ate uptake 

carrier present in salam ander Millier cells can lower extracellular glutamate 

concentrations to 200nM (previous section). Transport of a hydroxyl ion out of 

the cell thus increases the accumulative power of the carrier.

Changes of pH  due to the transport of hydroxyl ions out of the cell on the 

carrier may play an im portant role in intracellular signalling or as a messenger 

between neurones and glial cells (see below). Certainly, changes of pH  in 

physiological or pathological conditions will affect the rate of uptake of glutamate 

(see below). The optimum extracellular pH  for the salam ander uptake carrier is

7.3 (Barbour et al, unpublished observations). The physiological pH  of the 

extracellular medium is around 7.4 for mammals and 7.6 for amphibians. Any 

decrease of this extracellular pH  (for example when acid containing 

neurotransm itter vesicles are released into the extracellular space) will have the 

effect of stimulating glutam ate uptake. Transport of hydroxyl ions may also 

contribute to a reduction of osmotic changes as glutam ate and sodium are 

transported into the cell.

7.5 How similar are amphibian and mammalian glutamate uptake

transporters?

As some parts of this discussion deal with glutam ate uptake in mammalian 

systems, it is im portant to stress the similarities between mammalian and 

amphibian glutam ate uptake (studied in this thesis).

Sarantis & Attwell (1990) have investigated electrogenic glutam ate uptake 

in Müller cells of the rabbit retina. The uptake process was strictly dependent on
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external sodium and on intracellular potassium. The proposed stoichiometry was 

with one glutam ate and three sodium being transported into the cell while one 

potassium ion was transported out. There was no direct evidence for the 

transport of three sodium ions (as opposed to two) but since the carrier was 

electrogenic, it was necessary to postulate that three sodium ions were 

transported into the cell in order to account for the inward current observed (the 

transport of pH  changing ions was not investigated in that study). All studies of 

glutam ate uptake carriers in mammalian cells show a strict dependence on 

external sodium, although some authors have reported first order Michaelis- 

M enten kinetics (rather than a sigmoid [NaJ^-dependence) for the transport of 

sodium in cultured astrocytes (e.g. D rejer et al, 1982; Kimelberg et al, 1989). 

However, in these experiments, the cells were not whole-cell clam ped and 

depolarization of the astrocytes (by activation of glutam ate gated channels) 

cannot be ruled out. This depolarisation would reduce uptake when the external 

sodium concentration was high, and thus might convert a sigmoid dependence 

on external sodium into a more first order M ichaelis-Menten dependence. Most 

of the studies from mammalian synaptosomes have also suggested that 

m ammalian uptake carriers counter-transport potassium ions (K anner & Sharon, 

1978 a, b; Roskoski, 1979).

M ore recently, the cloning of three different mammalian uptake carriers 

(see introduction section 1.6.5) emphasized the similarities between the different 

carriers. These were all found to be strictly dependent on external sodium. GLT- 

1 (Pines et al, 1992) was also found to be dependent on internal potassium and 

E A A C l (Kanai & Hediger, 1992) was inhibited by extracellular potassium. It is 

interesting to note that Kanai & H ediger’s clone (E A A C l) generates an 

intracellular acidification (personal communication) but this property has not yet 

been reported  for the other cloned transporters. Tanaka (1993) found that Glu-1, 

when expressed in oocytes, take up glutam ate in a chloride-dependent m anner 

(uptake was reduced when external chloride was replaced by acetate). However, 

since the oocytes were not voltage clamped and given that oocytes can have a 

large chloride conductance (Dascal, 1987), it is not possible to rule out a possible 

indirect effect in which removing external chloride depolarises the m em brane
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potential and inhibits uptake.

7.6 Neuronal vs glial glutamate uptake

There is some controversy over the relative im portance of glial and 

neuronal glutam ate uptake carriers. Intuitively, uptake carriers located on the 

presynaptic terminal of a glutamatergic synapse would be at the ideal place to 

quickly lower the extracellular glutam ate concentration after depolarisation- 

evoked release. However, several experiments suggest that most of the glutam ate 

released by neurones is taken up by glial cells. [^H]-glutamate when applied to 

the nervous system ends up mainly (90% ) in glial cells (Schon & Kelly, 1974; 

M cLennan, 1976). M oreover, inhibiting glutamine synthase (the enzyme 

responsible for the conversion of glutamate into glutamine, located mainly in glial 

cells in the brain (N orenberg & M artinez-Hernandez, 1979)) reduces the 

calcium -dependent release of glutamate from rat striatal slices in vitro (Rothstein 

& Tabakoff, 1984) and from rat striatum in vivo (Paulsen & Fonnum, 1989). 

These results suggest that the conversion of glutam ate to glutamine in glia 

(followed by movement of glutamine back to neurones) is required to maintain 

the pools of releasable glutamate in nerve terminals and that uptake of 

glutam ate into glial cells is the major pathway for removal of extracellular 

glutam ate after being released by neurones.

7.7 Glutamate uptake is associated with intra- and extracellular pH

changes

7.7.1 Likelv pH  changes observed in vivo due to glutamate uptake

Assessing the amplitude of the pH  changes produced by glutam ate uptake 

is im portant if one wishes to postulate an effect on cells such as variation of 

enzyme activity or modulation of neuronal excitability (see below). In 

physiological conditions, the pH  of the cells and of the extracellular fluid are 

buffered by CO 2 /H C O 3  which should result in a higher buffering power than 

would pertain in the experiments carried out with H epes as a buffer, which are 

presented in chapters 4 and 5. An estim ate of the uptake-evoked pH  changes 

that will occur in vivo can be made as follows. Addition of CO 2 /H C O 3  to the
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cells will increase their buffering power by 23mM. The buffering power of 

undam ped  cells was measured to be around 16mM (in the experimental 

conditions described in chapter 4). The presence of bicarbonate would therefore 

increase the buffering power by a factor of 2.4 and would decrease the pH 

change by the same factor. The typical pH  change of 0.1 pH  unit m onitored in 

the experiments described in chapter 4 would thus correspond to an in vivo pH  

change of 0.04 pH  unit. A  corresponding alkalinization will occur in the 

extracellular space. However, extracellular pH  changes will occur in vivo in a 

restricted space around each cell (in contrast to the experiments on dissociated 

cells which are surrounded by a large volume of extracellular fluid) and in a 

solution of buffering power of 55mM (calculated from the concentration of 

bicarbonate (24 mM) in the extracellular space). Typically, the extracellular 

volume is 1/4 of the intracellular space, which would lead to the pH^ change 

being four fold larger than the pHj change. The 55mM buffering power (15% 

higher than the intracellular buffering power) will slightly reduce this pH  change. 

Overall, in the case described above, the corresponding extracellular pH  change 

would therefore be 0.14 pH  unit. In the retina, where glutam ate is released 

continuously in the dark, or in the brain when glutam ate is released massively for 

example during an epileptic seizure, the internal and extracellular pH  changes 

could thus be significant and may play an im portant signalling role (see below). 

Recently, A m ato et al (1993b) have shown that glutam ate uptake can evoke 

significant pH  changes in rat hippocam pal slices.

7.7.2 How do uptake-evoked pH  changes affect cells?

Extracellular and intracellular pH  shifts occur in the central nervous 

system during stimulation (for review, see Chester & Kaila, 1992) and are large 

enough to influence excitatory synaptic transmission. Traynelis & Cull-Candy 

(1990, 1991) showed that NM DA receptors from cerebellar neurones were 

inhibited by a rise of [H'^Iq, with 50% of the inhibition occuring close to 

physiological pH  (around 7.3). This inhibition seemed to be via a decrease in the 

opening probability of the channel and a reduction in the proportion of long 

bursts of opening. In contrast, AMP A or kainate channels were unaffected by
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similar changes in extracellular pH. These results were confirmed by Tang et al

(1990) and by Vyklicky et at (1990) on rat and mouse hippocam pal neurones. 

Similarly, a decrease of extracellular pH  blocks sodium conductance in frog node 

of Ranvier (Hille, 1992). As a result, neurones becom e less excitable. The 

mechanism for this action of protons on voltage-gated sodium channels is still not 

clear. It could result from a decrease in single channel conductance by protons 

titrating several groups facing the pore of the channel or by titrating one 

essential group within the pore. Alternatively, protons could alter the gating 

kinetics, leading to less channels opening for the same depolarisation. Sigworth 

(1980) showed that an increase in proton concentration affects the gating 

mechanism and the single channel conductance of voltage-gated sodium channels 

at the node of Ranvier. Voltage-gated calcium channels are also inhibited by a 

rise in proton concentration (lijima et al, 1986). In contrast, GABA-gated 

chloride channels of crayfish muscle fibres were found to be inhibited by an 

increase of extracellular pH  (Pasternack et al,1992). These modulations of 

voltage- and ligand-gated channels by protons all lead to an increase of 

excitability at higher pH^.

Several metabolic enzymes are likely to be affected by the intracellular pH  

changes calculated above. For example, phosphofructokinase, the enzyme 

catalysing the rate  limiting step of glycolysis is very sensitive to pH. If the pH  

of the cell increases from 7.1 to 7.2, the activity of the enzyme 

phosphofructokinase increases nearly 20 fold. G lutam ate dehydrogenase, the 

enzyme responsible for the formation of a-ketoglutarate and N A D PH  + H ^ 

from glutam ate was found to be stimulated by a decrease of internal pH  in 

Clostridium symbiosiim (Syed & Engel, 1990). These authors suggested that the 

enzyme could exist in two forms: a high activity form found mainly at acidic pH  

and a low activity state predom inant at higher pH.

Glutam ine synthase (see introduction section 1.11.4) is also m odulated by 

intracellular pH  changes. A  shift from 7.4 to 7.8 in the extracellular pH  

(supposed to induce an alkalinization of the internal medium when a 

C 0 2 /bicarbonate solution is used (Kimelberg et al, 1986)) produced a 3.4 fold 

increase in the intracellular glutamine concentration in mouse cultured astrocytes
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(Brookes, 1992b). The acidification of the intracellular medium of the cell 

associated with glutam ate uptake would therefore be expected to reduce the 

activity of glutamine synthase.

G ap junctions are channels mediating cell-to-cell coupling. They allow the 

movement of ions and small molecules from one cell to the other without 

leakage into the extracellular space. Spray et al (1981) have shown that gap 

junctional conductance was greatly increased by alkalinizations of the order of 

0.10 pH  units. The intracellular acidification associated with glutam ate uptake 

would therefore have the opposite effect and tend to induce the closure of gap 

junctions. G ap junctions between glial cells normally serve to potentiate the 

clearing of from the extracellular space by "spatial buffering" (M obbs et al,

1988).

Intracellular acidification as well as external alkalinization evoked by 

glutam ate uptake may therefore be involved in the modulation of neuronal 

excitability and alteration of glial cell metabolism, and may represent a novel 

second m essenger action of glutamate.

7.8 Modulation of glutamate uptake

7.8.1 Effect of ascorbate on glutamate uptake

Several groups have suggested that ascorbate might be transported out of 

the cell by the glutam ate uptake carrier (Grünewald & Fillenz, 1984; Cam mack 

et al, 1991). Indeed, application of L-glutamate to synaptosomes from rat brain 

or injection into the brain induces the efflux of ascorbate (Grünewald & Fillenz, 

1984; O ’Neill et al, 1984; Cammack et al, 1991) m easured by voltammetry 

(Ghasem zadeh et al, 1991). The efflux of ascorbate from synaptosomes can also 

be evoked by applying D- or L-aspartate or by raising the extracellular potassium 

level to 60mM (Grünewald & Fillenz, 1984; O ’Neill et al, 1984). M oreover, 

removing extracellular sodium decreases the ascorbate efflux induced by the 

application of glutam ate (Grünewald & Fillenz, 1984). The efflux of ascorbate 

was abolished in the presence of glutam ate uptake inhibitor D,L-threo /3-hydroxy- 

aspartic acid and approximately halved by SITS (which had been suggested to 

selectively block glial uptake (Waniewski & M artin, 1983)). Furosemide (an
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inhibitor of Cl'-coupled transport) was also a potent inhibitor of glutamate- 

induced ascorbate efflux (Wilson & Dixon, 1989; Cammack et al, 1991). In 

contrast, antagonists of glutam ate receptors had no effect on the glutamate- 

evoked ascorbate efflux (Grünewald & Fillenz, 1984). Finally, lesions of cortico- 

striatal pathways inhibited ascorbate efflux evoked by glutam ate in the striatum 

(O ’Neill el at, 1984). These results led to the suggestion that the glutam ate 

uptake carrier might counter-transport ascorbate. However, experiments 

described in chapter 6  show that adding ascorbate to the internal solution did not 

affect the amplitude of the glutamate-evoked current in salam ander M üller cells. 

Furtherm ore, the presence of ascorbate outside the cell did not inhibit the 

uptake current as would be expected if ascorbate is transported out of the cell 

on the carrier. M oreover, furosemide does not affect glutam ate uptake into 

salam ander M üller cells (Ballerini, Edwards & Attwell, unpublished observations) 

while it was shown to inhibit glutamate-evoked ascorbate efflux. These results 

argue against the transport of ascorbate on the glutam ate uptake carrier and are 

consistent with the following results obtained by others. Firstly, m easurem ent of 

both the efflux of ascorbate evoked by the application of glutam ate and the 

am ount of pH ]-glutam ate taken up by synaptosomes from rat brain showed that 

much less ascorbate was released than pH]-glutam ate taken up (Grünewald & 

Fillenz, 1984). Secondly, ascorbate was not able to evoke the release of pH ]- 

glutam ate from pre-loaded synaptosomes and the presence of 5mM ascorbate 

in the incubation medium did not affect the uptake of pH ]-glutam ate into 

synaptosomes (Grünewald & Fillenz, 1984). These apparent contradictions can 

be explained if, as seems likely, glutam ate and ascorbate are transported on two 

different carriers. The uptake of glutamate is accom panied by an increase in 

intracellular sodium concentration (and in high input resistance synaptosomes a 

depolarisation) that might activate reversed ascorbate transport. Indeed, Na"^- 

dependent ascorbate transport has been described in rat and mouse astrocytes 

in culture. This uptake mechanism was not significantly affected by extracellular 

C r removal, but was blocked by furosemide, SITS and DIDS (Wilson & Dixon,

1989).
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7.8.2 Effect of activating or inhibiting cAM P-dependent protein kinase

The recently cloned glutam ate uptake carriers show a conserved putative 

site for phosphorylation by cAM P-dependent protein kinase (PKA). However, 

results presented in chapter 6  show that neither the presence of catalytic subunits 

of PKA in the internal solution nor a peptide inhibitor of PKA affected the 

am plitude of the current generated by glutam ate uptake. These results can be 

explained in several different ways. First of all, the glutam ate uptake carriers 

cloned to date are all from mammals and the amphibian glutam ate uptake 

carrier may not contain this putative phosphorylation site for PKA. An 

alternative explanation is that this site is actually located outside the cell, as 

suggested by Kanai & Hediger (1992) in their representation of the carrier. 

Finally, if this putative site exists in salam ander M üller cells’ carriers, it may not 

be accessible to PKA due to the tertiary structure of the protein. Experiments 

similar to those presented in chapter 6  and others (such as labelling of 

phosphorylation sites with ^^P) would have to be perform ed on cells expressing 

one of the cloned cDNAs to test these hypotheses. Elucidation of the crystal 

structure of the protein would also be useful in investigating the accessibility of 

the site to PKA.

7.8.3 Effect of activating protein kinase C

Protein kinase C (PKC) has previously been found to activate glutamate 

uptake into glial cells in culture (Casado et al, 1991). However, the effect of the 

phorbol ester TP A  (activator of PKC) was studied for only 10 minutes. The 

results presented in chapter 6  suggested tentatively that PKC might initially 

activate glutam ate uptake in salam ander Müller cells but following prolonged 

exposure might then down-regulate the level of PKC expression in the cells. 

Several experiments have to be perform ed to confirm the preliminary results 

presented in chapter 6 . M ore cells will be studied to reproduce the results 

already obtained and to increase the level of significance of the data. If the effect 

of TP A  is confirmed, cells will be studied after several hours of contact with 

TP A, using an internal solution containing PKC. The aim of this experiment 

would be to restore the potentiation of glutamate uptake in these cells and show
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conclusively that the decline in glutamate-evoked current is related to the loss of 

PKC activity in the cells. Presumably, a receptor-linked mechanism exists to up- 

or down-regulate the activity of the carrier via PKC. Since trans-ACPD receptors 

linked to phospholipase C have been shown to be expressed by these cells 

(K eirstead & Miller, 1992), this could be a pathway for the up-regulation of the 

carrier. According to this model, phospholipase C induces the synthesis of IP 3  

and diacylglycerol; IP3 stimulates the release of calcium from internal stores and 

PKC becomes activated by the presence of diacylglycerol and the elevation of 

calcium concentration.

7.8.4 Effect of annexin I on the inhibition of glutamate uptake bv arachidonic

acid

Annexin I has been proposed to protect against neuronal injury during 

anoxia or ischaemia (Relton et al, 1991). Since annexins bind to arachidonic acid 

(Edwards & Crum pton, 1991), exogenously applied annexin I could act by 

binding arachidonic acid and preventing it having neurotoxic actions such as 

potentiating the current passing through NM DA channels (thought to be one of 

the m ajor ion channels involved in neuronal damage; see introduction, section 

1.1.1) and inhibiting glutam ate uptake (Chan et at, 1983; Barbour et al, 1989). 

Results presented in chapter 6  showed that adding annexin I to the incubation 

medium of cells affected neither the magnitude of the current generated by 

glutam ate uptake, nor the inhibition of glutam ate uptake by arachidonic acid. 

Thus, although it remains possible that annexin I modulates NM DA receptor 

activity by binding arachidonic acid, it does not appear to influence the activity 

of glutam ate uptake carrier.

7.9 Role of glutamate uptake in neurotoxicity and pathology

In anoxia or ischaemia, because of the lack of oxygen available for cell 

metabolism, the intracellular ATP concentration falls sharply (aerobic 

metabolism is switched to anaerobic metabolism). This leads to a rise of [K'^jo 

following the subsequent failure of operation of the Na'^/K'*’ pump. In the first 

two minutes, [K'^Jq rises slowly to around lOmM (and the extracellular space is
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slightly acidified (Hansen, 1985)). [K'^jg then rises sharply to around 50mM while 

[Na'^Jo, [Cl ]o and [Ca'^j^ drop (Hansen, 1985). As a result of the increase of 

[K'*’]o, neurones and glial cells becom e depolarised and more glutam ate is 

released into the synaptic cleft. This increase of glutam ate concentration has 

been m easured by micro-dialysis (Benveniste et al, 1984; H agberg et al, 1985; 

G raham  et al, 1990), and is thought to be responsible for the neuronal death 

occuring in anoxia or ischaemia (see introduction, section 1.4). It is not prevented 

by uptake of the neurotransm itter for several reasons (Brew & Attwell, 1987; 

B arbour et al, 1991). First of all, the increase of inhibits the release of 

counter-transported by the carrier (the for binding outside M üller 

cells of the salam ander retina is approximately lOOmM (B arbour et al, 1991)). 

Second, the depolarisation of the cells due to the rise in [K" ]̂o will inhibit the 

glutam ate uptake carrier (see introduction, section 1.6.1). Lastly, the decrease in 

[Na'^Jo will also contribute to the inhibition of the uptake process. Fig 7.1 shows 

the minimum extracellular glutamate concentration the carrier can maintain (at 

equilibrium) when the extracellular potassium concentration rises, calculated 

from equation (2) section 7.3. If the extracellular potassium concentration rises 

to 50mM, the carrier will only be able to lower the extracellular glutamate 

concentration to 150juM. The increase of glutam ate concentration in anoxia and 

ischaemia could arise from an increase in vesicular release from presynaptic 

terminals following their depolarisation. However, Sanchez-Prieto & Gonzalez 

(1988) have shown that a drop in the ATP level inhibits vesicular release, making 

this possibility unlikely. A  second possibility, revealed by recent studies on glial 

cells (Szatkowski et al, 1991), and by the graph in Fig 7.1, is that the increase of 

extracellular glutam ate concentration in pathological conditions could be due to 

reversed operation of the glutamate uptake carrier. W hen the extracellular 

potassium concentration rises, glutam ate will be released until [Glu Ĵ  rises to 

the new equilibrium level predicted in Fig 7.1.

7.10 Suggestions for future work

As suggested by the results obtained by Kanai & H ediger (1992) on the 

stoichiometry of their cloned transporter (see introduction, section 1.6.5), the
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Fig 7.1: Minimum extracellular glutam ate concentration the glutam ate uptake 

carrier can maintain in pathological conditions.

Two different stoichiometries for the carrier were investigated. Equation (2) of 

section 7.3 was used to determ ine the extracellular glutam ate concentration at 

equilibrium for various extracellular potassium concentrations. The intracellular 

glutam ate concentration was taken as 3mM (see section 7.3), the ratio [OH 

]o/[OH‘]i was assumed to remain constant at 2.51, the m em brane potential, V^, 

was assumed to  be equal to and the extracellular sodium concentration was 

taken as 147.5 - s o  that [Na"^]q falls by the same am ount as [K'*']  ̂rises. The 

intracellular sodium concentration was assumed to rise by 1/4 of the am ount that 

[Na'*']o falls (since it is in a volume four times bigger) and the intracellular 

potassium concentration was assumed to fall by 1/4 of the am ount that 

rises. So: Na^ =  145 + [(K„-2.5)/4]; =  145 - [(K^-2.5)/4] and Na„ = 145 - (K„ -

2.5).
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mammalian neuronal glutam ate transporter seems to bear very similar properties 

to those of the salam ander Muller cell carrier. It would be interesting to confirm 

the transport of a pH-changing ion on the glutamate uptake carrier from acutely 

dissociated mammalian astrocytes and neurones. It would be better to study 

neuronal glutam ate uptake in neurones that do not express glutam ate receptors. 

Otherwise, these experiments would have to be carried out in the presence of 

CNQX and APV (glutam ate-gated channel antagonists; see introduction, section 

1.1).

Studies of cloned glutam ate carriers at the molecular level should also 

provide insight into functional domains within the molecule. In particular, 

directed mutagenesis studies should allow designation of those residues of the 

carriers essential for their function and for the binding of the different ions. An 

obvious start would be the mutation of charged residues (conserved amongst the 

three cloned carriers) located close to the transm em brane regions or within the 

transm em brane regions. However, binding of cations could also occur by 

electronic interaction with aromatic residues such as phenylalanine or tyrosine 

(as was shown for the blockade of potassium channels by tetraethylamm onium 

(Heginbotham  & MacKinnon, 1992)).

Proline residues have been shown to be absent from transm em brane 

regions of most m em brane spanning proteins since they induce a bend in the a- 

helices that are the usual secondary structures of transm em brane segments. This 

observation does not hold for transporters, and transm em brane proline residues 

have been suspected to play an im portant role in the transporter function 

(Brandi & D eber, 1986). However, experiments in which the proline residues 

were replaced by other amino acids could simply lead to the complete inhibition 

of the transporter function and therefore be very difficult to in terpret in terms 

of which essential step of the carrier operation is affected.

F urther experiments could involve the use of specific (glial or neuronal) 

antibodies against glutam ate carriers. These could prove informative in 

determ ining the location of glutamate uptake carriers at an ultrastructural level. 

For example, they would allow one to address the question of the existence of 

neuronal glutam ate carriers on the pre- or postsynaptic m em brane. Alternatively,
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neuronal glutam ate uptake carriers might only be expressed on the cell body. 

Electron microscopic location of gold-coupled antibodies to the glutam ate uptake 

carrier would be the most reliable way of solving this open debate.

A nother potentially fruitful area of research would be to pursue the 

search for a modulatory pathway of glutam ate uptake. It seems likely that 

glutam ate uptake is constitutively inhibited in physiological conditions for at least 

two reasons. First of all, for the same concentration of applied glutamate, pH  

changes m onitored in undam ped M üller cells are smaller than those m onitored 

from whole-cell clamped cells (chapter 4). M oreover, the glutamate-evoked 

current is smaller in Müller cells recorded with perforated patches than those 

obtained with the same dose of glutam ate when the cell accidentally enters 

whole-cell configuration (Barbara Miller, personal communication). It is possible 

that a small molecule (washed from the cell very quickly when entering whole

cell configuration) perm anently down-regulates the glutam ate uptake carrier.
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